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MARCH

SERVICING.CONSTRUCTION.COLOUR.DEVELOPMENTS

ELICAL-SC

ECIIII ERS
ALSO:
IN -SITU
VALVE MONITOR
INTRODUCTION

TO DIGITAL ICs
SERVICING THE

DECCA DR100 SERIES

4

1911

it

STEPHENS

SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS

ELECTRONICS,

GUARANTEE

P.O. BOX 26,

Satisfaction or money

AYLESBURY, BUCKS.

refunded.

GUARANTEED VALVES BY THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS BY RETURN SERVICE
1 YEARS GUARANTEE ON OWN BRAND, 3 MONTHS' ON OTHERS
AZ:21

AZ50
CELL
CBL3I
CY3I

DAF91
DAF96
DF91
DF96

0K91

DK96
1)1.92
111.94

1)1,96
1/5179

50p
809
80p
859
35p
41p
41p
45p
45p
571p
5710
3719
3709
46p
321p
40p
421p

DY86/7
DY802
E55L
122.75
E88CC
409
EI3OL 14.60
E18017

95p

ECF80/2 471p EL803
ECF86
ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECH83
ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL86

EBF80

EF39
E880
EF83
16803

E886
E889
E891
E1792
E1793

EBF821

EBF89
EB91
EC53
EC86
EC88
EC90
EC92
EC93
ECC81

321p EF184
4710 E280F
40p
40p
40//
26p
509
60p
80p
30p
321p
4710
40p

E8800
EF804
EF811
EL34

ELM
EL41
EL42
EL81
EL83

EL215

EL8O

ECC82/3 421p EL90

E0084/5 421p EL91
ECC88
E88CC

51/ EM7I

400 EM80
4710 EM81
40p EM711
40p EM87
5710 EN9I
49p EY51

ECLL8011

EABC80 521p
EA842
60p E894
EBC33
55p EF95
EBC41
4719 EF183

EBC81
EBC90

55p E1.821
870p ELL80
86p EM34

65p EL95
6219 EL360

60

5219
40p
50p
41p
68p
40p
421p
50p
471p
7710
6210
66p
35p

EY80
EY81
EY83
EY85
EY87
16180

E235
EZ40
EZ4I
E7.80
EZ81

EZ90

0810C
01'501
(1230

£210 0Z31
11.00
11 00

85p
66p
75p
809
8210
40p
421p
3700
559
321p
40p
45p
40p
55p
40p
42112

4210

27Ip
40p
45p
2710
2710
2430

1500
flOp

37Ip

PCC85

P0088
PCC89

PC0189
PCF80
PCF82

80884

75p
521p
4710
55p
5710
500
410
4210
421p
3200
250 PC95
350 PC97
11 15 JPCC64

PY83

70p PY88
81p PY500

0230

50p UL4I
419 01.84
21.00 UM80/4

80p UY41
61p QQ00261210 UY85
131p

52010

QQUO310

474p
2125
PC1786
61p QVO3.12 659
P08200/1 81p R19
65p
PCF801
lip R20
75p
P08802
Illy 802150.6 75p
PCF805
116p Till
12 40
PCF806
elp TT22
12 50
8CF808 871p U18/20
071p
P011200
70p U20
6710
PCL82
151p 025
75p
1701.83
Sip U26
75p
P0I.84
51p U31
45p
PCL85
5200 U37
11.50
PC1.86
619 U50
30p
PD500 E1-521 052
30p
PFL200
74p U76
25p
81.36
84p 078
25p
PL38
90p 0101
759
PL231
51p 0201
359
PUHA
621p 11281
90p
PL82
38p 17282
909
P1.83
blp 0301
571p
PL84
41p 11403
50p
P1.500
821p 0404
3719
P1504
85p U801
11.00

30p
4710
0233
809
GZ34
559
1111911
321p
36p
PL505
111.92
911.94
40p 01.508
KT66 51.871 01.509
KT88
1148 P1.802
N78
21.05 PL805
PABC80 409 PY33
-pc86i8
up PY80
OZ32

4221p

P181

36P PY800
41P PY801
480 PY82

1125
1126

0191
U193
0391
W729

2759
0A2
OAS/1

082
OB:1

003

0133
3Q4
384
3V4

61.00 UBF89

UCC85
U01142
621p UCH81
3219 UCL82
41p UCLO:3
889
88p

41p UF41/2
41p UF80/5
369 11889

40p
49p
48p
69p
54p
51p
61p
56p

6EJ7

/1121 6BK7A
3210 6131.8
45p 6825
321p 6826

80p
4210
4210
50p
35p
420p
409

6814
6815
6818
6822
6823
6024
6025
6026

321p 613118
40p 6BW6

95p
8210

2hT

2::

51g

:4

5040

504/113

5V40

6A116

6A18
OAKS
OAK))

6AL3
GALS
6A115
6AM6

3710 6AQ5
41p 6AQ6

6AR6
6A85

6A870
6AT6
6AU6
6AU6
613A6

68E6

6BH6
611J6

66131r

6E W6

681

688

601(1
6811
6812

470p 6813

n:

6E28
6E29

6830
624

3210

60060

350
11.40

6K7

1 632Z1

N101

40p
759
3219
470p
371p
509
29p

6CBC

61(80
6K2)
6K25

2719

646012

30p
5710
4210
180
259
221p
321p
60p

60Y7

560 61326
30p 6C4

37Ip 605GT
409

LI

5 y 30 T
5Z3

524GT
6/30L2
6AB4
6AF4A

GARS

6J5GT
6J7

5R4GY

2445 UABC80 521p 6.607

£164 UBC4I

321P
321p
85p
80p
45p
29p
309

5710
660
45p
409
349
75p
75p
721p
41p
850
55p

6K60T

6C060A 11.16 61.7
6007
45p 61.18
60146
65p 61.020
6016
bey 6N7GT
60W4
620p 601
6CY5

603

6DC6

0DK6
6DQ6B

6084

6EA8
6E117

40p

61725

1109

6028

40p
670p
421p
60p
75p
65p

6Q7
6117(1

682
684A
68A7

6807

32/0 6827

68E7
321p 128E6
321p 30PL1
68L70T 821p 12BH7
321p 3001.13
68270T 3067 12BY7
609 30PL14
613Q7
40p 12E5
609 35A3
68R7
371p 12K7GT 367 35A5
3211) 6208
12Q70
25p 35B5
32110
221p 6U40T
6210 12807
259 3505
350 6U8
351 128417
861 3505
609 6Y6CIT
3219 128H7
269 351.60T
55p 6X4
25P 125,87
250 35W4
40p 6X5OT 271p 1251[7
40p 3523
3210 6X8
65p 128L7GT 409 35Z40
7710 6Y60
60p 128N70T 40p 35Z5OT
35p
609
709
400
250

8710
75p
360
70p
3219
359
471p
309
4219
601/

3210
30p
509
75p
459
3210
30p
321p
35p
809
11.05

7Y9
9BW6
1002
101)1
101)2
1081

1089
10018
101.1

IOLDII
10013
10014
12AB5
12A06
12A1)6
12A15
12AQ5
I 2AT6
121.116

62Ip 12AV6
371p 12AV7
35P 12AX7
40p 125.17
55p
37Ip 12B4A
320p I2BA6
37Ip 12BA7

60p 128Q7
425p 128117

50,

409
40p
90p
50p
400
40p
6bp
659

1487
20D1
20L1

20P1
20 P3

26P4
20175

2505
251.6GT

11.00 25240

60p 25Z6G T
30A5
371P 30AE3
3700 30015
409 30017
40p 30018
260 3085
3017L1
75p 3081.2
30p 3081.13
45p 3081.14
30p 30L1
676p 30L15
301.17
509 30812

3210 30P18
3200 30819

3210
80p
46p

£100
50p
80p

805
759
859
75p

SOIL

559
65p
35p
135p

9710
23p
66p
2.6p

3710
50A5
86p
50B5
35p
5005
330
50L6GT
40p
83A1
90p
85A2
3710
90AU
12 40
9001
1309

£100
£100 90C1J
45p
371p
30p
50p
402
40p
759

7710
500
552

807

811A
812A
813
866A
3642
0000
6146

61468

6267
50p 6360
771p 5939
45p 7199
85p 7360
85p
80p 7586
35p 9002
75p 9003

921p

1125
4710
11.50

2325
13-75
700
1301)

11.371

1150
62:371
3210
21-23
22.10
76p

21.80

0118
821p
600

SEMICONDUCTORS
BRAND NEW MANUFACTURERS MARKINGS NO REMARKED DEVICES
22388A
22404
22696
22697
22698
22699
22706
22706A
22708
22709
22718
22718A
22726
22727
22914
22916
22918
22929
22930
22987
221131
221132
2141302

221303

2N1304
2N1305
2711306

221307

2N1308
2N1309

221507
221613
221631
221632
221637
221638

13219

222194A 2200 2763055
75p
270) 223133
80p
30p
3209 223134
2112219 32Ip 223135
26p
222220
250 2113136
25p
222221
25p 223340 9710
2N2222
30p 2913349 2140
222287 11 071 223390 8710
222297
30p 2113391
Ilep
282368 371p 223391A 809
2112369
1710 223392
209
222369A 2.0p 223393
209
222410 421p 2723394
20p
222483 271p 223402 2210
222484 nip 2N3403 221p
222539 2219 223404 8709
222540 2219 223465
45p
222613
359 2713414 271p
222614
30p 223415 2710
2E2646 570p 233416 3712
222696 321p 2183417 371p
222711
30p 2113439 21.80
2242712
300 223440 971p
222713 2710 223570 870p
2N2714
300 2N3572 8712
222865 821P 223605 271p
2712904
350 223606 271p
2712904A 40p 223607 221p
222905
40p 223662 8710
222905A 45p 223663 871p
222906
30p 223702 171p

220p 222217
20p 222218
Selp

26p
1321p

121p
121p
15p
6219
25p
30p
30p
30p
1719
1710
30p
2219
271p
621p
271p
321p
171p
171p
221p
221p
25p
26p
80p
80p
271p
2511

2N290/1A 321P

424.
--- 222907
421p
4200
370p

28129021

222924

37Ip 2112925
221701 11.621 222926
221711
2611
Green
2711639
2111889

8210
221893 421p
222147 7219
222198 8219
222180 5710
222193 4710
2711193A 509

22:1703

,,,,, 223704
--22 223705
171p 223700
1709 223707
171p 223708
223709
14p 2713710

20p
171p
1710
200
20p

55p 223826

2709 255176

223854A 2709
223855 2719
223855A 301/
223856
300
223856A 35p
223858
25p
223858A 30p
223859 2719
223859A 3219
223860
30p
223866 £1 50
2N3877

8710
2N5249A 87111
2715265 13.25
2215266 12.75
2215249

295267 12.821
225305 3710
2N5306

225307

409 2715308
40p 235309
2513900
371P 255310
223900A 40p 210354
223901 9710 225355
223903
35p 225356
223904
350 2N5365
2N3905
371P 225366
223906 371p 225367

224058
224059
224060
2914061
2744962

2764289
2244290

224291
224292
225027
225028
225029
225030
2N5172
1745174

30p 225175

2700 2N5457

269 28005
2.50 28020
2280 28102
2210 28103
471p 28104
9211/ 28501
91319 28502
421p 28503
17111 3N83
1710 374128
171p 356140
1719 32141
171P
17111

171p
1710
121p
900p
5719
471p
421p
159
5210
5200

45p

40313

225232A 30p 4031(1
225245 621P 40317
255216 621p 40319

223877A

224244
224245
224254
224255
224284
1121p 224285
220p 224286
Dep 224207
2210 224288

Yellow 120 2N3711
Orange 1210 2N3713 2160
223011
30p 223714 11.76
223014 321p 223819
Up
223053 271p 223823 21420
223054

2563854

32142
32143

Opp

40320
40323
40324
40326
40329
40344
40347
40348
40360

371p
371p
0200 40361
420) 40362
2700 40370
27/p 40406
321p 40408
470p 40467
32Ip 40467A
5710 40468A
3710 ACI 07
759

ACII7

21.871 AC126
32/p ACI27
8210 ACISO
3219 AC154
271p AC1712
270. AC187
107015 AC188
111.270 ACY17
9209 ACY1R
9710 ACY19
97Ip ACY20

971. ACY21

8710
311152 81.121p
R.C.A.:
40050
67 I P
40250
50p
40251
971p
40309
409
40310
571p
40311
971p
40312
132Ip
40314
4710

ACY22
ACY28
ACY40
ACY41

AC144
A11140

AD149

ADI50
AD161
AD162

ADD 3D PER ITEM FOR POST AND PACKING FOR ORDERS

UNDER 24 PIECES.

471p
621P
4710
6710
4710
4210
571p
970p
35p
359

AFI06
AFI14
AF115
AF116

AFII7

421p 80117
260 BCII8
309 BC121
259 BCI22

AF118
AF119
A8124
AF125
AF126
124 AF127
6210 AF139

PAp

B0125

80p
209
221p
20p
20p

BC12O
130134

blf
62Ipp

B0157
B0158
521p BC159
4219 BC160

AFI78

AF179
8710 AF180
370p AF181
7210 AF186
02

AF72311

A0279
AF280
7210 AFZI1
30p A8126
820p

724

800
20p
25p
20p

ASY27
ABY28
A8Y29
A83736

22iP A8Y60
25p
621p
3719
2710
25/0

26p
250

26p
200
20p
20p

26p
40p
400
870p
6210
3710

ABY51
A81253

A8154

ASY62
ABY63

A8172

A81283
ABY86
ASZ20
ASZ21

AUY10

80107
B.G10g

B0109

17Ip
371p
45p
45p
6610
4210
4710
6219
321p
25p

37Ip

BCI47

BC148

80149
80132

BC167

13(1688
1301680
B016611

BC1690
BCI70

BM]

2719 110172

27Ip BC 175
25p
250
3210
25p
250
259
1719
213p

25p
3210
3710
4210
11 50
15p
15p
15p

BC113

80114
80115

2710
371p
321p

BC1111

13219

37Ip BC116A

BC140

3710

110182

B0183
BCI84
BC182L
801831.
BCI84L
110187
1102121.

BC213L
BCYIO
801212
BCY30
110131
BCY3'2
BCY33
110134
BCY38
BCY39
BCY40
BCY42
BCY43

39p
321p
20p
20p
559
56p
5710
371p
171p

BCY54
BCY58
BCY59
BCY60
BOY70
BCY71

BC172

BYZ19
HCZI I

lop 2D116
1710 B0121
170p BDI23
20p
1710
20p
621p

BD124

BDI31
131)132

81)110

3210 B F2138
2219 BF257

BF22A
1710
20p
4200
171p
271P
3710
11-120
869
821p
821p
9710
971p
111.371

BFX12
BFXI3
BFX29
BFX43
BFX44
BFX68
BFX114

BFX85

88X86

BFX87
BFX88
BFX89
B8Y10

lby 101111 11870 B83(11
14p 111)117 11-870 BFYI7
lOp
14p
159
17155

170p
171p

27Ip

2210
2210
020p
209
1709
209
281p
221p

B1)1218 82.471
B111(19 02420

21.520
9710
21-80
21-80
81)162 11.871
110115
8614
BF117
471p
10111220

111)138
B141'69
BDY61

138163

/38167
138173
118177

BF170
118179

Blip BFI80
271p BF181
2710 BF184
2710 118185
27iP 0481/4

Slip BF195

20p
2219
2210
421p
3711
15p
15p

BF196
118197

BF198
118200

BF224

B0225
B0237

321p
4710
4710
2219
2210
35p
371p

B8X20

374

118X131
1181X76

871p
309
350

/18X77
138X78

31:1p

30p
25p
221p
3212
421p

138X21

/382(211

BSX27
1183/28

B8X60

B8Y10
B8Y11
1311Y24

138125
138Y26
118Y27

88128

2210
3212
321p
0210
421p

B8Y29

1381(26

200

1317129

5011

BEIY51
138Y52
1387/53
1381(54

10/71(111

1381219

IIFY20
B8Y21
118124
BFY25

BF l'30
85p BEY41

138Y32
1381736

B81(27
B8Y38
46p B81/39
250 1381/40

50p
50p
8219

1710

371p
45p
4710
3219
821p
821p
2210
2710
271p
2719
2710
15p
15p
171p
1710
1710
17111

260
250
26p
2210
22111

321p
3210
8211p

37Ip

40p
909
4719
45p
2212 1114102
551P
221p 1301911
571P
571p 119195A 1210
321p 98175
421p
30p Bs 141
259 1181776
421p 118 W71(
2710
4210 B81(77
571p D1601
3710
2209 118190
8710 111602
400
275p BFW58 271p 1)16P3
371p
421p 118W59
25p , 1116P4
40p
3119
GET102 30p
4209 BPX25 21.20 GET113 Sop
3610
GET114
200
BPX29 21-80 GET118
300
20p
300 BPY10 11.45 ownig
lop
321P 118X18 1710 418.12320 5210
25p

321p
3210
36p
7210

1317143

138150
BFY51
118152
B8Y53
369 BFYS6A

118156

2210 B8Y78
2210 BBY79

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER ONLY. POST & PACKING
PAYABLE ON ORDERS UP TO £6.00, AFTER THAT FREE
EXCEPT C.R.T.'s.
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LAWSON BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES
SPECIFICATION: The Lawson range of new television tubes are designed to give superb
performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long life. All tubes are the products of
Britain's major C.R.T. manufacturers, and each tube is on exact replacement. Tubes are produced
to the original specifications but incorporate the very latest design improvements such as: High
Brightness Maximum Contrast Silver Activated Screens, Micro -Fine Aluminising, Precision Aligned
Gun Jigging, together with Ultra Hard R.F. High Vacuum Techniques.
DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR MULLARD-MAZDA BRIMAR GEC, ETC.
A21 -I 1W (P)

A28-I4W
A31-IBW (P)
A47-1 I W (P)
A47 -13W (T)
A47 -I 4W (M)
A47 -17W (P)
A47 -I 8W (P)
A47 -26W (P)
A59 -I I W (P)

A59-I2W (P)

A59 -13W (T)
A59 -14W (T)
A59 -15W (M)
A59 -I 4W (T)
AW36-80 (M)
AW43-80 (A)
AW43-88 (M)
AW43-89 (M)
AW47190(M)

AW47-9 I (M)
MW43-64 (M)
MW43-69 (M)
MW43-80 (M)
MW52/20 (M)
MW53/80 (M)

C19/AK
C21/ IA
C21/7A
C21 /AA

AW47.97 (M)
AW53-80 (M)
AW53-88 (M)
AW53-89 (M)
AW59-90 (M)
AW59-9 I (M)
C17/ IA (M)
C17/5A (M)
C17/7A (M)

C2I/SM
C23/7A
C23/I0
C23/AK

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)
C19/10AP (T)
C I 7/AA
C17/AF
C17/FM
C17/5M

C21 /AF

CM E I 906

CMEI908
CME2I 01

CME2I04 (M)

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)

CME230 1 (M)

CME2302 (M)
CM E2303 (M)
CME2305 (P)
CM E2306 (T)
CME2308 (M)
CRM 172 (M)
CRM 173 (M)

CMEI402 (M)
CMEI601 (P)

CME1602 (P)
CMEI702 (M)

173K
21 2K

7205A
7405A
7406A
7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A
7701A

CRM2I I

CMEI705 (M)
CME1706 (M)
CMEI901 (M)

235P4
171K

FIND BURIED TREASURE!
Metal locator detects and

NEW VHF
AIRCRAFT BAND
CONVERTER
PRIVATE PLANES, JET
PLANES. Eavesdrop on

exciting crosstalk between

pilots, ground approach,
ground control, airport
tower. Hear for yourself

KEYS. WAR SOUVENIRS,

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
PIECES,

ONLY

the

disciplined

prier-All parts including detector head

case, nuts, screws, wire, simple inutructions, etc. Send now 12.87 + 33p p.&p.
(47/8+8/8). (Telescopic handle as illuatrated 5176 (30/-). Parts available separately. Made up looks worth 115.

£4251

12"- 19"

L525

It

£695
0850

91

E9-75

L7 25

16-17"
19

9)

21"

II

23"

PO

19" Panorama
23" Panorama

(P)
(P)

19" Twin Panel (T)
23" Twin Panel (T)
20" Panorama (P)

L4 87

62p

a 87

20" - 23

18.62

LII.95

75p

L10.25
E13.87
£14512

J

4(1,- IMPORTANT NEW DEVELOPMENT FOR THE
COLOUR T.V. INDUSTRY

THE

FISHER/B.B.C.

down. Be with them when
they have to take nerve ripping decisions in emer(47/6)
gencies-tune into the
international distress frequency. Covers
aircraft frequency band including HEATH-

by anyone nine to ninety in under two

demand expected at this remarkably low

Ins.

C4.50
25

12-14" mono (M)

Carr.

hiding tenseness on talk

low, step-by-step, fully
illustrated instructions.

Great

Rebuilt

L237

ROW, GATWICK, LUTON, RINOWAY,
PRESTWICK, ETC. This fantastic folly -

Fully traneistorieed-no

Tubes

voices

wonderfully

valves. Uses standard PP3
battery. No soldering
necessary. Size of detector

Label

Listen in to AIRLINES,

COINS. JEWELLERY.

ease in one short
evening with the

Red

New

LISTEN TO AIRCRAFT
COMMUNICATIONS

tracks down buried metal

clear, easy to fol-

Brand

(P)

INSTRUCTIONS

location (no phones usedusee only transistor radio
which clips inside-no connections needed). FINDS
GOLD. SILVER, LOST

Can be built with

ore direct replacements and guaranteed for two

MW3I -74 (M)
A50-120W/R

2 YEARS' GUARANTEE
FULL TUBE FITTING

objects-it signals exact

METALLIC
ORE, NUGGETS. ETC.
Extremely sensitive.
will signal presence of
certain objects buried
several feet below
ground.

particularly useful where cost is a vital factor, such
as in older sets or rental use. Lawson "Red Label"
CRTS are completely rebuilt from selected glass,

CRMI21 (M) years.

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)

172K

REBUILT TUBES
LAWSON "RED LABEL" CRTS are

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)

Tubes are despatched passenger
train, road or goods taking far too
long for customer satisfaction.

TREASURE LOCATOR

head IW x IV o

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)

CRM212 (M)

CME 1703 (M)

MALVERN, WORCS.
Malvern 2100

(47/6)

CME1905

CMEI 101 (P)
CME120 I (P)

18 CHURCHDOWN ROAD,

£2.37

CMEI903 (M)

C2 I /KM (M)

LAWSON TUBES

ONLY

CMEI 902 (M)

(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)
(M)

0161

close to any ordinary medium wave radio
(even tiny pocket radios). NO CONNEC-

NEW
WITH
.
COLOUR TELEVISION REFERENCE
SOURCE FILLS AN URGENT NEED
FOR A. HIGHLY PORTABLE.
TOUGH, SCIENTIFICALLY DESIGNED
INSTRJMENT AT A LOW ENOUGH
COST TO ENABLE EVERY SERVICE
ENGINEER TO CARRY ONE.

TIONS

THE COLOR-TRAK ENSURES

transistorised instrument can be built

hours. (Our design team built four-

every one worked first time). No soldering
necessary. Fully illustrated simply worded
instructions take you step-by-step. Ueee
standard PP3 battery. Sloe only 41-x3

If'. All you do is extend rod aerial, place

WHATEVER NEEDED. Use
indoors or outdoors. SEND NOW ONLY
gg.37 (47/8)+23p (4/6d) PAP. for all
parte including case, nuts, screws, wire,
etc., etc.

(parts available separately).

REAL WORKING ELECTRONIC ORGAN
Don't confuse with ordinary electric
ONLY
organs that simply blow air over

L275

mouth -organ type reeds, etc. Eight
months were spent in creating and
testing this superb, revolutionary elec(55/.)
tronic organ. Fully transistor -teed, no valves. Proper self-

contained loudspeaker. Fifteen separate keys span two full octavea-

play the "Yellow Bose of Texas," "Silent Night," "Auld Lang Syne" and

ote of similar tunes on this real working electronic organ. Size 13f" x 10" x 21". Uses
standard battery. Have the thrill and excitement of building it together with the pleasure of
playing a real electronic organ. Play it anywhere. No soldering necessary. Easy as A.B.C. to

make following the fully illustrated step-by-step instructions. BIG DEMAND ANTICIPATED FOR THIS UNIQUE INSTRUMENT at our low price. ONLY 12.75+23p p.&p.

(66/- + CM.) for all parts, including case, loudspeaker, transistors, condensers, resistors,
knobs, transformers, volume control, wire, nuts, screws, instructions, etc. (parts available

separately). Have all the pleasure of making it yourself, finish with an exciting gift for
someone.

Examine al home for sewn days. Pour wiener back if not delighted.
CONCORD ELECTRONICS LTD., (TVI 3), 8 WESTBOURNE GROVE, LONDON, W.2
(Near Bayswater Tube) Callers welcome, 9-8, including Saturdays.

E

GUESSWORK
OUT OF
GREY -SCALE

TRACKING

AS -TRANSMITTED PICTURES
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
REDUCTIONS IN EXPENSIVE CALL BACKS
USED NOW BY MOST UK BROADCASTERS AS
REFERENCE SOURCE FOR MONITORS.

ILLUMINATE D6500°

1ZEVNTONALSTANDARDS

PEAK WHITE' 21 FT. LAMBERTS) FOR
VOLTAIGE 200,250 OR 110V 5060HZ

£12

OUR

PLUS 5 - P P
FROM

FISHER CONTROLS LTD.
BREARLEY WORKS.
LUDDENDENFOOT,
HALIFAX, YORKSHIRE.

OR YOUR RADIO STOCKIST
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WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS
LIMITED
The Service Department Wholesalers

Compare our prices
e.g. NEW 19" C.R.T's .

.

OUR PRICE £7.95 Plus 65p carriage

.

are shown under each heading. Prices are per piece of each

Imfd

value.

(5's)

001

0022
.0033
0047
01

022
.033
-047

.22
.47
.01

.022
047
-1

22
-47
.001

£0.04
£0.04

400v.
600v.
600/1500v.
600/1500v.
400v.
600v.
600v.
600v.
600v.
600v.
600v.
000v.
000v.
000v.
000v.
000v.
000v.
500v.

2mfd
4mfd
5mfd
8mfd
lOmfd
16mfd
25mfd
32mfd
50mfd
100mfd
200mfd

BIAS ELECTROLYTICS (5's)

TUBULAR CAPACITORS
C0.04

£004
E0.04

£0.05
£0.05
E0.135

£0.05
00.10
£0.14
£0.06
£0.06
£0.09
£0.09
£0 14
£0.19
£0.08

25mfd
50mfd
100mfd

250mfd
500mfd
I000mfd
1000mfd
2000mfd
2500mfd
3000mfd
5000mfd
25mfd
50mfd

25v.
25v.
25v.
25v.
25v.

£0.07
L0.08

12v.

L0.30
L0.30
L0.35

30v.
25v.
30v.
30v.
30v.
50v.
50v.
50v.
50v.
50v.
50v.
50v.

I 00mfd

250mfd
500mfd
2000mfd
2500mfd

LO.10

L0.15
C0.19

L045
L0.47

10 watt rating, suitable for mains
dropper sections.
£0 09
Ohm
£009
Ohms
10
I

13

IP

25

.,

33

"

50
87

,,
,,

100
ISO

..

220
330
IK

2.2K
3-3K
4.7K

£0.09
£0.09
L0.09
L0.09
L0-09
10.09
£0.09

LO. I 8

94

£009

.,

L0.09
C0.09

t

Silicon Mains (5's)
Westinghouse SI0AR2
BY127 Mullard
BY327

£0 -II
£0 13
LO16
£0.23
LO -25

LO19
L0.25
L0.26
L0.27

L0.09

L0 42
L0.52

correction
Outputs.

circuits

in
and

use

Scan

Line

25K
50K

CERAMICS (6's)
500pf
680pf
820pf
1000pf
1500pf
3000pf
5000pf

22pf
47pf
68pf
100pf
120pf
180pf

100K

£0.03
L0.03
L0.03
£0.03
£0.03
LO03

250K
500K

EC).03

I meg

I meg
2 meg
500K
680V

Horizontal

2 amp
5 amp.
15 amp

L0.12
L0.14
L0.29

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
£033
£0 26
£0 25

WAVE

75ma
100ma
150ma

CO -AXIAL PLUGS

L0.60
L0.70
L0.86

Bakelite top

£004

Egen metal

L0.08

Single point (car radio)

LO -10

watt, I watt and 2 watt.

The following values are packed in
cartons of six of each value.
1.2K
10
ohm
12
15
18

,,

22
27

,,

33
39
43

,,

SLIDER PRE-SETS (3's)
100K

L0.83
£0.85
L0.95
L0.95
£0.95
E0 95
£1.07

£0.08
£0.08
£0.08

L0.07
L0.07
L0.07
£0.07
L0.07
L0.07
L0.07
L0.07
L0.07
C0.07

JACK PLUGS
Chrome standard
Standard
3.5mm. metal

,,

,,
,.

47
56
68
82

f0.63

SKELETON PRE-SETS (5's)
Vertical

TERMINAL STRIPS

L0.08
L0.13

CONTACT COOLED FULL

I Meg
22 Meg

CANNED ELECTROLYTICS

100/200mfd
I 00/400mfd
200/200mfd
PULSE CERAMICS (5's) I2KV 200/200/100mfd
L0-06 200/400/32mfd
100pf
22pf
£0.06 100/300/100/16
47pf
120pf
L0.06 100/400/32mfd
18Opf
68pf
L0.06 100/400/64/16
250pf

Tubular type for

£0.09
£0.09
L0.09

£027

£0.09
CO -09

MAINS FUSES

2 amp, 3 amp, 5 amp, 13 amp.
Per dozen
£0.25

LO.09

RECTIFIERS

L0.24
L0.47
L0.55

LO -08

16/16mfd
16/32mfd
32/32mfd
50/50mfd
50/50/50mfd

L0.09
L0.09
L0.09
L0 09

£0 13

L0.07

8/I6mfd

LO.09

£010 TH I

I mfd

32mfd
50mfd
8/8mfd

LO -09

Miniature

L0.08

2mfd
4mfd
8mfd
16mfd

FUSES

I amp, 1.5 amp, 2 amp, 3 amp.
Per dozen
f0.15

L0.09
£0.09

8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.
8v.

THERMISTORS (5's)

C0-55

SMOOTHING

ELECTROLYTICS
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS Wire
ended, 450v. working.
(5's)

RADIO/TV GLASS

SUB -MINIATURE
ELECTROLYTICS (5's)

Please note: Components are sold in packs, quantities per pack

L0.20
LO -15

L015

"

100
120
150
180

.,

"

220
270
330
390
430
470
560
680
820

I .5K
1.8K

2.2K
2-7K
3.3K
3.9K
4.3K
4.7K
5-6K
6.8K
8.2K

150K
180K

220K
270K
330K
390K
430K
470K
560K
680K
820K

10K
12K
15K
18K

22K
27K
33K
39K
43K
47K
56K
68K
82K
100K
120K

1K

IM

1.2M
I .5M

I.8M
2.2M
2.7M
3.3M
3.9M
4-3M
4.7M
5.6M
6.8M
8-2M
IOM
12M
15M

All the above values are available in
both f watt, I watt and 2 watt versions.

DIN PLUGS (2's)
3 -pin
5 -pin

C0.10
L0.11

Sockets

L0.06

°Special for Philips TV's:

8.2M 2 -watt, 23p per pack.

Price I watt I0, I watt 13, 2 watt -23

DOUBLE DIODE RECTIFIERS VOLUME CONTROLS
Standard spindle with flat.
Double pole switch

(5's)

Bush/Murphy/BRC, etc
Line/frame timebases e tc.

Without switch

3 leg

L0.31

4 leg
5 leg

LO.31

L0.31

L0.25
£0.19

(One per pack)
5K, 10K, 25K, 50K, WOK, 250K, 500K,
1

meg, 2 meg.

MOBILE STORES VANS IN LONDON, WEST COUNTRY AND SCOTLAND
RECORD PLAYER CARTRIDGES

ACOS: GP67/2g. High gain general purpose Mono
GP9I/SC. Stereo -compatible replacement
GP9I/3SC. High gain version of above

GP94/ISS. Stereo cartridge
GENERAL PURPOSE REPLACEMENT FOR TC8's etc.
High gain, plenty of output (lap.)
Stereo version

L0.83
L1.10
£1.10

LI.89
£0.99
El -89

SERVISOL AND ELECTROLUBE
PRODUCTS (Nett trade)
Servisol aerosol tan
Electrolube 2AX aerosol
Servisol Freezit
Electrolube No. I Snorkel
Electrolube 2GX Grease
Servisol Aero-Clene for tape heads
Servisol Aero-Duster

L0.63 nett
£0.70 nett
£0.47 nett
L0.90 nett
L0-42 nett
00.53 nett
E0-53 nett

REPLACEMENT
STYLI
TC8
GC8

L0.23

[0.23
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REBUILT AND NEW TUBES-TWO YEARS' GUARANTEE
REBUILT

BRAND NEW

4, £5.95
19" ® £5.95

£6.50

7"

21" 4 £7.95
23" 4 £7.95
COLOUR TUBES
IN STOCK.
PRICES ON

A FEW SAMPLE TYPES, REMEMBER WE STOCK EVERY
TUBE
CRMI72CME1702*,

£7.95
£9.90
£10.80
v,

CRMI73,

0,

MW43-69

,

AW43-88, AW43-89, CMEI705,MW43 C-8MEI703, CI7AF,

CI7SM, etc.

CME2I01, AW53-88, AW53-89, CRM2I I. CRM2I2*, MW5320*, MW53-80*.
CME2303, CME2301, AW59-90, AW59-9I.

NEW ONLY. NO REBUILDS

CMI906

I

lit 0
ce P1

ILI 0 -

CMEI903, CMEI902,
AW47-90, AW47-9 I , A47 -I 4W,
CI9AH, CI9AF, CI9A.CMEI901,

ALL PRICES ARE NETT
TWIN

AW43-80,

,

et 0

inII, -'0

CL
,,x,

ILI it

II i0
~
0 0-

AC59gw°6 } ON APPLICATION

I L.:

EVERY TUBE IN STOCK INCLUDING 12", 16" PORTABLES, PANORAMA & RIMGUARDS. TERMS: CASH WITH
ORDER. CARRIAGE ANYWHERE IN GT. BRITAIN 65p per Tube

P.

APPLICATION

PANELS

19

ON APPLICATION

A47-13WI

DY86/7
DY802
EABC80
EB9I
EBC90
EBF80
EBF89

ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC804
ECH8 I

ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECL83
ECL84
ECL86
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF183

EFI84
EH90
EL34
EY51

EY86/7
EZ80
EZ8I
EZ90
GZ34

PCL86
PD500
PFL200

GY501
PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC88
PCC89
PCC189
PCC806
PCF80
PCF86
PCF87

PL8IA

PCF801

PCF802
PCF805
PCF806
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

EVERY TYPE IN STOCK

PL36
PL81

PL82
PL83
PL84
PL302
PL504
PL508
PL509
PY33
PY81

PY800
PY801

PY82
PY83
PY500

UABC80
UCH8I
UCL82
UCL83
UL4I
UL84
UY85
ALL MAZDA/BRLMAR TYPES IN STOCK

s)

L . 0 . P.T.'s

cc

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

0

0

ALL MAKES SUPPLIED

(I)

U)

41

0
I-

cc

L.O.P.T.'s ONLY AVAILABLE
FROM LONDON DEPOT

LU

LU

EXCHANGE UNITS AND
NEW REPLACEMENTS

cc

0
C\J

f-'

a.)

RADIO AND TELEVISION VALVES SMALL SELECTION
British made valves normally supplied.

23"

8

Z4

0

TRADE & SERVICE ENGINEERS ONLY SUPPLIED

Cash with order. 10" MAY BE DEDUCTED FROM THE ADVERTISED
PRICES EXCEPT FOR. NETT ITEMS, C.O.D., OR TUBES

EVERY MAKE SUPPLIED
(EXCEPT MURPHY OIL -FILLED)

REWIND SERVICE FOR
OBSOLETE MODELS

All orders must exceed 05.00 in value otherwise postage and packing

will be charged at 25p per invoice. Components must be ordered
in multiples as packed.

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE listing valves, tubes, L.O.P.T.'s
components, transistors, including HUGE VALVE EQUIVALENTS
LIST.

15p in loose stamps, please.

FRAME OUTPUT, SOUND OUTPUT AND
MAINS TRANSFORMERS REWOUND

REMEMBER ... We are the Service department Wholesalers and supply only the Service

Engineers' requirements and can therefore carry large stocks, and also we know and understand your problems regarding getting the right spares QUICKLY and the RIGHT PRICE.
HOT-LINE ORDERS: LONDON 01 -5675400-2971 .01 -579-3582. SOMERSET 045-84-2597

4 & 5 THE BROADWAY, HANWELL, LONDON, W.7
Telephones: 01-567 5400

01-567 2971

01-579 3582

42 WEST END, STREET, SOMERSET 045-84 2597
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC
CORPORATION LTD.

ECC32 1.58
ECC33 1-58
ECC40 0.80
ECC81 0.19

38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.1
Telephone 01-722 9090
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

ECC84 0'30
ECC85 0-28
ECC88 0.40
ECC88 0.85

124V6 0.28
12AX7 0.23
124Y7 0.88
128A8 0-30
1213E6 090
6807GT
128117 0.40
045
0 33 12E1
68117 058 12K5 0.50
68J7 096 12K70T

0.43 6147GT
0 85
0.48
0.24 6647M 086
0.28 6114374 0-38 RiC7OT
088
0.25 6BR7 0.79

0A2

080

613H6

0.28

613(15

0.30 6BJ6

OB2

024
LAS

145

1470T 0.87 6BR8 043

1-25
1D5
0-38 6B87
1D8
0.48 611W6 0.72
IFDI 0.85 613137 0.85
1(341
0.30 aBZ6 0-33
0.19
IH5GT 0.35 606
0.73
1L4
0.18 6C9
1LD5 0.30 6CD60 1.15
ILN5 040 6C146 0.38
1N5GT 0.39 6C1.6 0.43
IRS
028 6CW4 0.88
0 15
184
0-24 6136
0.88
185
0.22 611
0.83
1U4
0-29 686
1U5
0.48 6860 0.25
2021 0-35 6812 0.17
0-33
3A4
0-20 6613
0.85
345
1-00 6815
046
3B7
0.25 6818
0.72
3136
0-19 61623
6824
0.88
3Q4
0-88
056
3Q5OT 0-35 6825
0.70
384
0.29 6P28
3V4
0.15
0.32 6832

610370T

023

68N70T

088
6U4GT 080

6070 0.53

6V60 0.18
6v6CIT 0.88

022
6X50T 026
6Y6(1 055
6X4

6Y70
7B6
7B7
706

788
7117

7R7
7V7

6.16

068
0-35

0 30

018 1002

098
088
090
093
20P5
100
25A60 029
25180 0.29
25Y5 098
25Y50 0.43
25240 0 30
20L1

125 201.3
060 2014

0-60
0-24 101)1
0.45 6J70
5Z4(3
0.35 6J7GT 0.88 1002 0 76
6/30L2 0.58 61(70 0.10 10F1 0.75
046
6A80 0.33 13K7OT 0.23 1089
64C7 0.15 6K80 0.20 10818 086
6405 0.25 6L1
0-98 IOLD11 038
64115 0.85 61AGT 0.89 10P13 0115
64K6 0.30 8L70T 0.83 10P14 1-10
0.45 10P18 0.33
64M6 0.17 6L19
1.88 12A8
0-53
6AQ5 0.28 6L19
84E6 1.00 6LD20 0.48 12AC6 040
641'6 0.20 6N70T 0.40 12AD6 0-40
1-25 12AE6 0.48
84116 0-25 6P28
0-43 12AT6 0.23
84V6 0.30 6Q7
6B80 0.13 6070 0 30 12AT7 0,19
055 I 2A 1.6 0.24
61346 023 61(7
6BE6 024 61370 0 35 12A1'7 023

040

AC2/PEN

DK96
DL33
DL92
DL94
DL96

061.1i 073

0-98 DW4/350

DD 0.98

AC6PEN
0.38
AC/PEN(7)
0.98
AC/THI

DW/500

ECH21 0.83

0,38 ECH35 0.29

088

DY86/7 0.29

DY802 0.48
ESOP

1-20

E83F

1 20

ECH42 0.84
E01181 0.29
ECH8S 0.40
ECH84 0.88
ECL80 0.35
ECL82 0.83
ECL83 0.53

060 E8SCC 0430
AC/TP 098 Ei8OF 0,95 ECL84 060
AL80 0 78 EI82CC 1.13 ECL85 0.55
ARP3 0.35 E1148 0.53 ECL86 040
ATP4 0-12 EA50 0-18 EF22 083
AZI

0.40 EA76 0-88 EF313 0.83
0-48 EABC80
EF37A 0.85
053
0-33 EF39 0.40
0.33 EAC91 0.38 EF40 0.50
0-32 EAF42 0.50 EF41 9.50
0.98 EB34 020 EF42 0-33
0-53 EB41
0.50 EF54 0.98
0.53 EB91 0 12 EF73 0.33
CY3I 0 38 EBC41 0.48 EFS° 023
1)63
096 EBC8I 0.33 EF83 0.48
D77
0-12 EBC90 0.20 EF85 0.29
DAC32 0.35 EBC91 0-30 EF86 0.32
DAF91 0.22 EBF80 0-34 EF89 0.25
DAF96 0.35 EBF83 0.40 EF91 0.17
130090 1.00 EBF89 0.32 EF92 0.13
DIM
0 53 EBL21 0.80 EF97 0.55
DF33 0.39 EC54 0.50 EF98 086
DF91 0.14 EC70 024 EF183 0.30
DF96 0,35 EC86 0.83 EF184 0-30
DF97 083 EC88 080 EFP60 0.50
01883 0 30 EC92 0.35 EH90 0-38

50100T
72

85A2

8543
90A0

0.33
0.43
0.40
3-38

90AV

6060

EL83
EL9I
EL95
EM34

0-50

0.38
0.24
0.40
0-40
0.23
0.85
0-90

IW4/3.50

EY51 0.87
EY81 0-35
EY83 0.65
EY84 0.50
EY88/7 0-33
EY88 0.43
EY9I 0.53
EZ35 0.26
EZ40 0.40
EZ41 0-48
EZ80 0-23
EZ81 0.24
EZ90 022
FW4/500
0.75
FW4/800
0.75
GZ30 0.85
0Z32 0.45
0Z33 0 70
01(34

0237

M8162 0413 PL33 0-88
ME14000-74 PL36 048
MHIA 0.75 P181 0-48
MHLD6
PL814 083
0.75 PL82 033
N78
2.05 PL83 0-33
N108 1.40 P1.84
0.83
N308 0.98 P0.302 0.80

N339 1-25
P61
060
PABC80
0-35
PC86 0.52
PC88 0.52
PC95 0.53
PC97
040

PM84

UC92

0.35

UCC84 040
UCC85 0-37

UCF80 0.42
UCH21 0.80
UCH42 043
UCH8I 0.138

0,45

U12/14 0 38
U18
U17

0 75
0.35

U18/20 0 75
1719

U22
U25
U26
U31
U33
U35
U37
U45
U47
U49
U50
U76
U78
U107

173

0 39
0 65
0.59
0 30
1.48
1 50
1.75
0 78
0 65
0.59

028

0 24
0.22
0.92
0191 0 63
12251
0.73
0281 0 40
U382 0 40
U301
0.53
U403 0.33
U404 0 38
17801
0-95
U4020 0.38

VP13C 0.35
UCL82 0.85 VP23 0 40
UCL8S 0.50 VP41 0 38
UF4I 0.50 VR75 1 25
UF42 0.80 VR105 0 33
UF80 0.35 VRI50 0 33
UF85 0.34 vT(114 0.35
UP86 0.83 VU111 0 44
029 UF89 0.34 VUlt/ 0 80
0.39
1.18

PX4
PC900 038 PX25 1-18
PCC84 032 PY32/3 0.50
PCO35 0-33 PY80 0.33
PCC88 0-49 pY81 0.27
10089 048 PYs2 027

058 PC0189 0.49
PCF80 0.30
PCF82 0 83

0.75
HABC80
0.45
HL23DD
0.40
HL41DD
0.98
HL42DD

PL500 0.88
P1.504 0-88
PL565 1.44
PL508 1.40
PL509 1.44
PL802 0.75

UAF42 0-52
UBC41 0.45
UBC81 0.40
UBF80 0.29
UBF89 0.84
UBL2I 0.55

U10

PY83
PY88

0-34

U1,41

pcF84 0.40 PY50o 1.08
PCF86 0,50 PY800 838

111.84

PY301 0-83 UL46

PCF2000.87

PY801 0 34

PCF801 0.85
PCF802 0-45

PZSO

PCF8050.84
0-50 PCF8060-84
10N309 0.40 8088080 .78

U5180

URIC 048

0-48 U175
U1.79
QQV03/10
Q875/20

0.59
0-88
0.83
0.83

0.88
0.40

190 11U12 0.24
UY1N 0.50
048 UY21 0.55

VU120A

0.60

VU133 0 35
W107
W729
X41
X61
X65
XE3

0 50
0.60
0.50
0.29
0 50

500

X11(1.5)

0 48
UY41 0.38
Q6150/15
HVR2 0.53 PC11200
0 80
HYR240-53
082
0.88 UY85 029 Z329
131176 028
DH77 020 All valves are unused, boxed, and subject to the standard 90 -day guarantee. Terms of business'
Cash
or
cheque
with
order
only.
Post/packing
3p
per
item,
subject
to
a
minimum
of
9p.
Order.
131181
0.58
DH107 090 over25.00 post/packing free. Same day despatch by ftrst class mall. Any parcel insured against damage
DK32 0 37 in transit for only 3p extns per order. Complete catalogue with conditions of sale price 7p post paid.
DK40 055 Business hours Mon. -Fri. 9-5.30 p.m. fiats. 9-1 p.m.
We do not handle seconds nor rejects, which are often described as "New and Tested" but have a
DIC91 028
0-30 1/K92 0.43 limited and unreliable life. No enquiries answered unless S.A.E. Is enclosed for reply.

T.V.

TUBES

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE

"VIDEOCHROME"

TUBES

FOR BRILLIANCE & DEFINITION
COMPARE
OUR

_

£11.95

!

PRICES

19" SLIMLINE 405 625
£29.95

I.

Carriage and Insurance LI 50

17"
19"
21"
23"

T

:iit

FREE ILLUSTRATED LIST OF

,

'

ger

'-

17"-19--21"-23"

6

WIDE RANGE OF MODELS

E5.00
£5.50
£7.00
£7.50

Add 75p for RIMBAND Types

DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

CASH OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER

SPEAKERS 50p, 21' 8/1, BRAND
NEW. P. & P. Sp.
Transistors: Mullard matched out -

ECC1890-48
ECC8040.58
ECC807 1-85

E1.85

0.55
0.53

0.38 PCL82 0.37 QV04/7 048
0.75
PCI.83 0,50 RIO
0.98
038 PCL84 0-38 RII
R16
1.75
IW4/500
PCL805/85
0.46 R17
0.89
088
0-50
KT2
026 PCL86 043 RIO
KT8
0.83
1-75 PCL88 0-75 R19
KT4I 0.98 pEN45 085 R20
0.59
KT44 100 PEN45DD R52 0.88
KT83 0.25
0.75 RK84 0-38
KT66 0.89 PEN46 0.20 BP42 0.75
KT74 0.83 PEN453DD BP61 0.33
KT76 0.83
0-98 TH4B 060
KT88 1.70 PENA4 0-98 TH233 098
IW3

ECF80 0413 EM80 088
ECF82 0.83
PENDD
TP2620 048
042 KTw610.83
KTW620413
DM70 080 ECF86 0.85 EM81
4020 0.88 UABC80
EM84
0-38 ECF8042.10 EM87 0.34 KTW630.50 PFL2000-59
0-33
0.38

EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS

TELEVISIONS

0.37
0.85
0-29
0.32
0.87

EL83
81.84

0-18
0-58
0.87

DM71

30PL1 0439 AC2/PEN/

3-38
9000 1.70
9OCV
1.68
9001
0.80
25Z5
0.40 150B2 0.58
25ZEIG 0-43 15002 0-80
1.00
3001
0.80 301
083
30015 085 302
0.75
30017 080 303
0.83
30018 064 305
0.85
3085
080 306
0.59
30FL1 084 807
0.53
30FL2 0.75 1821
0.50
1081.12 0.80 5763

17" SLIMLINE 405 only

ECC83 0.28 E1.81

AZ31
AZ41
B36
200 5615 0-35 B319
0-32 CL33
0-85 5005
CV8
1.05 50C1360
2-17 CY1C
0 70

0 78 20P1

11(2

30P19/30P4

0.34 30PL12 0-37
30PL13 0.78
12Q70T
0.28 30PLI4 0.75
30PL15 0.98
i 214470T
0.40 3543 0.50
12E107 085 35A5 0.75
12607 0.23 35135 0.70
128117 0.15 35L6GT
129,17 0.23
044
12E4117 0.24 35W4 0,28
35Z3
129Q70T
040
0.50 35Z4GT
14147
0.24
0.48
1467
1.16 35Z50T
0.30
19AQ5 0.24

088 10111
088 201)1
086 20134
026 2082

98%4 060

5R4GY 0.58 6H6GT 016 9D7
5V40 0.38 6,150 0-19 10C1

53t3GT 028

0 133

30L1
063
o -a2 7193
30L15 0.84 7475
0.70
30L17 0.78 A1834 140
A2134 0.98
301,45IR
0.98 A3042 0.75
30PI2 0.89 AC044 1.18

EL32
EL34
EL37
EL41
E0082 0.23 EL42

TRADE SUPPLIED

TV TUBES REBUILT
GUARANTEED 2 YEARS

put kit 37p, 0C8ID 2 OC8I's.

ALL TUBES PRECISION REBUILT AT OUR OWN
FACTORY BY SKILLED CRAFTSMEN EACH TUBE

BENCH AND SET TESTED TO A VERY HIGH

P. & P. FREE.

STANDARD BEFORE DESPATCH

Transistor Radio Cases: 2Sp
each. Size 9,' x 61" / 3i". P. & P.

PRICES FOR TWIN PANEL TUBES
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

15p.

Ferrite Rods: 17p. 6" and 7" complete with LW/MW Coils. P. & P.
FREE.

Nip,.

ir

PRESS BUTTON SWITCH- 14"-E345, 17" & 19" t595, 21
ING UNITS: 4 Banks 17p; 6 & 23"-L6.45.
Banks 27p. P. & P. Sp.

Exchanged

Bowls.

Carr.

60p

DUKE & CO. (LONDON) LTD.
62113 Romford Road, London, El2

Tel 01-478 6001 2 3

2 YEARS GUARANTEE FREE
DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE U.K.

VIDEOCHROME TUBES LTD.
25 BELLEVUE AVENUE
Tel. THANET 52914
RAMSGATE, KENT.
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SUPER PAKS

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS
SILICON RECTIFIERS -TESTED
300mA 750mA

PIV
50
100

0.04
0.04

0-05

0.06
0.07
0.10

0.13

005

200
400
600
800
1000

-

0.11

1200

3A
0-14
0.16

50
100

040
047

200
400

600
800

0'34
0.37

046

1000

1200

0'57

1

0'05

006
009

0.07
0.13
0.14

0.05
0-06
0-10

0.17

045
0-33
10A

SILICON DIAC

For use with Triacs
BR100
..
37p each

045
045
043

1.85

2-00
2-50

-

0'75

TI

U9

TO48 TO48

CADMIUM CELLS

RECTIFIERS.

TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT BOOK. A
complete cross reference and equivalent

OCP 71 Type, 43p

1-24

1134

FREE
One 50p Pack of
own choice
free

300

BP00

Quad 2 -Input NAND GATE..
Quad 2 -Input NAND GATE -OPEN
COLLECTOR
..

BPOI

7400N
7401N

BP04

740470

BP20
BP30
BP40
BP41

7410N
7420N
7430N
7440N
7441AN

BP42
BP50

7442N
7450N

BPI°

13P153

7403N

BP60
BP70
BP72
BP73
BP74
BP75
BP76

7460N
7470N
7472N
7973N
7474N
7475N
7476N

BP83
BP90
BP92
BP93
BP94
BP95

7489N
7490N
7492N
7493N
7494N
7496N
7496N

HEX INVERTER

..

Triple 3 -Input NAND GATE
Dual 4 -Input NAND GATE ..
Single 8 -Input NAND GATE
Dual 4 -Input BUFFER GATE

..
..
BCD to decimal decoder and NIT
Driver
BCD to decimal decode (TTLO/P)
Dual 2 -Input AND/OR/NOT GATE

-expandable
Single 8 -Input AND/OR/NOT GATE
-expandable
..

Dual 4 -Input -expandable
Single JK Flip -flop --edge triggered..
Single Master Slave JK Flip-flop
Dual Master Slave JK Flip-flop
..
Dual D Flip-flop
Quad Blatable Latch
Dual Master Slave Flip-flop with pre.

set and clear..
Four Bit Binary Adder
..
BCD Decade Counter..
..
Divide by 12 4 Bit binary counter ..
Divide by 16 4 Bit binary counter ..
Dual Entry 4 Bit Shift Register ..
4 Bit Up -Down Shift Register
..

101) up

£

038

027

023

0 33

027

023
023

093
083
093
083

0.27
0.27

027

0.23
0.23

023
023

Epoxy case TO.5 temp range 100 to 55`C

0.90

0-36
0.35

1-18

1.13
1.13
1.20

040
045
046
0 50

0.43

043

0.47

0 50
1.13

0 47

1 00
1 00
1 00

0 87

100

100
087

087
087
087

D13D1 Silicon Unilateral AF239 PNP GERM.
switch My each.
SIEMENS VHF TRANA Silicon Planar, mono- SISTORS, RF MIXER
lithic integrated circuit
OSC. UP TO 900
0.50 having thyristor electrical MHZ. USE AO REFOR
0'30 characteristics, but with an PLACEMENT

AD140
AD142
A1)149

0'33 anode gate and a built-in AF139-AF186 & 100's
"Zener" diode between OF OTHER USES IN
0.25 gate and cathode. Full VHF. OUR SPECIAL
040 data and application cir- LOW PRICE: 1.24 37p

040 cuits available on request.
EX -EQUIPMENT

BULLARD

AF117 transistor.. Large
cafe 4 lead type. Leads

each, 95-99 34p each,

100+ 80p each.
SILICON HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIERS
3-K.V. (3000

10 -Amp

TO -5

ADI62 PNP

OUR LOWEST PRICE
OF 63p PER PAIR.

2N3055 115 WATT 511.
POWER. NPN.
OUR PRICE 63p EACH

PET'S

2N 3819

40p

MPF 105

43p

2N 3820

LI

PRINTED CIRCUITS
EX -COMPUTER

with semiconductors and components.
10 boards give a guaranPacked

teed 30 trans.
Our

diodes.
boards

p.&p.

50p
100

plus 3p p.&p.

and 30
price 10
plus 10p

boards

ZENER DIODES
VOLTAGE RANGE 213p ea. I -5W (Top -Hat)
ea.

18p

IOW. (S0-10

Stud) 23p ea. All fully
tested 5% col. and
marked. State voltage
required.

cut short but still usable, P.I.V.) Stud Type with
real value at 15 for 50p. Flying Leads, 80p each.

PAK No.

01080=5 x3480N..0 50

01082 =6 x 7482N -0.50
01083=5 x 7483N ..0 50

UI086 = 5 x 7486N ..0 -50

UIC90 =5 x 7490N-0-50
UIC92 = 5 x 7492N ..0.50
UIC93= 5 x 7493N -0 50
UI094 = 5 x 7494N . .0.50
UIC95 = 5 x 7495N..0 50
UIC96 =5 x 7496N..0-50

RTL FAIRCHILD (U.S.A.) I.C.'s
Qty. prices each

/41, 900 Buffer
914 Dual two -input GATE
01, 923 J -K Flip-flop

..

.

£

1-11

0.40

0.40
043

12-24
0-85
0-35

25-99

0.50

0'47

043
043

100 +
0.27
0'27
0-45

Full data and circuits for IC's in Booklet form price 7p each.

LINEAR I.C.'s
Type No.

Case

BP20/C-SL20/0 TO -5
BP70/C-EIL70/0 TO -5

BP702C-8L702C TO -5
BP702 -72702 D.I.L.

BP709 -72709 D.I.L.
BP709P-ttA7090 TO -5
BP741 -72741 D.I.L.
nA703C-uA703C TO -5
TAA263-TO -72
TAA293

TO -74

Leads
8
8
8

14

14
8

14
6
4

10

Description

1-24

25-99

100

0.53

0 45

0.50

0.45

£

G.P. Amp

.. 0.63
G.P. OP. Amp (Wide
Board)
053
High OP Amp ..
0-53
High Gain OP Amp
.. 0 53
OP Amp Direct 0/P

High Gain OP. Amp (Protected)
0.75

R.F.-IF Amp ..
A.F. Amp
G.P. Amp

63

FULL RANGE OF

IIIC75 = 5 x 7475N ..0.50
UIC76 =5 x 7476N ..0.50
UICXI =20 x asstd' 74's ..1.50
Packs cannot be split but 20 assorted pieces (our mix) is available as PAK UICX I
Every PAK carries our 111-PAK Satisfaction or money hack GUARANTEE.

0 27
0.27

1.13

each.

17p

1-24,

33V, 400mV (D0-7 Case)

0.50
0.60

UIC41=5 x 7441AN _0-50

0-33

1-30
1.13

0.50

LTIC72 = 5 x 7472N ..0.50
UIC73 = 5 x 7473N .. 0.50
UIC74 = 5 x 7474M _0-50

01010= 5 x 7410N ..0.50
111C20=5x 7420N _0-50
111040=5 x 7440N _0-50

RTL Micrologic Circuits

OREM POWER TRANS.
Type
Price each

0'83

1/1005 = 5 x 7405N .. 0 lit)

0.23

093

Price 2018 each

0020
0022
0023
0025
0026
0028
0029
0035
0036

0-50

U1003=5 x 7403N ..0.50
UIC04 = 5 x 7494N ..0-50

0.87
0.87

'

100
1 05
0 98
Data is available for the above Series of Integrated Circuit. In booklet form.
BFPO

U1CO2 =5 x 7402N

027

056

..

UIC42 =5 x 7442N ..0-60
1.71050 =5 x 7450N..0-50
UIC51=5 x 7451N .. 0950
UIC60 =5 x 7460N..0 -SS
UI070 =5 x 7470N ., 0 -50

0.33

0-55

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

I

PAK No.

1 18

050

C407,

AND CODED NDI20,

functional but classed as out of spec. from the manufacturers very ridgid specifications.

100
100

0.50

&

2N1893 FULLY TESTED

TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

0.2.1

0.33
0.45
0.46

BSX2I

Sim.

Manufacturers' "Fall outs" -out of spec. devices including functional units and part

0.27
0.27

0 33

113

1.00
1 00

30 Oil. PNP alloy trans. TO -5 BCY 26, 2E3302/4

UIC01 =5 x 7401N ..0.50

1-24 25-99

Description

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0-50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0-50

Experimenters' Assortment of Integrated Circuits, un-

PAK No.
I
UICoo = 5 x 7400N ..0.50

Prices and qtr. prices

SIN. TYPES.

tested and coded TO -18

Ideal for beaming about IC's and experimental work, on testing, some will be found
perfect.

BI-PAK Semiconductors now offer you the largest and most
popular range of I.C's available at these EXCLUSIVE LOW
PRICES. TTL Digital 74N Series fully coded, brand new. Dual
in -line plastic 14 and 16 pin packages.
Order No.

BC107 8/9, 10p each, 5099, 9p 100 up, Op each,
1,000 off, 7p each. Fully

000 NPN 25 up ISp each.
0.50
ADI61 NPN

device in the Pak. The devices themselves are normally unmarked.

BI-PAK =LOW COST I.C's
111-PAK

110VCB NIXIE DRIVER TRANSISTOR.

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

9.00

050

500..
Full Tested 1000..

000

Code Nos. mentioned above are given as a guide to the type of

SIL. G.P. DIODES
Sub -Min.

case.

30 Silicon Planar Transistors NPN aim. 1313Y95A, 2N706..
.16 Silicon Rectifiers Top -Hat 750mA up to 1,000V
..
50 Oil. Planar Diodes 250mA OA/200/202
20 Mixed Volts 1 watt Zener Diodes
30 PNP Silicon Planar Transistors TO -5 aim. 2NI132

130

orders valued £4 or over

300mW
30..
4OPIV (Min.)100..

60 200mA Sub -min. 811. Diodes........050

U35 25 Oil. Planar trans. PNP TO -18 2N2906
U36 25 Oil. Planar NPN trans. TO -5 BFY 50/51/52
U37 30 Oil. alloy trans. 80-2 PNP, 00200 28322
U38 20 Fast Switching Oil. trans. NPN. 400 Mcie 2703011
U39 30 RF Germ. PNP trans. 2N1303/5 TO -5
U40 10 Dual trans. 6 lead TO -5 2702060
U41 25 RF Germ. trans. TO -1 0C45 NKT72
042 10 VHF Germ. PNP tram. TO -1 NKT667 AF117

your
with

25-99 1101 p

T8014 14 pin type .. 335 27p 25p
T8016 16 pin type .. 43p
37p
34p
2N1060NP82 RM.
Sil. trans. suitable
DUAL TRANS.
for P.E. Organ,
CODE
DI699
Metal
TO -18
TEXAS
Eqvt.
ZTX300
Our Price 25 ea.
each. An
t .

0.50
0.50
0-50
0.50

tested. Gates, Flip -Flops, Registers, etc., 8 Assorted Pieces
029 10 1 -amp SCR's TO85 can up to 600 PIV CRI31/25-600 ..
U31 20 Sil. Planar NPN trans. low noise Amp 2N3707
U32 25 Zener diodes 400mW D07 case mixed Volts, 3.18
..
U33 15 Plastic case 1 amp Silicon Rectifiers 1704000 series ..

40p each

PHOTO TRANS.

book for European, American and Japanese
Transistors. Exclusive to BI-PAK. 75p each.
DIIAL-IN-LINE LOW PROFILE SOCKETS
14 and 16 Lead Sockets for use with
Dual -in -Line Integrated Circuits.
Price each

U28

ORP12 43p

ORP60, ORM

NPN Silicon PLANAR

120 Glass Sub -min. General Purpose Germanium Diodes ..
60 Mixed Germanium Transistors AF/RF
75 Germanium Gold Bonded Diodes aim. 0A5, 0A47
..
40 Germanium Transistors like 0081, AC128

U13 30 PNP-NPN Oil. Transistors 00200 & 28104
U14 150 Mixed Silicon and Germanium Diodes
U15 25 NPN Silicon Planar Transistors TO -5 aim. 2N697
..
U16 10 3 -amp Silicon Rectifiers Stud Type up to 1,000 PIV
U17 30 Germanium PNP AF Transistors TO -5 like ACY17-22..
U18 8 6 -Amp Silicon Rectifiers BYZ13 Type up to 600 PIV..
U19 25 Silicon NPN Transistors like BC108
U20 12 1-5 amp Silicon Rectifiers Top -Hat up to 1,000 Ply ..
U21 30 AF Germanium alloy Transistors 20300 Ser. & 0071..
U23 30 Madt's like MAT Series PNP Transistors
U24 20 Germanium 1 -amp Rectifiers GJM up to 300 PTV
..
U25 25 300 Mc/s NPN Silicon Transistors 270708, B0Y27
..
U26 30 Fast Switching Silicon Diodes like IN914 Micro -min...

0075
203744A OC81D
20381A
0081
20382T 0082
20344A 0044
20345A 0045
TO
20378
0078
T9
20399A
2N1302
TOO
20417
AF117
All 505 each pack.

0.63 0.70 0.90 120 1 50 4.00
BRIDGE

Ull

20374

T3
T4
T5
T6
T7

0 53 037 0.77 0.97 125 -

Order No.

Uff

BRAND
NEW
TEXAS
GERM.
TRANSISTORS
Coded and Guaranteed.
Pak No.
EQVT
T1
20371A
0071

145

043 045 0.47 0.50 0.53 I.15
045 0.33 0.53 0.58 0.63 1.40
045 0.37 037 0.61 075 1.60
0.43 047 067 075 0.93 1.75

8A
POTTED
200V 50p.

0'90 1 VO 1.60

400

0.75
1'00

LL IL LE

200
400
600
800

2

047

0-23
0.24
0-37

TO5 TO66 T066

50

U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7

0'70 0'90 145

200

30A

041

NEW LOW PRICED TESTEDS.C.R's
PIV
IA 3A 7A 10A I6A 30A
100

2

0-23
0.23
0.30
0.33

0'13
0'15

Ul

10A

2N2646
BEN3000

TIS43.

27p EACH
25-99 25p
100 UP 20p

Pak No.

6A

0.50 0-63 1'00

100

040

0'07

0'16

2A

VBOM TO I TO66 TO138

Eqvt.

U T46.

SEMICONDUCTORS

Unequalled Value and quality
Satisfaction GUARANTEED in Every Pak, or money back.

TRIACS

1.5A

A

U NIJUNCTION

NEW BI-PAK UNTESTED

0.43

.. 0.90

050

045

045
045

040
040

0 80

0 -SO

0 45

095
060
0-75

0 40
0.27
0-55

0 70

ALL PRICES IN NEW PENCE.
Please send all orders direct to our warehouse and despatch department.

BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS
P.O. BOX 6, WARE, HERTS
Postage and packing add 5p. Overtime add extra for Airmail. Minimum order 50p.
Cash with order please.
Giro No. 388-7006

198

NEW LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALBA 655. 656. 717, 721 £3.75. 890-895, 1090, 1135. 1195, 1235, 1395, 1435 £5.90.
BAIRD. Prices on request. From model 600 quote part no. normally found on TX base plate.
BUSH TV53 to TUG69 £2-00. TV91 to TV139 £4.75. (From Model TV123 an alternative Square Tag Panel was fitted on Main Bobbin, please
state if required.) TV141 to TV176 Rewind £4.50.
COSSOR 904 to 957 Rewind £4-50. CT1700U to CT2378A £5-90.

DECCA DM1, DM3C, (90°) £3-90. DM4C (70°) £3-90. DR1, DR2, DR121 £4-50.
DEFIANT 7P20 to 7609. Prices on request.
DYNATRON TV30, N35 £2-771. TV36, TV37, TV38, TV39, TV40, TV41. etc, £4-00.
EKCO T231. T284, TC267, T283, T293. T311, T326, T327, T330 £2.771. TMB272 £3-421. T344, 7344F, T345, TP347, T348, 7348F
TC347, TC349, TC356, T368, T370, TC369, T371, T372, TP373, TC374, T377A, T393, T394. 433, 434. 435, 436, 437 all at £4.00.
503. 504, 505, 506 £4-75.
FERGUSON 306T, 308T £2.771 each. 406T, 408T, 416, 436. 438, 506, 508, 516. 518. 536. 546, 604, 606, 608, 616, 619, 636, 646, 648.
725, 726, 727, 3600, 3601. 3602, 3604, 3611, 3612, 3614, 3617. 3618, 3619. 3620, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3624, 3625, 3626, 3627
3629 £4-00. Jelly Pots, please state colour: red, black or white.
FERRANTI T1001, T1002, T1002/1, T1004, T1005 £2.75. T1023. T1024, T1027. 71027F, TP1026, T1071, T1072, T1121, TC1122,
TC1124, T1125, TC1126 £4.00. 1154, 1155 £4-75.
G.E.C. BT302, BT342 £3-121. BT454DST-456DST. 2010, 2013, 2014. 2012, 2000DS. 2001DS, 2002DS £4-25.
H.M.V. 1865, 1869 £2.771. 1870, 1872, 1874, 1876, 1890, 1892, 1894, 1896 £4-00.
KB OV30, NF70, NV40, PV40, QV10, QV30, RV10, RV20. RV30, PVP20 £4.50. Featherlight £4-50. Chassis No. VC1-VC2-VC3-VC4 £4-50.
MASTERADIO 4013 DST, D500 DST, D507 DST £4-25.
MARCONI VT153, VT155, VT156 £2.771. VT157, VT159, VT161, VT163. VT165, VT170, 4611, 4800, 4801, 4803, 4615 £4-00.
PAM 600S to 822F £4-00.
PETO SCOTT. Prices on request.
PHILCO 1019, 1020, 2021 £4-121. 1029, 1030, 1035. 1036, 1040, 1050, 1060 £4-121.
PHILIPS 11TG190 to 247301 £5-90. 1768U to 2196U Rewind £4.75 (old unit required).
PILOT PT450, 452, 455, 650, PT651, P60A. P61 £4-00.
PYE V200, V400. 200LB, 210, 220, 300F. 300S, 310, 210S, 410, 510, 530. 600, 620, 630, 700 A or D, 710 A or D, 830 A or D or L BA £4-00.
11 U Series. 11 U-P/NO. AL21003, 21 F to 61. Part Nos. must be given when ordering Pye LOPTS £4-00.
REGENTONE 197-198. 298, TV402, TV401, TV501, N502 £4.50.
R.G.D. 626, 627, 628, 726, RV202, RV302 £4-50.
SOBELL 1000DS. 1002DS, 1005DS, 1010DST, 1012, 1013, 1014, 1018. 1019, 1020, 1021, 1032, 1033, 1038, 1039 £4-25.
STELLA T1011U to 2149A £5-90.
ULTRA 1770, 2170, 1772, 1782, 2172, 1771. 2171, 1775, 2175, 1774. 2174. 1773..2137, 1980c. 1984c. 100c, 200c, 2380. 2384, 1984,
1985, 1986. 1980, 1980a, 1780. 2180. 2181, 2183, 2182, 1871, 1783, 6600, 6625, 6626, 6628. 6632, 6642 etc. £4-00.
We can rewind most LOPT £4-75.
Post and Package 22ip. C.O.D. 30p extra.

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMER INSERTS ONLY
BUSH TV92-TV93. N94-TV95-N96-N97, TV98, TV100, TV101, TV103, TV104, TV105. TV106, TV108, TV109, TV) 10, TV113, TV115,
TV115R, TV115c, 123, 125, 128 £2-75. Complete with heater windings. TV75. TV85 £2-75.
DECCA DR95, DR101, DR202, DR303, DR404, DR505, DR606 £2.75.
EMERSON 5700, E701. E704, E707, E709. E710, E711, Portarama £1-871.
FERGUSON 204T. 205T, 206T, 214T, 235T, 236T, 244T, 245T, 246T £200.
FERRANTI 1472. 14TC, 14T3F, 1474, 14T4F, 1475, 1476, 17K3, 17K3F, 17T3, 17T3F, 17K4E 17K6, 17SK6, 1774, 17T4F, 1775, 1776,
21 K6, 21 K6V £1-871.

INVICTA T118, T119, T120 £2-50.
KB PV40, MV100, OF100, PV100, NV40, NF70, OV30, OV10, QV30 £200 pair.
PETO SCOTT 1416, 1418, 1419. 1422, 1423, 1716, 1719, 1720, 1722, 1723. 1724, 1725 £1-471.
PYE V4, VT7, CTM4, TCM7 £2.50.
REGENTONE 10-4, 10-6, 1021, 17-18, 10-12 £1-75. 1176, 117, 191, 192 £1-871.
R.G.D. Deep 17, The 17. 590. 600, 606, 611, 710, 723 £1-75.
Guarantee. Post and Package 221p. C.O.D. 30p extra.

T.V. CANNED ELECTROLYTICS

NEW REPLACEMENT L/OP/TX

100-200. 350v. LI -121 each P.P.

£5.90
MURPHY
V310 TO 789

22113 P.P.

150-100-100-100-150
L1.99 each. P.P. 121p
320v.

124p
100-200-60.
300v. LI
each. P.P. 121p
100-300-100-16.
275v.
35p each. P.P. 124p

200. 350v. 75p each. P.P. 121p
200-200-100.
350v.
LI .89 each. P.P. 121p

300-300. 300v. LI.89 each. P.P.

I00 -400275y. 9Sp each. P.P. 12fp
100-400-16.
275v.
El 30 each. P.P. 121p

REPLACEMENT DROPPERS

12A3

125+200+100+32-275v. LI-40
400+400-350v. E2.21

Philips Type 30+125+2-85 62'.,p. P.P. Sp.

Ferguson, H.M.V., Marconi, Ultra 800 & 850 Series (Convertible)
37+31+97+26+168. 62p. P.P. Sp
As above 85 series (Dual Standard) 14+26+97+173 621p each.
P.P. Sp

HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE CERAMICS
10, 15, 22, 33, 68, 82, 100, 120, 140, 155, 180, 220, 250pf.

T.V. CANNED ELECTROLYTICS
64-100. 450v. E1.12 each. P.P. 12.1p
100-200. 275v. 90p each. P.P. 121p

P.P. 21p

POWER RESISTOR SECTIONS

These wirewound sections enable you to build up any Mains Dropper
to your requirements. A central 2BA hole is provided for mounting.
19p each
Ohms 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17.5, 20. All at 7A
Ohms 22, 25, 28, 30, 33, 36. All at '7A
.. 24p each
19p each
Ohms 40, 47, 52, 56, 60, 63, 66, 75, 87, 100 at 3A
24p each
Ohms 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 220, 250, 270 at '3A
19p each
Ohms 300, 350, 400, 470, 560, all at I2A
24p each
Ohms 726 at I5A

K Ohms, I K ohm at IA
..
K Ohms, 2 (.07A)
Postage each section 2lp

19p each
24p each

WE CAN STILL SUPPLY PARTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR
625 RECEIVER. S.A.E. FOR REQUIREMENTS
CALLERS WELCOME. But to avoid disappointment please phone to check that the items you require are in stock.

All new components inserts are guaranteed for three months from the date of invoice subject to the breakdown being due to faulty
manufacture or materials. S.A.E. all enquiries.

Dept." R" D. &B. TELEVISION (Wimbledon) LTD

BO MERTON HIGH STREET,S.W.19

01-540' 3513 01-540 3955
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TAPE OR FILM ?
One problem in writing comment columns is the
occasional feeling that "it has been said before".
Certainly the subject of videotape has been mentioned
in this column before but we make no apologies for
bringing the matter up again, principally because this
specialised aspect of television is making such rapid
progress.

MARCH 1911
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Helical -Scan Videotape Recorders

by P. H. Beards 202

Videotape recording has come a long way since those
days of the BBC's VERA, a precocious lady in her time

but now distinctly Victorian. Those who have been
watching television over the last 10-15 years have seen
tremendous strides in recording. Early video recordings

were of poor definition and far inferior to films and it
was many years before they achieved anything like
parity with film transmitted via flying -spot scanners.
The gap narrowed, however, and controversy began.

Although from the viewing side of things videotape
recordings were equal to or better than film there were
problems from the engineering or programme end;
films were much easier to handle and provided greater
versatility and flexibility. And of course the advent of
colour presented new problems for videotape recording.

Developments over the last few years have again
swayed the balance however. Apart from good transmission quality, modern quadruplex tape machines can
handle all the colour systems and their "lock -up time"
has been reduced from seconds to milliseconds while
the helical -scan system has been so improved as to be
on the point of giving broadcast standard results at very

reduced cost. The state-of-the-art is now such that
programme video recording is much cheaper than film
-for comparison it has been stated that The Avengers
would cost £20,000 for an hour in a television studio
against £60,000 in a film studio.

Apart from other developments the signs are that
video recorders are going the way of their humbler
audio counterparts-into cassettes. Which leads to
renewed speculation on the prospects for commercially
viable domestic v.t.r. equipment. Although costs have
come down over the last decade the type of machine
which could be sold to the ordinary viewer still seems a
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long way off. Perhaps we will have to wait for the
exploitation of newer techniques before the possession
of a home videotape recorder becomes a status symbol

-then part of the furniture !
W. N. STEVENS, Editor

THE NEXT ISSUE DATED APRIL
WILL BE PUBLISHED MARCH 29
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VARICAP TUNERS FROM MULLARD

Mullard are now producing two variable -capacitance -

diode tuner units, the ELC1042 covering Bands I

and III and the ELC1043 covering Bands IV and V.
Channel selection with this type of tuner is effected
by altering the preset d.c. bias potential applied to the
tuning diodes. The two tuners are electrically and
mechanically interchangeable and are housed in metal
boxes with overall dimensions of 96 x 58 x 28mm.
A hole at one end enables i.f. adjustment to be carried
out and all connections are brought out through lead through capacitors. A 12V supply is required to
power the transistors and potentials of 0.3 to 28V to
tune the diodes. Both tuners employ three transistors.
In the v.h.f. tuner these operate as r.f. amplifier, mixer
and oscillator while in the u.h.f. tuner there are two
r.f. amplifier

stages and a

self -oscillating mixer.

Coupling between the first and second r.f. amplifier
stages in the u.h.f. tuner is by means of a half -wave
tuned line while the second r.f. amplifier and mixer

are coupled by bandpass half -wave tuned lines.
Typical noise figures for the v.h.f. tuner are 7.5dB
for Band I and 7dB for Band III, with power gains

of 20dB for Band I and 22dB for Band III. A typical
noise figure of 8dB is quoted for the u.h.f. tuner with
a power gain of 20dB.

of junction diodes which form a silicon diode target
array. These are generally formed by the planar diffusion technique, but problems arise with this type
of target from the accumulation of electrons on the
target. In the new tube the silicon diode structure is
formed by epitaxial growth, giving a simpler structure that is not damaged by being pointed directly
towards a bright light source. Production of the new

tube has started at GE's Syracuse, NY plant. The
tube's sensitivity enables it to be used with normal
room lighting and one of its first applications is expected to be in "photophones".
The English Electric Valve Co. Ltd. is developing
a vidicon-type camera tube with silicon target to be
known as the Sidicon. The silicon target consists of
an array of some 300,000 silicon diodes of which
about 187,750 are utilised in the picture area. Advan-

tages of the new tube are its capacity to withstand
extreme light and scanning beam overloads and the
fact that it can be stored at high temperatures and

under any lighting conditions. These features and the
mechanical ruggedness of the 0.9in. target mean that
the tube would be ideal for video -telephone applications and' industrial CCTV systems. A problem that
English Electric in common with other tube makers

have encountered is in obtaining a target with a

100 per cent blemish -free diode yield. Development
samples are expected to be available later this year.

CAMERA TUBE ADVANCES

A new camera tube, the silicon storage vidicon, has
been developed at RCA's David Sarnoff Research
Centre by Dr Edward Luedicke and Robert Silver for

taking and storing for later playback stills of continuous programme material. The tube can store and
relay up to 200 frames a minute. To store a picture
the silicon target is first scanned by a high -velocity
beam to erase the previous picture information. The
picture is then placed on the target optically in the

conventional manner and the target scanned for

several frames with a somewhat lower -velocity beam

to build up an electron charge pattern which effectively stores the picture. To read out the picture the

target is scanned by a still lower -velocity beam while

a small light bulb outside the tube illuminates the
target. Once the picture is stored on the target it can

be displayed on a TV screen for several minutes before the read beam erases it, and the picture can be
stored for over a month before being read out. The
tube can be used to convert scanning rates, storing at
one rate and reading out at another.
A new high -sensitivity silicon -target tube, the
Epicon, has been developed by Dr Morry Blumen,
feld, Dr William Engeler and Ernest A. Taft of the
US General Electric research centre. Silicon -target
tubes are based on the production of a large number

SET NEWS

Teleton have reduced the recommended retail prices
of two of their models. The 12in. Model TA12 will
retail now at £69.25 (previously £75) while the 12in.
Model TX12, which has a detachable daylight viewing
screen, is reduced from £79 to £72.50. Both these

monochrome receivers can be operated from the
mains or a 12V car battery. The company (Teleton
Electro (UK) Company Ltd., Teleton House, Rob johns Road, Widford, Chelmsford, Essex) claims to

have handled two-thirds of the battery -mains
portables imported from Japan during 1970.
TRANSMITTERS IN OPERATION

BBC -2 is now being transmitted from Redruth, West
Cornwall, on channel 44 with horizontal polarisation

(aerial group B). The ITA has started transmissions
from Sandy Heath, Bedfordshire, on channel 24 with
horizontal polarisation (aerial group A). This is the
third in the series of main u.h.f. transmitters allocated
to Anglia Television and has an e.r.p. of 1,000kW.

The ITA reports that some viewers living close to
Sandy Heath have been receiving the ITA's trans-

missions from London on channel 23 and are experi-

encing adjacent -channel interference from Sandy
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Heath : the ITA points out that Sandy Heath is the

station planned to serve the area and should be received without interference. There have also been
reports of cross -modulation between the ITA and
BBC -2 transmissions from Sandy Heath : the cause
is excess signal overloading the initial stages of the
receiver.

The new Emley Moor u.h.f. aerials are now in

operation, increasing the coverage from Emley Moor
from about 2} to some 41 million people.
NEW ICs FOR TV

Details have now been released of the complete new
range of Mullard i.c.s. for TV receivers-the
TBA550Q, which replaces the TAA700 with which it
is identical in electrical specification, was briefly men-

tioned last month. The other new i.c.s are the
TBA500Q luminance section, TBA510Q chrominance
section, TBA520Q synchronous detector -PAL switch

section, TBA530Q RGB matrix and TBA540Q
reference oscillator-a.p.c. loop section All six new

i.c.s are encapsulated in quad -in -line pcks with zigzag pins giving a spacing of 3.7mm. between adjacent
pins. The existing TAA570 intercarrier sound
channel and TAA550 voltage reference source (for use
with varicap tuner units) i.c.s are retained.

The TBA500Q luminance i.c. comprises a gated
luminance black -level clamp, delay line matching
stage and d.c. contrast control which maintains constant black -level over its range of operation : a beam current limiting facility is provided which reduces the
picture contrast and then brightness, and line and field
blanking pulses can be applied. The TBA510Q

chrominance i.c. comprises an automatic chromacontrolled amplifier, burst gating and

blanking

circuits, colour killer, burst output and PAL delay
line driver stages : it contains a d.c. chrominance
control which when linked to the d.c. contrast control in the TBA500Q provides luminance and
chrominance control tracking and also functions

during beam -current limiting. The TBA520Q
demodulator i.c. comprises active synchronous detec-

tors for the R -Y and B -Y signals, a flip-flop circuit
to control the PAL switching and PAL switch network, and also the G -Y matrix. It is suitable for d.c.coupled drive to the picture tube when used with the
TBA530Q matrix and RGB output stages. The
TBA530Q RGB matrix provides red, green and blue
output signals to drive external RGB transistor
amplifiers : thermal matching of the three channels,
high gain and overall d.c. feedback stabilise the black
levels without the need for additional clamps. The
TBA540Q i.c. combines the functions of an automatic
phase- and amplitude -controlled 4.43MHz reference
oscillator with a synchronous detector which provides
the a.c.c., ident and colotir-killer outputs in addition
to the signal to control the oscillator.
NEW PRODUCTS

The

ITT-Metrix

electronic

millivoltmeter

type

VX213A is now available in the UK from ITT

Electronic Services, Harlow. With an input impedance of 10Mn the meter will measure direct voltages
and currents and a.c. voltages up to 1MHz directly
(up to 30MHz with a probe and up to 1,000MHz with
a measuring tee), resistances up to loomn, temperatures from - 200 to + 600C and lighting intensities up
to 200ft./cd.

The Megatron photoelectric colour balancer

A photoelectric colour TV set white tone and

colour balancer (see photo), has been introduced by
Megatron Ltd., 115a Fonthill Road, London N4, at
£15 plus 22fp postage. The instrument enables setting up to illuminant D (white) and colour balancing
to be carried out by reading a meter scale instead of
having to judge colours and brightness by eye. The
meter is housed in a wooden base which is placed on

top of the receiver and can be rotated to face the
front or back of the set, while the photocell in a

pad at the end of an extension arm is pressed against
the screen of the set. After setting the meter foc zero,

i.e. no extraneous light, the set is switched on and
adjustments made in accordance with preset markings on the meter scale.
A further set -top aerial has been added to the J Beam range (J -Beam Aerials Ltd., Rothersthorpe

Crescent, Northampton). This, the Starbeam Super
Six, has six elements and has been designed to allow
adjustment through 360° in order to obtain optimum
performance and for convenience in use with vertical
or horizontal polarisation. Recommended price £1.09.

Solderstat Ltd. (PO Box 10, Bush Fair, Harlow,
Essex) have introduced a new kit for soldering and
desoldering based on the HMS series soldering iron.
The kit includes a soldering iron stand, wire stripper/
screwdriver, core of cored solder, solder tags, p.v.c.
insulation tape, wiper pad, spare bit and desolder
braid dispenser. Recommended price £3.25.
Antiference Ltd. (Aylesbury, Bucks) have added to

their range of products three new aerial accessories,
the MA101 u.h.f. masthead amplifier, PU101 power
unit to go with this amplifier and BSA201 set -back
amplifier with integral power unit. Both amplifiers use
a single low -noise germanium transistor and each
amplifier is individually tuned for high gain and even
response over its particular channel group. The gain

of the group A version is 17dB, group B version
15dB and the group CD version 13dB. The recom-

mended retail price of the MA101 is £524, the PU101
£4.62 and the BSA201 £7.
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HELICAL -sum
.

P.

RECORDER
IN replaying magnetic tape there are two aspects of
the process which make it more difficult to reproduce
video signals than audio signals. The first concerns
the extinction frequency associated with the length

of the replay head gap. Each cycle of a recorded

signal effectively produces in the tape two bar magnets

lying end to end as shown in Fig. 1. When replaying

the gap in the head bridges the tape and the flux
One cycle

P. H.BEARDS
f ext = 30kHz.
Such a low frequency is clearly inadequate for video
signals of several megahertz-e.g. broadcast -standard
625 -line video signals requiring an upper frequency
limit of 5.5MHz.
be 7.5/(0-25 X 104) = 30,000, i.e.

Tar
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S

Fig.1: Recorded cycles of signal form bar magnets on the
tape.
Output
Coll
Head

head current the flux remaining on the tape does not
vary greatly with the frequency of the signal being
recorded. On replay however the situation is quite
different. We can neglect for a moment the extinction
phenomenon by considering frequencies low enough
for the effect not to have come into action. Fig. 4

Head gap

.))
N

S

S

N

S

Video Replay Signal Dynamic Range
The second difficulty of video recording is concerned with the number of octaves occupied by a
video signal. We may first of all note that basically
the frequency response of the recording process is
fairly flat; that is to say, for a given value of record

S

Fig. 2: The flux from the tape across the head gap passes
through the head.

passes around the head material and not through
the gap (see Fig. 2). The fact that the tape moves
relative to the head means that the flux in the head
changes and a voltage proportional to the rate of
change of flux is produced across the head coil.

Extinction Frequency
For a particular tape speed the length of the
recorded bar magnets will decrease as the frequency
of the recorded signal increases and a point will be

reached where the length of two bar magnets-i.e.

one recorded cycle-is equal to the width of the head
gap. This situation is depicted in Fig. 3. No flux can

be induced in the head and whatever the position
of the tape the flux around the head will be zero.
Consequently there will be no output. The frequency

at which this phenomenon occurs

is called

the

extinction frequency, f ext.

To give some idea of the scale of the problem

consider an audio replay head with a gap length of
0.25 x l0 -in. (i.e. one quarter of a "thou") used on
a recorder with a tape speed of 7 -fin./ sec. To find
f ext we work out how many cycles corresponding
to a wavelength of 0.25 x 104in. can be accommodated in one second's worth of tape, i.e. 74 -in. It will
Fig. 3: Length of the bar
magnets on the tape at the
extinction frequency.
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Fig. 4: (a) Flux from tape recorded at frequency f, (b) flux

from tape recorded with same amplitude signal but at
frequency 112.

shows that as the frequency of the recorded signal
is halved then although the value of the flux in the
replay head will be the same in both cases the rate
of change of flux will be halved. In frequency
response terms this means that for every halving in
frequency (i.e. every octave drop) the voltage output

will be halved-i.e. reduced by 6dB.

The particular difficulty this effect causes in videotape recording is that a video signal occupies more
octaves than an audio signal. A good -quality audio
signal for example would occupy say 50Hz to 15kHz,
which is between 9 and 10 octaves. Strictly, since

a video signal has a d.c.-.component, it occupies an
infinite number of octaves, but if frequencies down
to about 25Hz only are retained the d.c. component

can be recovered by clamping. Even so the band

from 25Hz to 5.5MHz occupies about 18 octaves. To
Fig. 5: Replay head frequen-

cy response characteristic.
Maximum output occurs at
about f ext/2: only the band
below this frequency is
normally used.
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see the difficulties this produces consider Fig. 5 which
shows the overall response of the replay head
including the extinction effect. The maximum output
occurs at about 0.5f ext and only the band below this

frequency is normally used. The extra 8 octaves
means that as frequency is reduced the output is
halved a further eight times-i.e. reduced by 48dB.
It would be extremely difficult to amplify a signal

with such a tremendous dynamic range and the
consequence would be for the lower frequencies to
be lost in noise.

Basic VTR Techniques
Taking the solutions to these two problems in turn
we can see from our example that f ext is (a) inversely

proportional to the gap width and (b) proportional
to the head -to -tape speed. Reductions have been
made in the gap widths of video heads compared to
audio heads, but the improvements have only a
marginal effect on the scale of the problem. The

basic approach is to increase the head -to -tape speed.
In audio recording it is usual to refer just to the tape
speed because the heads are fixed. Early experiments

in v.t.r. increased the tape speed but the degree of
mechanical stability achieved in these efforts was
unsatisfactory. The real breakthrough in v.t.r. came
when the head -to -tape speed was increased by
moving the heads relative to the tape as well as the

tape itself, achieving head -to -tape speeds of the order

of 1,000in./ sec. We shall consider the mechanical
details of such processes shortly.
The octave problem is solved by translating the
frequency to be recorded to a higher frequency band.
To see the principle involved consider for example
a 0-5MHz video signal amplitude modulating a
10MHz carrier. The result will be a signal of
5-15MHz, i.e. a lower sideband of 10 down to 5MHz
and an upper sideband of 10-15MHz. Such a signal
occupies less than two octaves. The process involves
having to replay even higher frequencies than those
encountered with an unmodulated video signal but
the head -to -tape speed can be made high enough to
make this possible.
The example suggested involves amplitude modulation but in fact frequency modulation is used. In
audio tape recording we go to some trouble to ensure
that the contact between head and tape is good,
either by stretching the tape across the heads or by
the use of pressure pads. Where the contact is not
good it will produce amplitude variations in the
record and replay processes which will be reproduced
as noise. With head -to -tape speeds of 1,000in./sec
Stationary
head drum

\Path of tape
around drum

Guides

Top view
Video
head

Sound head

Erase
head

Capstan spindle

Front view
Stationary
head drum

Fig. 6: (a) The Omega wrap format. (b) Video head drum
assembly.

it becomes even more difficult to maintain good head tape contact so that amplitude variations are

inevitable. By using frequency modulation the process becomes insensitive to amplitude variations.
Although the use of f.m. requires more octaves than
the equivalent a.m. signal, the number of octaves
used is still insignificant.
The principles outlined so far are quite general to
any kind of videotape recording but we shall go on
to deal with helical -scan machines in particular rather
than the transverse -scan (quadrature-head) machines
used as standard in broadcasting since for economic
reasons it is the helical -scan recorder that is used for
domestic and semiprofessional purposes.

Helical -scan Formats
In common with audio machines v.t.r.s have a

capstan which pulls the tape in a longitudinal direction, usually at 7i-in./sec. Between leaving the feed
spool and arriving at the take-up spool however the
tape is wrapped around a drum inside which the video
head (or sometimes heads) rotates. It is common
practice to use the same head(s) for record and replay
purposes.

A number of different arrangements (or formats)
are available for wrapping the tape around the drum
to bring it into contact with the head. One in com-

mon use is shown in Fig. 6(a) and is called the

Omega (f2) wrap. The lin. tape passes over an erase
head, a roller and then a guide on to the stationary
head drum which is about 6in. in diameter. It begins
Tape movement

.-Direction of head movement
(a)

Sound track
(b)

Fig. 7: (a) One video track recorded on the tape. (b)
Pattern of video and sound tracks.

its wrap around the drum at the top and comes off at

the bottom, thereby passing around the drum in a
helix of almost one loop. There is a slit all the way
around the drum which effectively divides it into
two sections as shown in Fig. 6(b). The video head
protrudes through this slit to touch the tape. The
head is driven around the slit by a motor at the centre

of the drum, the motor speed being 50 rev./sec so
that one field of picture information is recorded per
revolution.

The peripheral speed of the head is

x 50 x 6 = 940in./sec. With this geometry the
head records one slanting track on the tape in completing one revolution as shown in Fig. 7(a). When

the head reaches the bottom of the tape it passes over
the gap between the two guides (Fig. 6a) and begins
a new track at the top of the tape. However the fact

that the tape is moving longitudinally at 7fin./sec
means that the tracks are separated.
Having left the head drum the tape passes over a
stationary sound record -replay head which lays a

narrow sound track near the bottom edge of the tape
giving the video and sound track pattern shown in
Fig. 7(b). It can be seen that the tape passes through
the capstan spindle and rollers twice.

As with all single -head v.t.r.s there is a short

interval between tracks when the head is not in contact with the tape and there is in effect a drop -out of
picture information. It is normally arranged that this
"band of missing information" occurs during the last
few lines of each field (or sometimes in the field blank-
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Head -motor shaft

®Lamp

Fig. 8 (above): Two -head Sound head
Omega wrap format.

fPhoto -electric cell

C Erase head

Fig. 9 (right): Alpha wrap Capstan

Head -drum signal

Tape direction-.

format.

Magnet

ing time) so that its effect is not obvious on the
reproduced picture.
A different Omega wrap format is shown in Fig. 8

where the wrap is only a semicircle. Two heads are
used to scan the }in. tape. In this arrangement only

Head -drum signal

la)

Fig. 11: Methods of generating a head -drum signal.
Field syncs

Error signal

Phase

comparator

one head is used on record, with a head speed of

25rev./sec, so that alternate fields only are recorded.
On replay both heads are used so that each recorded
field is scanned twice, once by each head. With this
system a drop -out is avoided but the vertical resolution of the picture is redticed because of the repeated
information on adjacent lines of the picture.
An alternative to the Omega wrap is The Alpha (z)
wrap, an example of which is sliown in Fig. 9. Again

the tape passes over the capstan spindle twice as
before, once at the top and once at the bottom. In
between it passes the erase head, the video head drum
and the sound head. The path around the video head

drum is similar to that of the Omega wrap so the
pattern of sound and video tracks is similar.
Video in

FM
modulator

Record

amplifier
(a)

Modulated
video
From

Video

Routing

Replay

FM

tranii"mr

amplifier

demodulator

output

video hod
(b)
Fig. 10: Block schematics showing simplified video chains,
(a) on record, (b) on replay.

The normal method of getting signals into and out
of the rotating head is to use a rotating transformer.
Fig.

10 shows block diagrams of the record and

dc amplifier
Head -drum signal

(a)

Mains -derived
In

9

Phase

comparator

d c amplifier

Phase

adjuster
lb)

Head -drum signal

9

Fig. 12: Head servo system, (a) on record, (b) on replay.
Fig. 11(b) where again there is a circular plate

attached to the head motor shaft. A small magnet is

in this case attached to the edge of the plate and

passes through a coil once per revolution of the plate
inducing the head -drum signal in the coil.
The first object of this signal is to relate the head
drum rotation in frequency and phase to the incoming
field sync pulses during thp- recording process. For
this reason both the head -drum signal and field sync
pulses are fed into a phase comparator as shown in
Fig. 12(a).

If the two inputs are not equal in

frequency and phase the comparator produces an

output signal. This error signal is amplified and used
to increase or decrease the current fed to an eddy current brake fitted to the head motor. The

corrections will continue until the frequency and

phase of the head -drum signal and field sync pulses
are equal. The phase is correct when the video track

replay processes.

changeover from one track to the next is at the

Need for Synchronisation

the head -drum signal with some reference signal such
as a 50Hz mains -derived pulse. The servo operation
is then similar to that during recording and is shown
in Fig. 12(b).
The other function of the servo system is, to make

Moving the head to raise the head -to -tape speed

and therefore the extinction frequency creates a
difficulty. We have seen that each rotation of the
video head lays down one slanting track with one
video field, the end of the track corresponding to

the end of the field. We must ensure that on record the

time at which the head changes from one track to

the next is at the end of a field and that on replay the
head scans the recorded track accurately. For this to
occur a servo control system is necessary.

Servo Systems
To begin with a signal is generated consisting of
one pulse for every revolution of the head. This is

known as the head -drum signal and can be produced
in a number of ways, two of which are illustrated in
Fig. 11. Fig. 11(a) shows a circular plate driven from
the Same shaft as the head drum. Above the plate is

a lamp and below it a photoelectric cell. A hole in
the plate near the edge allows the lamp to illuminate
the cell to produce the head -drum signal once per
revolution of the plate. Another method is shown in

bottom of a field. On replay all that is required to
make the head drum rotation correct is to compare

the video head run accurately over the recorded

tracks. This can be done by controlling the capstan
motor speed so that the recorded tracks are moving
longitudinally at such a carefully controlled speed
Field syncs

Phase

comparator

d c amplifier
Capstan -motor signal
Mains -derived
pulses

d c amplifier
Control -track head,.©
(b)

Fig. 13: Capstan servo system, (a) on record, (b) on replay.
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that the video head, as it rotates, remains in the
centre of a track. For this purpose machines have
another stationary head similar to the audio head.

To understand the capstan servo system action on
replay we must remember that the control track consists of one pulse per revolution of the video head
and that the distance between the pulses on the tape

During the recording process this head records the
head -drum signal on the opposite edge of the tape
to the sound track. This additional track is called

depends on the capstan motor speed during the

recording process. On playback the control -track
head is used to replay the control track. This signal

and consists simply of pulses

the control track

is compared with the incoming reference-now the
50Hz mains -derived pulse-to control the capstan
motor as shown in Fig. 13(b) until the control -track

recorded at a frequency of 50Hz.

Capstan Servo System

pulses are in phase with the reference. Since the same
reference signal controls the head rotation, the
relationship between head rotation and capstan motor

Figure 13(a) shows the capstan servo system in the

record mode. A signal is derived from the capstan

motor shaft rotation in a manner similar to that

rotation are the same for both the record and replay
processes. All that is necessary therefore is to adjust
the phase of the reference until the head runs along
the centre of the track, a condition which is indicated
by maximum output from the replay amplifier or by
minimum disturbance on the picture.

used to derive the head -drum signal. This capstan
signal is fed into a phase comparator along with the
field sync pulses as the second input. The output from
the phase comparator is used to adjust the capstan
motor speed until the two signals are synchronous.
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The arrangement is similar to the
grid stoppers used in the grid circuits of a.f. outaccentuated.

put pentodes to filter extraneous h.f. currents across
the valve's input capacitance: if the grid stopper

value is excessive some attenuation of the higher
audio frequencies . can be expected.

Now while a TV receiver's video bandwidth may
extend to the full requirement the signal bandwidth

at the sync separator grid may be much smaller
and

if further reduced this will prevent high -

amplitude picture content at the end of a line falling to the front -porch level before the arrival of
the sync pulse. Pulse timing will thus be affected
by the nature of the picture content at the end of
a line and this on a test card will be either black
or white, causing the central circle to appear more
like a cogwheel.

Thorn "Cub" Portable
Weak Sync
THE complaint was intermittent field tripping on

ITA only unless the field hold control was care-

fully set but on inspection we also found weak line
hold on this channel. BBC -1 reception seemed
faultless and BBC -2 was unobtainable in the area.
As the timebase locking was normal on BBC there
seemed little point in changing the PFL200 video
amplifier/sync separator valve or in making voltage checks in these stages and it appeared that
slight drift had occurred in the tuner or i.f. circuits
as the ITA test card resolution was much inferior
to that on BBC and the overall bandwidth must be
in excess of 2.5MHz to preserve correct sync pulse
shape.

Although slug drift is rare it must be admitted
that on more than one occasion we have found weak

and distorted u.h.f. sound to be caused by slight
misalignment of the 6MHz sound i.f. transformer.
This strengthened our present suspicions. After
checking that all the valves were good and of the
correct type-for a variable -mu EF183 in place of

a straight EF184 or vice -versa will always introduce

some misalignment-and before embarking on a
lengthy retrim we decided to note the effect of readjusting the coil slugs in the first i.f. stage on test

card since these are often most critical in their

setting for good Band I/Band III balance. We then
found that turning the slug in L221 (grid circuit)
less than half
Band III test

completely restored the
card resolution and marginally
a turn

improved that of the BBC while the field and line

timebase locking became equally good on both
transmissions.

While mentioning the effect of reduced bandwidth on sync pulse shape it is worth noting an

interesting point about sync separator inputs. These

are invariably fed via a series resistor and capacitor-the latter being an a.c. coupler while the
resistor " holds off " the sync separator input capacitance to prevent it shunting the video load and
thus impairing definition. If however this resistor
is of excessive value it will cause test card cogging.

The reason-not always appreciated-is that the
series resistor in conjunction with the sync separator's input capacitance forms a low-pass filter which

attenuates the higher video frequencies: if the
resistor value is increased the filtering effect is

SEVERE raster cramping towards the base and weak
field lock which got progressively worse as the set
warmed up were the faults on this model. The

original fault-remedied by an outside engineer-

was complete field collapse due to an open -circuit
h.t. feed and decoupling resistor between the h.t.
reservoir capacitor and the tetrode section of the
30PL14 field valve.

On inspection it appeared that the base cramping
was due to insufficient negative bias on the 30PL14,

for both the original valve and a test replacement
ran excessively hot. The bias feed to this tetrode
is rather unusual in that it is derived from a point
along the negative rectified heater circuit instead of
by the usual cathode resistor. The feed is smoothed

by a simple RC filter (R85 and C61) and applied

directly to the tetrode control grid.
We obtained a meter reading of about 11V at this
point although no figure is given in the service

manual doubtless due to the effect of different meter
internal resistances on the high -value resistors
employed in this part of the circuit. As the 30PL14
tetrode usually operates with about 14.5V bias, the
reading we obtained seemed fair after allowance for
meter application.
Nevertheless, although there was no short in the
heater circuit rectifier-or the bias would have been

non-existent-the fact remained that the valve was
passing excessive current and it seemed that only
inadequate bias could be the cause. We studied the
circuit (Fig. 1) and found that the bias could be
reduced in one of three ways, by a slight positive

leak through C62 from the tetrode anode or through
C57 from the triode anode, by a leak in C58, C59
or C61, or by one of the high -value feed resistors
going high -resistance. With any pentode or tetrode
of course the anode current is largely determined

by the screen voltage, but as the screen in this

model was directly linked to HT3 there seemed no
possibility of it rising above normal.
We then remembered the replacement resistor

and on testing found that the screen voltage was
about 205V and the anode voltage about 190V,
whereas they should have been 180V and 165V
respectively. As will now be obvious the replacement h.t. feed resistor was of too low value-it was
in fact a 6000 component instead of the 2.3k12
resistor originally fitted. We later found that the
outside engineer had been unable to make out the
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bias from
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Fig. 1: Thorn 12in. "Cub" portable field timebase circuit: there was severe cramping with weak field hold.

value of the original component and as resistors used

to feed individual h.t. rails are usually only a few
hundred ohms in value he had fitted one of 6000.
A replacement of correct value restored normal
anode and screen voltages, cured the base cramping

and the weak field hold. Two reasons account for
the gross overheating of the tetrode. First the fact
that the screen feed comes direct from HT3 so that
any increase in this is applied in full to the valve,
while secondly the grid bias is fixed. Had the valve
been biased by the usual cathode resistor the

increased anode and screen currents would have

produced a proportionately greater cathode voltage
to increase the effective bias.
The great advantage of the bias arrangement used

however is that if the heater rectifier goes shortcircuit, thus over -running all the valves and the
c.r.t., the severely cramped picture with virtually
non-existent field hold makes it essential to obtain
service attention. Which all demonstrates how vital
it is to replace defective components with exact
replacements and to measure all relevant voltages.

Line Drift
THE owner of a 19in. KB receiver complained that

the picture started to break into lines when it got

really warm after an hour's use. Inspection showed
that the fault was due to the line hold control only
just locking the picture when fully rotated. Replacing the PCF80 line generator shifted the line lock
to a midway position with plenty of tolerance each
way and no further trouble was experienced. We

quite often get cases of weak line or field hold
similarly due to valve or component change shifting

the lock position to one extreme and preventing

proper setting of the control.
Many receivers incorporate an interior preset line
hold control additional to the external user control,
but we never readjust this without first replacing the
line generator valve or valves. If as is usually the

case the control shift

is

only a temporary expedient, for within a short while
the valve ageing process will necessitate further
adjustment even if it doesn't cause reduced width or
impair sync.
With certain exceptions the line frequency in most
modern receivers is determined by the line generator
only, the line output pentode merely amplifying the
output from the oscillator. The main exceptions to
this arrangement are those Pye-Ekco-Ferranti-PamInvicta receivers in many cabinet styles but always
identifiable by the high-level contrast control knob

protruding from the top rear of the cabinet back

and with the entire printed circuit chassis hinged at
the bottom. In these models the PL36-PL302 type
line output valve also forms half of the generator
with the triode section of a PCL84. Short- or longterm line drift can therefore in these models be due
to changes in the line output valve or its immediate
circuitry-the grid resistors, v.d.r. width stabiliser, or
even the boost rectifier.
In flywheel sync line circuits the operational frequency is still set by the generator valve but the
control potential developed by the a.f.c. diodes is
naturally influenced by the shape and amplitude of
the reference pulse feed taken from the line output
transformer. Obviously therefore drift anywhere
in the line output stage can alter the line generator
frequency and stability via the discriminator.
Similarly, drift in d.c. amplifiers employed to boost

the control potential from the discriminator circuit
can also change the generator frequency.

Where

the

line

hold

position

spasmodically

changes first check the preset adjustment if fitted.
These often have open rotary or strip sliders and
if good firm contact is not made will cause constant
trouble. In most cases cleaning the track and apply-

ing a smear of contact lubricant will stabilise their
setting.

due to changing valve

characteristics, adjusting the preset will probably be

On

several occasions we have known erratic line holdsometimes with violent screen flashes-to be due to
the bad valveholder seating of such a d.c. amplifier.

TO BE CONTINUED
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INTRODUCTION TO

Digital

these are related by the logical function of the par-

ticular device or array of interconnected devices

through which the signal(s) pass. The most important distinction is between logic functions based on
amplifying the input signals to produce the output
signals and logic functions employing the input
signals merely to switch output signal sources on and
off. The former process requires linear circuits which
are refinements of conventional signal amplifiers
while the latter requires on -off switching which in
modern integrated circuits is carried out by transistor
elements used as gated switches and known simply as
gates.

The ideal switch is a threshold device, i.e. its output should show no variation at all with small changes

of input either side of a threshold. If, however,
the change at the input crosses the threshold then
the output should switch right on or right off

abruptly. Thus a certain threshold effort is required
-as the force applied to the toggle of a mechanical
switch to make it snap on or off. A certain threshold
current is required to make an electromechanical
relay attract its armature and close the contacts:
correspondingly in digital logic circuits the output is
present or absent depending on whether the input
is resting above or below the switching threshold.

MARTIN L.MICHAELIS M.A.
IN a recent article (August, 1970) on integrated circuits we discussed in detail the operational amplifier
as a typical representative of linear integrated circuits
and subsequently illustrated its practical use with constructional features on an i.c. millivoltmeter and an
oscilloscope preamplifier. We will continue our practical survey of integrated circuits by introducing in

Basic Specifications
The basic performance specification of a digital

logic system is the truth table (a simple truth table is

shown in Fig. 5). In addition there are restrictions
concerning the maximum or minimum rate of input
transition through the switching threshold for accurate operation. The truth table relates the states of all
outputs (on or off) to the states of all inputs (present

the present article the digital families.

or absent).

features, the first another special signal amplifier with
arbitrary input waveform pulsing and frequency
counting facilities and the second a test generator for
colour television convergence adjustments with

simple static truth table in which the states of the
outputs are set by the states of the inputs actually

This will again be followed with constructional

properly interlaced line and field pulse waveforms.
Digital logic will be used for relating the line and
field frequencies and for assembling the required

Some digital i.c. inputs provide static control
functions while others are for dynamic ones. Digital
logic circuits with only static control inputs have a

present regardless of the previous history of changes
of these input states. The truth table thus lists all

possible permutations and combinations of input

complex sync pulse train of the field blanking interval,

states (each input may be above or below the switch-

broadcast waveform. The time is now ripe for wide-

with the corresponding set of states of the outputs for
each combination of inputs.

in close approximation to the standard television

spread use of digital integrated circuits by the
amateur constructor since prices have fallen drastically in recent times.

The transition in practical circuitry from conventional discrete transistor arrangements to monolithic
integrated blocks is as much a revolution as the

earlier transition from valve circuits to transistor

ones. The new devices have, however, been flung on
to the market in a profuse variety of types, families
and performance while the information available is
largely incomprehensible to the newcomer. It is the

aim of the present article to present a clear picture
of these devices, getting down to essential practical
fundamentals right from the start.

Amplifiers and Switches
Electronic logic is the performance of current or
voltage amplification or switching in a sequence
determined by the circuit arrangement used : we
always have one or more input currents or voltages
and one or more output currents or voltages, and

ing threshold, irrespective of the others) together

If a dynamic control input is present-properly

called a clock or toggle input-a given set of states
of the static control inputs is no longer alone sufficient to determine the set of states of the outputs. Thus

the truth table has to be more complicated. If N
different sets of output states are possible for a particular set of states of the static control inputs, the
truth table must list each one of these sets of output

states in turn in the Q-1 column* and in the Q column
the corresponding one produced by the next threshold
transition at the dynamic control input without

change of the static control input states. Some data
lists head the corresponding columns of the truth
table Q and Q+1 respectively instead. The index
merely refers to the order of time sequence steps, not
to a logic input or output level. Such a single time
sequence step is the interval between successive thres-

hold transitions applied to a dynamic control input,
* it is the convention with digital circuits to designate
the output as Q.

-4-
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so it is clear why these inputs are commonly called
clock inputs in computer terminology. They are
usually driven from a pulse generator or with some
other signal whose actual or average pulse repetition
frequency is an important feature of the operation

to be performed. Thus the drive pulses mark out
basic time intervals and thus essentially represent a
system clock.

Static Controls
The clock inputs serve for counting and scaling pulses

whereas the static control inputs provide such functions as starting, stopping, resetting and presetting the
counting process. If, for example, a certain set of states

test equipment because the maximum required clock
frequency (toggle frequency) is a small multiple of
the television line frequency and is very low in
relation to the inherent toggle rate capability of all
common families. These can handle typical clock
frequencies of 30MHz and more, with switching times

of typically 20 nanoseconds-often much shorter.
Indeed very high speed is often an embarrassment in
simple low -speed circuits because these then tend to

respond to all manner of spurious h.f. and even
v.h.f. r.f. interference if a poor layout is adopted. We
shall, however, be considering all the important practical design rules in the course of our constructional
features.

Neither is power dissipation a prime consideration

of the static control inputs provides ten possible sets
of states of the outputs, and these output states are
taken up in cyclic succession once every ten input
pulses fed to the clock input, then we have a decimal
counter stage. The internal circuitry of such digital
integrated circuits is usually arranged so that a second

for television equipment because the power consumption of all common digital i.c.s is very much
smaller than that of valve stages and usually considerably smaller than the equivalent conventional

outputs to fall into the set of states representing zero
of the decimal sequence, regardless of the previous
set of states. This is the counter reset condition. It
appears in the truth table as an entry "arbitrary" for

have been chosen according to price and availability
to the amateur constructor. In this sense the DTL
and TTL families are at present the most attractive
ones with RTL a close runner-up.

set of states of the static control inputs causes the

the initial state and "all outputs zero" for the new
state of the outputs when the static control inputs are
changed to this reset condition.

Yet another different set of input states of the

device may serve to inhibit the dynamic control input.

The last previous set of output states is then held as
long as this inhibit set of input states is maintained.
Pulses which arrive in the meantime at the clock input

have no effect. This is shown in the truth table by

entry of Q-' in the Q column or Q in the Q-14 column,
to show that no change takes place.

Detailed Performance
For practical circuit design using digital integrated
circuits the truth table largely fulfils the function of
the theoretical circuit diagram of conventional circuits since it embodies all performance information
required to make the circuit function nominally as
desired. It is therefore unnecessary to go into details
of, or even know, the exact theoretical circuit which
a manufacturer has integrated into his package. In
fact not all data sheets give the theoretical circuit. It
is helpful if they do however, because certain tricky

questions that occasionally arise in the course of
design work on circuits using integrated packages

interconnected with conventional stages can then be
quickly answered by reference to the actual circuits
of the packages. But such circuit diagrams are often
complex and highly confusing to the beginner, particularly since the actual arrays of resistors, capacitors, diodes and transistors may differ radically in the

respective families of digital circuits yet the truth
tables remain nearly or completely identical.

Toggle Frequency
The differences between the families lie in perform-

ance details such as the maximum clock input frequency which can be handled, i.e. speed capability of
the computer system, power dissipation, relative noise
immunity, manufacturing price and so on. None of

these are of primary importance in the practical

exploitation of digital i.c.s in television receiver and

transistorised circuits, whilst television equipment is

mostly mains operated so that plenty of power is
readily available. Thus the digital i.c. families used

Logic Family Names
These family names indicate the main components used on the monolithic chips. DTL is diode -

transistor logic (with resistors and capacitors as subsidiary items), TTL transistor -transistor logic (with
diodes and resistors as subsidiary items) and RTL
resistor -transistor logic (containing no or very few

diodes as subsidiaries). DTL and TTL are closely
related; multiple -emitter transistors in the latter re-

place the input diodes of the former.
Before we have a closer look at the basic characteristics of i.c. packages belonging to the DTL and TTL
families, we must discuss the principles governing

the interfacing rules given in standard data sheets.

Interfacing
This is the term used for the methods of mutually
interconnecting two or more i.c. packages with each
other or with conventionally wired stages. Within

the same family of digital i.c.s, for example TTL,
interfacing is an extremely simple task. All the i.c.
packages are designed so that the outputs of any one

can be connected straight through to the inputs of

any other using a short wire or conductor on a printed
circuit board : discrete coupling resistors or capacitors
external to the packages are not required.
Apart from their static and dynamic control inputs
and outputs, the packages possess only a ground pin
and a power supply input pin. For the most common
ranges of available digital i.c.s the power supply is a

stabilised +5V line with respect to chassis and the

ground pins of the packages are taken to chassis. The
+ 5V line is strapped straight through to all package
power supply pins without any external decoupling
resistors. A high -quality miniature capacitor (value
0.0l to 0.1µF, uncritical) is bridged across the power

supply and ground pin of each package. These
capacitors must be non -inductive and suitable for
bypassing radio frequencies up to at least 50MHz.
Modern ceramic or plastic film types are ideal.
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The performance of a composite circuit containing any number of packages wired up in this manner
is expressed directly by the truth tables and for each
connection made from an output Q1 of a package 1
to an input P1 of another package 2 the states appear-

ing for Q1 in the truth table belonging to 1 are the
states for P1 in the truth table belonging to 2.
Only one output should be connected to any input

otherwise there will be contradictions if two or more
outputs which may take different states simultane-

ously are connected to the same input of another
package. The consequence would be short-circuits
between the paralleled outputs or at least an indeterminate truth table for the driven package.
Exceptions to this rule involve parallel connection
of outputs of identical sections of multiple packages

to boost the output current rating. The paralleled

outputs must always take mutually indentical states,
either all above or all below the switching threshold.
To ensure this, it is usually necessary to connect all

corresponding inputs of the paralleled sections in

parallel too. The data sheets give precise instructions

and in particular point out instances where the

separate but identical sections of a multiple package
must be used separately and may not be paralleled
because of conflicting internal circuit features.

Fan -out
It is, on the other hand, essential in order to provide
for versatility within a computing system to be able

to drive two or more inputs of one or more other
packages from the same output of a package. This
is referred to as fan -out in data sheets. There are
practical limitations to the fan -out set by current
overloading resulting if too many inputs are con-

nected to the same output. Instability is produced in
severe cases, ambiguities of the truth tables in moderate cases, and enhanced susceptibility to r.f. and noise
interference in mild cases of such overloading.

Loading Factors
The data sheet for a given package lists a loading
factor for each input and output. These loading factors are typically 8 for an output, 1 for a static control input (steering input) and 1 or 2 for a dynamic
control input (clock or toggle input). The sum of the

loading factors of all the inputs connected to the
some output must be equal to or any value less than
the loading factor of that output. As long as this rule
is satisfied the output and the set of inputs may be
strapped together directly and the composite circuit
will perform as implied by the linkages of the truth
tables.

inputs from the same output. In principle power

gates can be cascaded, so that there is no limit to the
possible fan -out in complex systems. Power gates are

not amplifiers in the linear sense but rather in the
switching sense of relays which simply switch a much

larger current on or off when the input state crosses
the switching threshold.

Another type of switching amplifier included in
the packages offered in each logic family is the line
driver. This is basically similar to a power gate but
must be loaded at the output with a definite value
resistor to match the characteristic impedance of a
length of coaxial cable or a length of several inches
of connecting wire positioned in a definite geometric

orientation with respect to the chassis plane. The
data sheet will specify the characteristic impedance

value and whether or not the resistor is integrated or
has to be wired externally as the line termination. The
line driver is required whenever it is not possible to
place all fanned -out inputs in close proximity to the
output driving them, normally whenever any con-

necting wire or conductor on the printed circuit

board is longer than some three to six inches. The
transmission line-which such connections represent

for the nanosecond switching transients-must be
matched with its characteristic impedance as soon

as the length gives a propagation delay exceeding the
switching time. Otherwise pulse reflections back and
forth along the unmatched line may cause multiple

toggling with consequent erratic breakdown of the
truth tables.
In circuits using relatively small numbers of
integrated packages and operating at frequencies much

lower than the maximum possible toggle rate-such
as the television test equipment designs we will be
presenting-it is usually a simple matter to avoid the
need for power gates and line drivers. Large fan outs are not necessary in simple circuits and line
drivers, chiefly required for the clock (toggle) inputs,
are obviated by arranging the circuit layout with all
inputs directly adjacent to the outputs driving them.
This means that the static control (steering) inputs
are inevitably far removed from the outputs driving
them.

In particular the logic requirements often call for
quite large fan -outs from one output to a number of
steering inputs of several different packages, e.g. to
reset or inhibit the several decimal stages of a counter
chain. Whilst, however, it is necessary to run the

clock inputs fast, the steering inputs used to stop,
start or reset the counter may be made much slower

without impairing the performance of the equipment.
Thus the steering input switching times can be greatly
prolonged from the nanosecond range to at least the
microsecond range by connecting a fixed capacitor

between the steering input and ground pin at each
package. When the input voltage is changed this
Power Gates and Line Drivers
load capacitor takes time to charge and the switching
If the desired set of truth table linkages wouldthreshold is crossed slowly, giving a single response
require connecting so many inputs to an output that

the loading factor of that output is exceeded an

amplifier must be interposed. Such amplifiers, usually
called power gates, are available as packages in each

delayed at least by the propagation time of the latest
reflected disturbing pulse which would otherwise have
caused a multiple response.

family and possess one or more inputs with small
loading factors and outputs with large loading fac-

Monostables

outs from quite different outputs or to obtain still

table is concerned-how fast or slowly the input
state crosses the switching threshold. This is certainly

tors, typically 25. Two or more power gates are often
found in one package, to make full use of available
chip space. They may be used for independent fan -

greater fan -out from a single output by driving their

It is in most cases unimportant-as far as the truth

so for all packages with a time -independent truth
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table in which the outputs are always defined by the
states of the steering inputs and the number of pulses
which have arrived at the clock input and are inde-

pendent of the time that has elapsed since the last

change at the steering or clock inputs. An important
type of package which also involves an elapsed time
factor in its truth table, known as the monostable, requires however a minimum rate at which the input
must cross the switching threshold if the outputs are
to respond according to the truth table. Otherwise
they will not respond at all or will respond erratically.
Monostables possess a truth table with a set of resting states of the outputs which is reverted to automatically after a certain characteristic time (which
can be varied at will with externally wired capacitors)
has elapsed since a change of the set of input states
temporarily produced a change of the set of output
states in accordance with the truth table.
For designing television test equipment mono stables provide pulse shaping and stretching functions, time -gating facilities and a neat means of solving one of the most difficult of interfacing problems,
the introduction of manually actuated switches in
the high-speed clock -input lines of digital integrated
circuits. All mechanical switches are prone to
multiple makes and breaks over a total time lying in
the microsecond or millisecond range before the contacts are closed or opened permanently. Thus under
certain conditions actuation of a manual switch in a
clock -pulse line will produce a rapid burst of spurious
responses in addition to the wanted responses to true
clock pulses which come through when the switch is
properly closed. In steering input lines this trouble
can often be overcome by the same means as used
for pulse reflection interference in unmatched lines

-by loading the inputs capacitively to slow down

the switching time beyond the longest likely switch
contact rebound period. But this approach is impossible for even moderate -speed clock -pulse lines
because switch rebounds may last many milliseconds
and capacitive response delays would then limit the
counting frequency to a few hundred Hz if they are

to be effective in reliably killing switch rebound

nominal low state is 02V and the nominal high is
3.5V.

When interfacing with conventionally wired stages,

the low state range may be extended up to 1.0V

without erratic performance. The range from 1.0V
to 1.5V is unstable and should be crossed as rapidly

as possible when the state of an input is

being

changed. Under no circumstances should an input
be left resting at any voltage in this range because
the output states are then erratic and largely determined in a random fluctuating manner by incidental
background noise in the circuit. The noise immunity
margin is better the further the actually adopted low

and high states are from the range IV to 1.5V,
because the required amplitude of a noise pulse or
transient to actually produce a spurious response
must be sufficient to lift or drop the state into the
forbidden range. The noise immunity is about IV
when using the recommended high and low states of
3.5V and 0.2V. This is why the inputs, outputs and
power supply rails of digital integrated circuits can
be strapped directly.

Polarity
All power supply and state voltages are positive

to chassis in the positive logic system. Negative volt-

ages with respect to chassis are not used and are

strictly forbidden. Especially if obtained from a low impedance source, negative voltages with respect to

chassis may cause immediate destruction of the

package when applied to an input, either as transient
or d.c. potential. The input potential at any input of
a package should never exceed the power supply rail

voltage of about + 5V to chassis. The author has
found this condition less critical. Voltages up to
+ 20V have been accidentally applied to inputs of

TTL packages without any resulting damage, but this
is not to be taken as a recommendation or guarantee.
In a composite circuit using several packages the
actual voltages for the high and low states need not
be the same at all points, nor at all times at the same
point. Widely different actual resting voltages may

responses.

be found for a logical one or for a logical zero at

Digital Logic Levels
Only two input or output states exist in digital

ous states of all other points. The only condition

different points, or at one and the same point depending an the overall loading imposed by the simultane-

which it is below the switching threshold. For positive
logic, the high state represents a logical one, depicted

for proper performance of the entire circuit in accordance with the truth tables of all the packages is that
all points which are supposed to be in the logical zero
(low) state are resting well below the transition range
and all points which are supposed to be in the logical
one state (high) are resting well above the transition
range.

The distinction between positive and negative logic
does not concern the actual electronic devices but
only the input and output voltage states. Any logical

Switching Threshold Transitions

equivalent function in negative logic and vice versa

ance with the clock step truth table whenever the
input voltage drops from the high to the low level.

logic, namely the high state in which the voltage is
above the switching threshold and the low state in

in truth tables by the symbols 1 or L, and the low
state a logical zero represented by the symbol 0.
The association is the converse for negative logic.

function in positive logic can be translated to an

without changing the circuitry or altering its performance in any way. We will confine ourselves to

positive logic for all further descriptions.

For the DTL and TM packages in our construc-

tional features the power supply level is 5V stabilised
(tolerance about a quarter of a volt either way), the
nominal switching threshold is about 1.2V, the low
state (logical zero) is the range below 0.6V and the

high state (logical one) the range above 1.6V. The

In positive logic the clock inputs respond in accord-

There is no response to a transition of the input volt-

age from the low to the high logic level at a clock
input. It is most important to memorise this basic

dynamic drive rule, since it is one of the most fundamental concepts of digital logic in this system.
For a steering (static) input there may be a response
to a logic level transition in either direction according

to the particular truth table. In some devices the
truth table consists of a set of unique relationships
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drive the voltage normally rests for any length of
Drive

Drive

Positive

Negative
pulses

pulses

time at the high level, being dropped temporarily to
the low level for the pulse duration. Thus the clock
goes low on the leading edge of the pulse, producing
an immediate response. For Q -pulse drive, the voltage rests in the low state and is lifted to the high state
for the pulse duration. The clock here goes low on

the lagging edge of the pulse. Under no circumstances is it permissible to use a pulse any part of

which goes negative with respect to chassis. A positive
Fig. 1: Input interfacing with a conventionally wired drive
stage, giving 0 -pulse drive. (a) For positive drive pulses,
(b) for negative drive pulses.
The i.c. input rests at the low level and is raised to the high
level for the duration of the drive pulse. Clock response is
on the lagging edge (i.e. at the end) of the drive pulse.
RL must be less than 11(D, preferably about 50011.

Drive

Drive

Negative
pulses

pnp

With the normal DTL and TTL packages the effective input level is the high level when open -circuit,
and the low level is produced at the input by any one
of three ways : (a) Direct connection to an output
in the low level, observing the loading factor restrictions. (b) Shorting the input directly to chassis (this
is permissible for any length of time, e.g. via a conventionally wired switch transistor, manually operated switch contact, electromechanical relay or pushbutton). (c) As for (b) but not as a direct short circuit
to chassis, instead connecting a finite resistance

Positive
pulses

(a)

pulse on a resting level in the high state never produces any response on either edge, because it never
drops the logical level out of the high state.

between the input and chassis. There is a maximum
permissible value, usually about 5000 to 11(11, for this
(b)

Fig. 2: Input interfacing with a conventionally wired drive
stage, giving 0 -pulse drive. (a) For negative drive pulses,
(b) for positive drive pulses.
The i.c. input rests at the high level and drops to the low
level for the duration of the drive pulse. Clock response is
on the leading edge of the drive pulse. There is no basic
value of FIL.
restriction on the maximum

possible combinations of input states at the
steering inputs and the corresponding sets of output
states, but if the states of one or more steering inputs
between

are changed the new corresponding output states
defined by the truth table do not appear until a
transition from the high to the low logic state takes
place at a corresponding clock input. Such devices
are called clocked, and the truth table may bear the
remark "if (steering) inputs changed, new output
state appears next time clock goes low".
In a general way the clock may be considered as
being the master oscillator of the computer system,

analogous to the carrier frequency generator of a
radio or television transmitter or the escapement or
pendulum of a mechanical clock. It is essentially a
pulse generator whose purpose is to produce an
ideally rectangular waveform switching abruptly
back and forth between the high and the low logic
level.

If conventionally wired circuits are used for the
actual pulse generator or if the pulse source is some
other device such as a photocell or radiation pulse
large positive voltdetector, negative voltages and
ages may be involved in the power supplies and prim-

ary pulse waveforms. However the pulse samples
derived therefrom for the inputs of the, digital
integrated circuits must be confined entirely to
positive polarity with respect to chassis and a maximum level of + 5V to chassis.

resistor, if it is to produce an unambiguous low state
as long as it is connected. If its value is slightly too
large the erratic transition range is taken up whilst
if the value is much too large the input remains in
the ambiguous high state. If in doubt, measure the
actual voltage appearing across the resistor, using a
voltmeter whose internal resistance is at least twice
as great.

Method (a) is the normal method of interfacing
several i.c. packages. Method (b) is often used for
interfacing with mechanical manual controls on the
front panel. Method (c) is the basis of interfacing
with conventionally wired drive stages. The resistor
is here at the same time the output load resistor of the
conventional drive stage. If connected to chassis
(Fig. 1) it commonly forms the emitter load of an npn
transistor or the collector load of a pnp transistor,
whilst if it is connected to the + 5V power supply
rail (Fig. 2) it forms the emitter load of a pnp transistor or the collector load of an npn transistor. Pulses
of appropriate polarity are applied to the base of the
Power
supply

Power

supply

(designated 'Vcc
pin
+5V on data sheets)

(designated 'Vcc
pin
+5V on data sheets)

R7

R1

1.6k
R2
Input 211(5
1

R3

R5

6k

Lk

130

Tr5

Output
05

Input
2

Input D

Output
Tr6

Tr2

3

Ground
pin

(chassis)

Groinund

Input 3

Pulse Drive
This gives us two basic possibilities, known as the
Q -pulse and the Q -pulse. If we are using Q -pulse

Fig. 3 (left): Circuit of the basic DTL gate.
Fig. 4 (right): Circuit of the basic TTL gate.

p

(chassis)

-1-...111011..-
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transistor. The former case gives Q -pulse drive and
the latter case gives Q -pulse drive.

0 -pulse Drive with Monostables
We have already mentioned that contact rebounds
are a possible source of spurious pulse signals when
mechanical switches are used to connect or disconnect logic level voltages. To avoid this trouble the
intended make or break operation of the switch and
any rebounds must not give rise to clock transitions
from high to low. This condition is satisfied only if
the switched input is resting in the low state regardless of whether the switch is open or closed, so that
the switch must connect or disconnect (alternatively,

short out or clear) a Q -pulse drive line. The only

digital i.c.s producing a proper Q -pulse drive are the
monostables mentioned earlier. A monostable Q output always rests in the low state and briefly goes up
to the high state following the moments at which the
clock input goes low. All ordinary outputs of digital
i.c.s, on the other hand, may rest any length of time
in either the high or the low state. If a mechanical
switch is interposed in any direct connection between

such an output and an input a burst of spurious
responses is produced at the input whenever the

switch is opened or closed whilst the output is in the
high state, because the switch contact rebounds represent a corresponding number of successive discon-

nections of the high output, i.e. high to low clock

transitions, before the connection is finally established
or broken.

As long as the connection is established only the
actual high to low transitions of the output produce
a response at the clock input it is driving. The wanted
logic function is thus unaffected if a monostable is
interposed, except that the response is delayed by the
characteristic pulse duration of the monostable. This
can be made short, for example some 10 to 15 microseconds, which is briefer than the shortest interval
between any two successive switch contact rebounds.
Multiple responses are then impossible even if a
proper high to low transition of the drive output takes
place whilst the switch is being actuated.

Basic DTL Gate
Just as the operational amplifier is the basic
element of all analogue logic systems so the switching
gate is the basic element of all digital logic systems.

Figure 3 shows the theoretical circuit of the basic

DTE, gate behind any normal input of a DTL

integrated circuit package. It at the same time shows
the circuitry immediately behind any normal output.
Sirhple packages with only basic gates contain nothing
else except the depicted circuitry between each
associated input and output. More complex packages
contain several internally interconnected basic gates
and auxiliaries, arranged so that the set of externally
accessible inputs and outputs obeys the given truth
table.

It is now immediately evident why an open -circuit

input is in the high state. R1 and R2 connect the
input internally to the positive power supply pin, so

that Trl, Tr2 and D4 rest in the same conducting
state as when a high level input voltage is actually
connected to any one of the input pins, cutting off
the corresponding input diode. In this high input
state the potential at the anodes of the input diodes

Fig. 5: Truth table for the
basic DTL (Fig. 3) or TTL
(Fig. 4) gate. The output

Input Input

Input

1

2

3

Output

1

0

0

1

level is low (0) only if all

0

1

0

1

inputs are high (1) and high

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

if all inputs are not high

at least one being low. This

1

is called the "not and" or

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

NAND function.

1

0
1

is the sum of the silicon threshold voltages of Trl,
Tr2 and D4, which is about 1-8V. An input diode

can conduct only when its cathode potential becomes

less than the silicon threshold of about 0.6V lower
than its anode potential, i.e. less than about 1.2V.
This is the already described switching threshold.
When the voltage applied to an input terminal is
lower than the switching threshold the difference
appears as a voltage drop across R1 and R2 so that
the anode potential of the input diodes is now less
than the sum threshold voltage of Trl, D4 and Tr2
and these three devices are consequently cut off.
The high input state thus causes Tr2 to be cut on
hard, connecting the output to chassis and giving the
low output state. The low input state cuts Tr2 off,
giving the high output state via R3 connected to the
power supply pin.

Fan -in
The circuit can have any desired number of independent inputs with respective series diodes. Three

inputs with corresponding diodes D1 to D3 are
shown. Evidently the low input state for Trl is pro-

duced when the low state voltage is applied to at
least one input pin. The table shown in Figure 5 is
the truth table for this three -input gate, showing that
the function is an inverting AND in positive logic.
The input is in the high state only if all inputs are
in the high state (AND function) and the output state
is always the converse of the input state (inverting
function).

We can now understand the loading factors and

the previously described grounding conditions to

produce a low input state. If any input is shorted to
chassis the voltage drop across R1 and R2 must be

such that the anodes of the input diodes rest 0.6V
above chassis potential (silicon threshold voltage)

which is well below the threshold at Tr 1 base. Thus
the input i,s definitely in the low state. In this condition the input diode is passing a current to chassis
whose value is given according to Ohm's Law by RI
and R2 connected across the power supply voltage
less 0.6V. This is slightly more than 1 mA for the

given component values. A worst case value of

1.6mA is assumed in the data sheets because values
of resistors in integrated circuits are subject to large
tolerances.

Current Sinking
In a composite circuit using many interconnected
packages as indicated in Figure 6 Tr2 of any output
must be able to sink as many times 1.6mA to chassis
as the number of basic inputs of other packages to
which it is fanned out. Thus the output loading factor
is largely determined by the maximum permissible
collector current of Tr2, which is nominally 13.5mA
to give the typical output loading factor of 8 whilst
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Power
supply

Driven

+5V

package

+5V

R1

1
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R3
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2.15k
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Input

package

Output at
low level

Driven
package
2

+5V
R1

16k
R2
2.15k

D1
Input1.6mA

(Tr2 conducting)

D1

Input at
high level

Input
Driven package 3
etc.

Max. 13.5m A.

Tr2

Thus up to

8 packages
can be driven

Ground

Fig. 6: Showing how the sink currents determine the
output loading factor for the basic DTL (Fig. 3) gate in
the low-level state.

also sinking the current through R3.

Capacitive Loading
This is the situation for the low output state which
of course determines the output loading factor. In
the high state of the output there is theoretically no
current flowing in the fan -out connections to the
driven inputs of other packages because all the input

diodes are cut

off in

the high state. However,

capacitive loading is here important because when
Tr2 cuts off the total stray capacitances of all connected inputs must first charge through R3 before
the high state actually takes over at the output. In
high-speed computers it is therefore necessary to
make R3 as small as possible in order to speed up
the low -to -high transition. To satisfy this demand

alternative packages are available with R3 about 2161
instead of about 6161. These packages are distinctly
faster but the smaller value of R3 sends an additional

current equal to one load unit through Tr2 in the
low state of the output so that the externally available
loading factor is reduced to 7 instead of 8.

Drive Load Resistors
To produce the low input state with a finite drive
load resistor instead of a direct short-circuit connected between the corresponding input pin and
chassis we must consider the voltage drop across this
resistor which is the bottom end of a voltage divider

with R1, R2 and the input diode, connected across
the power supply voltage. From the typical component values in Figure 3 it is evident that the drive
load resistor to chassis must not exceed about 1161
otherwise the voltage drop across it comes dangerously close to the switching threshold. If it is
desired to fan -out to several inputs from a single
drive load resistor connected to chassis and therefore
intended for Q -pulse drive, the maximum permissible

value of the drive load resistor becomes smaller by
the same factor as the number of connected inputs,
because the top end of the voltage divider is now
several times R1 and R2 in parallel.
This calls for rather high -power conventional drive
stages when these must fan -out to many inputs. At
least the restiyag current of such stages can be avoided

by adopting Q -pulse drive from a collector load of
the conventionally wired drive stage (Figure 2), but

this gives rebound trouble if a manual switch is placed

at this point in a circuit as is often the case.

To cope with both problems, use a monostable.
This has a normal unit input loading factor and can
be driven from a 50051 or a maximum 1161 conventional -stage Q -pulse

drive, providing in turn the

normal i.c. output loading factor of 8 for fan -out to
8 basic inputs, any or all of which may have input
switches. In this sense the monostable functions as
a form of power gate to boost the fan -out capability
when interfacing with a conventionally wired drive
stage.

Basic TTL Gate
Figure 4 shows the basic TTL gate, whose per-

formance is essentially identical to that of the DTL
gate. A multiple -emitter transistor Tr3 is here used
in place of the diode array D1 . . D3 of the DTL
gate. It is nominally equivalent to the diode array
but much faster in response. The physical difference
is seen to be very small from the point of view of i.c.
manufacture, the diodes being replaced by the multiple -emitter transistor Tr3. The resultint' increased
input response speed justifies the output modification
amounting to the bootstrapping circuit R7, Tr5, D5
in place of the simple R3 of DTL so that the output
response is fast enough to be able to exploit the input
.

speeds.

This is of little significance for slow -speed (sub-

Mhz) applications in television test equipment designs
so that we may take the DTL and TTL gates as being

fully compatible and interchangeable for these purposes. Provided that due attention is given to the
loading factors, DTL outputs may be strapped indiscriminately to drive TTL inputs and vice versa. This
form of compatibility is of course valid only as long
as we keep to families with the same power supply
voltage rating and nominal logic levels, and this can
be quickly checked by reference to the manufacturers'

data sheets. DTL 'for example is also available in
a version known as HTL (high threshold logic) in
which zener diodes replace the internal threshold
diodes and a much larger power supply voltage,
typically +15V, is used. HTL is used in particularly
noisy regions of high complexity equipment where
the normal noise rejection margin of some 1.0V
typical

for DTL and TTL is inadequate.

Logic

systems with significantly different operating conditions, such as HTL and DTL, cannot be interfaced
with direct galvanic interconnections. Either conventional interface converter stages or special i.c.

packages devised for such logic level transitions must
be interposed at the interface points.

Practical Circuits
We have now covered all the really basic facts

which are necessary for practical utilisation of digital
i.c.s.

All other points are ones of detail which are

best explored in the course of practical projects with
which we will be following up. The first project, a
frequency meter/counter, will make copious use of
the basic factors explained in this introductory article
and will include interfacing between digital i.c.s and
the operational amplifiers of analogue logic. The
circuit design features many conventionally wired
stages as well as analogue (linear) and digital logic
i.c.s, with interfacing and manual switching in virtually all possible combinations, the digital logic
-continued on page 218
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SERVICING

ftelevision

N receivers
L LAWRY JOHNS
DECCA DR100 SERIES

IT is

hell of a hum (he's at it again, he even dreams in

facturer and a positive dislike for others. The writer
for example always held the original Decca DM1,
DM4 series in the highest esteem and even now still
services some of them. This regard was somewhat
blunted by the DM45 series although many of these
still give good service (aided by the judicious use of
wire cutters and a good supply of reliable capacitors).
The DR100 series however is not regarded by the

plug (usually

peculiar how service engineers develop an
affection for some models by a particular manu-

writer with any affection whatever. This is the writer's

opinion only and is passed on to the reader without
charge (we are nothing if not generous).

Now to get down to facts and not opinions. The
series consists of several 19in. and 23in. models, the
DR95,' DR100, DR101, DR202, DR303, DR404,
DR505 and DR606 (the latter once known as the
magic bullet in certain clinical circles-shut up Les,
they don't know what you're talking about!).
The method of system switching on these dual standard models is by a lever pivoted between two
solenoids (which are the smoothing chokes CH4 and
CH5). The idea is that when one choke is energised
the lever is pulled one way and selects one set of contacts, and when the other is switched in the lever is
attracted to the other solenoid. This works quite well
all the time there is no friction to hinder free and full
travel of the lever, but all too often such friction is
present and the switching is not positive. This problem
is to be solved by the individual and may vary from

a thorough cleaning and freeing to removing the

white -spot limiter and fitting a manually -operated
.lever. The rule is that whenever there are intermittent
faults-some of which can be unusual-always check
the system switch for correct operation before looking elsewhere.

Another feature is the use of several plugs and

sockets on the left side of the chassis. There are three
phono plugs plus one 7 -pin and one 9 -pin plug. The
function of each pin is shown on the circuit, i.e. pins
1 and 6 of the 7 -pin plug are marked 7-6 for the live
mains to pin 6 and 7-1 for the neutral mains to pin 1.

The phono plugs are coloured red, blue and green.
If you don't get the convergence right you'll have a

colour!). Quite seriously though an ill-fitting phono

blue) can cause an irritating and
intermittent hum, the customer's comment being, "we
have to hit the cabinet to stop the buzz".
If you wonder where the vision and sound signals
went when you reassembled, check the blue and green

plugs. They can get mixed up, especially if you're

colour blind. The blue is the audio input to the
PCL82 from the volume control, the green is the i.f.
output of the tuner.

Tuner Unit Contacts
The cause of intermittent results on v.h.f. can most

often be traced to poor turret contacts on the v.h.f.

tuner and can just as often be cleared by simple clean-

ing of the turret studs or adjustment of the carriage
to improve the surface contact. This is generally
understood. What is not so generally realised however

is that poor u.h.f. reception can often be traced to
SW12 on the top of the v.h.f. tuner. This switch is

operated by a bar rocked by a cam action on the plate
carried on the rear shaft of the turret spindle. Clean
these contacts and check the travel of the bar when
intermittent or generally poor results are experienced

on u.h.f. (remember how you were fooled on those
Thorn chassis where it was the bowden cable not
clamped tight on the v.h.f. tuner that caused the poor
u.h.f. reception? Don't worry, you weren't the only
one!).

Both tuners are valved as marked on the circuit
and can suffer from the usual crop of shorted lead through capacitors, wrong value resistors, dry joints,
etc., quite apart from faulty valves leading to loss of
signals or a grainy picture.

Main Chassis
The main chassis is a rather large unit carrying the
tube assembly. It is secured by two screws at the rear

and slides out fairly easily. The common troubles

which affect this main unit are not those which affect
the average run of sets, not in the writer's experience
that is.

Line Output Stage
The main troubles seem to affect the line output
section. Here the paxolin panel which carries the

tags for the top caps of the PL36 and PY800 shorts

across to the too near metalwork causing quite a
Fig. 1: U.H.F. drive chord mechanism.

cook -up of leads and tags. This looks worse than it
is in most cases and wiring back from the top caps
with well insulated wire through rubber grommets to
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Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the main chassis, Decca DR100 series.

the line output transformer usually clears up the
trouble and leads to more reliable operation.

A break down of insulation on the EY86 heater
winding is also quite common and the quick answer
here is to remove the faulty turns and use one turn
only of more heavily insulated cable. Then replace
the EY86 with a DY86 (DY87 or DY802). The line
output transformer can fail due to shorted turns on
the other windings. This of course means a new transformer with no alternative.

No Picture or Raster
Here is the drill for locating faults in the line output stage when the trouble is no picture, no raster.
Switch to 405 and listen for the line output whistle.
Remove the cover from the screening box and note

System switching shown in 405 -line position. Voltage readings
contrast and r.f. gain contrc

whether the EY86 heater is glowing or not. If there is
a whistle and the EY86 is glowing, the fault is unlikely

to be one of no e.h.t. and the fault should be looked
for elsewhere (check the tube base voltages).
If the whistle is present but the EY86 does not light
up check the heater of this valve (if the glass of the
valve gives off a blue discharge to a screwdriver blade

the heater is almost certainly open -circuit). If the
whistle is harsh, try operation with the top cap of the
EY86 removed. If now the whistle is normal and the
free top cap very active, the EY86 is most certainly
shorted internally.
If the whistle is very low note the effect of removing

the top cap of the PY800. If this restores a near
normal whistle the boost reservoir capacitor C54 is
shorted. If there is no difference check the PL36,
PY800 and the screen feed resistor R54 (in that order).
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are for 405 -line operation and were measured with 230V a.c. mains input using an AVO Model 8 (20,000[1.1volt) and with the
,Is sat for normal operation.

If there is no line whistle and the above valves are
red hot, change the ECC82 line oscillator as there is

almost certainly no line drive from this valve. Check
associated components if necessary.

Insufficient Width
Insufficient width is a very common complaint and

a

a.

can arise from a variety of faults. Check the PL36
and PY800 as routine. If there is a slight amount of

;-

ti:ED= 3

Fig. 3: Control unit layout.

=00
130

overheating, change the ECC82 also. Then check the
width and boost control circuit. If the fault is on 625
only check R57. If the fault is common to both
systems check R52, R59, R60 and both controls (VR6
and VR7). If C57 shorts the v.d.r. will be damaged.

Line Hold Troubles
If the control is hard over one way check the
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ECC82 and then the ECL80. Then check C44, etc. If

INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL I.C.s
-continued from page 214

ECL80. This assumes that the bottom of the picture
is not rising and falling (if it is check the electrolytics
in the h.t. supply).

packages used being a mixture of DTL and TTL
selected for current availability rather than out of

the control is not over one end and the picture is
hovering check the ECL80, C41, etc. If the picture
is curved or continuously rippled, again check the

necessity. The second constructional feature will tile

the logic systems to assemble the complex pulse
sequences of an interlaced television waveform with

Field Timebase
Here we have our old enemy the PCL85 which
however is not such a frequent offender in this chassis

as in some others. Having said that we hasten to
add that it should always be checked when there are

troubles affecting the height and hold.
The most frequent complaint is insufficient height,
leaving an equal gap top and bottom. First check the
PCL85 (PCL805) and then check under the chassis
where the trouble is most often R106 or R55 which

rise in value. C114 can short to the h.t. line which

gives not only a drastic loss of height but also a severe

loss of brightness as the voltage to the first anode

(pin 3) of the tube is also dropped.

Fault-finding Drill
Here is the drill for field timebase troubles. No field

scan is denoted by a single white line across the

screen. In this event check the PCL85. If this is not
at fault check the voltages at the valve base. First
pin 6. If the expected 190V is absent check at pin 7.
If the voltage is also absent here, check R107. If this
is damaged check C115 for shorts. If however there
is some 200V at pin 7 but nothing at pin 6 the field
output transformer T3 is open -circuit. Assuming
that the voltages are present both at pin 6 and pin 7
check at pin 8. Here you should have a little under
17V. If this should be much higher check the value
of the bias resistor R104 which should be 33012. If
it

is burnt out change the PCL85 as well as the

resistor. If all is well here however it is probable

that the trouble is in the oscillator stage. Check the
voltage at pin 1 of the PCL85 where some 40V is to
be expected. If absent check at the height control. If
also absent here check C107 (2/AF) which may be
shorted to chassis. Remember that there is another
valve concerned with the field, oscillator, V10. The
pentode of this valve is the sync separator and the
triode forms with the PCL85 triode the field multi vibrator. Therefore a fault in V10 PCF80 can
collapse the field scan and lead to very low voltage at
pin 1 of the PCL85 (as there is no oscillation).

Field Linearity Troubles
So far we have discussed loss of height (equal top
and bottom) and total loss of field scan. Linearity
troubles are also quite common however, usually
being confined to bottom compression. Check the
PCL85 then C113. If this capacitor becomes open circuit the loss of scan-particularly at the bottomis severe. An open -circuit C115 can cause a similar
though not as severe effect and this component
should not be overlooked. Check also C109, C110
and R100. Leakage through C108 will cause bottom
fold up and overheating of the PCL85 (excess voltage
across R104).
CONTINUED NEXT MONTH

video pulsing to obtain various patterns useful for
colour convergence adjustments. Here we will be
clocking at rates of up to a few MHz, so that speed
considerations will begin to play a role.

Nomenclature
We are not going to give the detailed internal circuits of the digital i.c.s introduced in the constructional features. The i.c.s will be shown as rectangular

boxes in the circuit diagrams, with the connecting
pins around the periphery and numbered inside the
box area according to the standard base diagram.
The logic function designations of the pins will be
marked on the outside of the box area. The designation for the power supply pin is Vcc and for the
ground (chassis) pin, which is also the power supply
return connection, GND. The universal designation
for an ouput is Q. Several outputs should be numbered Q1, Q2, Q3 etc. and we will keep to this. In
some data sheets the outputs are designated with
successive capital letters A, B, C etc. This can lead
to confusion because CP is the normal designation
for a clock input and C is often used for a "clear"
input which has the function of returning all outputs
to zero (low state) regardless of the previous states
when a high or low state is applied to such a clear
input (which one is specified by the truth table in
the data sheet). S is the designation for a "set" input,
which brings the outputs to the high state. The clear
input is sometimes called the reset input, with
corresponding designation R. Further commonly
found inputs with a characteristic truth table relating
them to the outputs are designated J and K. If outputs are present in pairs which are strictly complementary, i.e. one output of each pair is always in
the opposite state to the other, they are designated
Q and Q, and numbered Q1 Q1, Q2 Q2, Q3 Q3, etc.

several such complementary pairs are present
among the connecting pins of a package. Where a
definite truth table relationship to a particular input
if

exists, the Q output of a complementary pair is the one
which goes high when the logic level drops from high

to low at that input.
The truth table for each new type of package will
be given and discussed as and where introduced for
the first time in our constructional features. This is
in lieu of the actual internal circuit which is often
very complicated and may in a typical decade counter

contain up to fifty transistors and a hundred other
components. Purchased in the form of separate com-

ponents for a conventionally wired circuit such a

decade counter would cost at least several pounds and

the equipment design would be large and cumbersome. The integrated package now costs about one

pound and only a few pins need to be wired up.

Thus new projects are now feasible for an outlay in
time and money well within reach of the enthusiast.
The intention of this article has been to help the new-

comer quickly feel as much at home with these
integrated circuit devices as with familiar transistors.
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RECEWER
DETECTOR ARRANGEMENTS

11 CIRCUITS

So far we have not seen the use of field effect transistors in British sets but since these devices provide
a more linear function over a greater dynamic range
than bipolar transistors I feel sure that as time goes
on they will be adopted. I know that Mullard and
others have developed v.h.f. and u.h.f. f.e.t.s which is
bringing them into the realm of the u.h.f. front-end.
Optimum linearity is becoming of greater importance
in avoiding crossmodulation and intermodulation as

more and more u.h.f. channels are brought into

service. In the i.f. channels these effects are being

minimised by concentrating most of the filtering in
the early stages of lowish signal level and in the tuner
by providing plenty of tuned selectivity ahead of the
mixer or frequency changer; but even so under some
conditions crossmodulation and intermodulation can
trouble the picture and sound, the current solution
being to adjust the r.f. gain preset (if fitted) accurately

or to introduce suitable signal attenuation between
the aerial downlead and aerial socket. At u.h.f. however such attenuation is not quite as easy to apply as
at v.h.f. since the signal tends to get across the small
capacitances of the resistive attenuating network. This

can introduce mismatching effects and impair the
voltage standing wave ratio, sometimes resulting in
uneven attenuation of the three channels of a local
group. An f.e.t. in the mixer stage and/or r.f. amplifier would make aerial attenuation less necessary.

Detectors
At the end of the vision i.f. amplifier chain it is
necessary in a colour set to provide three detector
functions (1) Y or luminance signal demodulation
and (2) and (3) detection of the chroma and inter carrier signals on their subcarriers at 4.43MHz and
6MHz respectively.

The colouring information-in the form of the

chroma signal-is at the transmitter integrated with
the luminance information on a subchannel within
the video channel bandwidth. When this composite
luminance-plus-chroma signal arrives at the vision
detector the normal Y video signal is obtained (with
the sync pulses, etc.) along with the subchannel
information. One detector can thus perform the
dual functions of extracting the Y video and the sub channel information also at video frequency. Indeed

quite a few sets rely on a single detector for these
actions but as we shall see in a minute some designers

GORDON J. KING
frequency difference between the sound and vision
carrier signals.

Things now tend to get a bit complicated. The

composite signal is carrying the colouring information on the subcarrier frequency of 4.43MHz. This
means that the chroma subcarrier is 4.43MHz from
the vision carrier and this puts the chroma subcarrier
1.57MHz from the sound carrier (which is 6MHz
from the vision carrier). The non-linear vision detector thus gives rise to another beat signal at 1.57MHz
and this is an unwanted spurious signal. The scheme
of things is shown in Fig. 1.

Sound-chroma Beat
There is no particular trouble in removing the

6MHz intercarrier sound signal from the composite
video output, for the tuned filter which selects this
frequency for feeding to the sound i.f. channel commonly doubles in some way as a 6MHz rejector in

the video feed. The 1.57MHz beat between the

colour subchannel components and the sound carrier

however presents more of a problem since it falls
within the video spectrum (the 6MHz intercarrier

beat is just outside). This incidentally is often called
the sound-chroma beat signal. Unless this signal is

adequately attenuated from the video channels it

can cause interference patterns during colour transmissions. Interference of this nature is shown in Fig.
2 (this is a colour photograph direct from a colour
set, but has had to be shown in monochrome here).
Sound-chroma beat elimination has necessitated
careful thought amongst colour set design teams. One
way of overcoming the problem lies in the use of a
synchronous vision detector instead of the conventional single -diode envelope detector. To get such
a detector working however it is necessary to regenerate the vision carrier, and this can be both corn Vision

Sound

Chroma
6MHz

-.4

P.-1.57MHz

From tuner

I F channel

0

6MHz intercarrier

favour the use of two detectors, one for the Y infor-

output

mation and the other for the colouring subcarrier
information.

Moreover the sound signal at suitably reduced
level (we are of course talking about the 625 -line
standard now) also passes through the vision i.f.
channel. The sound i.f. carrier beats with the Y
(vision) signal carrier in the non-linear detector and

gives rise to a difference frequency which is the
6MHz intercarrier signal, 6MHz merely being the

1.57MHz sound/chroma
output
Composite video
Detector
output

Fig. 1: Basic i.f. channel and vision detector where a single
detector is used to handle both the composite video signal
(luminance plus chroma) and the intercarrier sound signal.

The detector ouput thus consists of video, the 6MHz
intercarrier signal and a spurious signal at 1.57MHz due to
the sound-chroma beat. The signal positions on the res-

ponse leading to these conditions are shown on the
characteristic curve above.
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type detector on a vestigial sideband signal and as just
intimated the distortion tends to increase with rising

chroma modulation depth. It will be recalled that it
is monochrome receiver practice to combat detector
distortion resulting from vestigial sideband working
by aligning the vision i.f. channel so that the vision
carrier falls at the - 6dB point on the response curve.

This ensures that the double modulation power
present in the sidebands up to about 1.25MHz (625 line standard) is effectively "equalised" by the time it

reaches the detector. For those not quite clear on

vestigial modulation Fig. 6 illustrates the idea. It will
be seen that for modulation frequencies up to about

1.25MHz on each side of the vision carrier the

modulation consists of double sideband transmission
while for video modulation above 1.25MHz the transmission is effectively single-sideband.
Residual distortion due to this is not particularly

Fig. 2: Typical sound-chroma beat symptom: this was
taken in colour with a maladjusted set.

plicated and costly in domestic receivers. A simple
approach is thus favoured and the trend now is to
use separate envelope detectors for the sound and
vision signals as shown in Fig. 3. Here the inter carrier detector delivers intercarrier signal only while
the vision detector provides the composite luminance-

plus-chroma video signal only. With this arrangement the sound-chroma beat signal is eliminated by
incorporating a sound i.f. rejector at the input to the
vision detector. This of course means that there is no
significant sound i.f. signal to beat with the sub channel signal in this detector.
Modifications to this theme are also in use. For
example we sometimes find something like that illus-

trated in Fig. 4. Here the sound-chroma beat is

removed from the Y channel by the use of a separate
luminance detector preceded by a sound i.f. rejector.
The other detector is then concerned with both inter carrier signal and chroma signal detection, the
chroma signal being directed to the chroma bandpass
amplifier and the intercarrier signal filtered out and
then passed to the intercarrier sound channel.
Another slightly different arrangement is based on
the principle shown in Fig. 4 but with the inclusion

of a chroma i.f. stage feeding the chroma detector
which also delivers the intercarrier signal, as shown
in Fig. 5. Here the i.f. signal is split so that the inter carrier signal and the colouring information can be

processed independently of the luminance signal.
The chroma detector in such arrangements is basically similar to the ordinary luminance detector, but
the scheme makes it possible to engineer the chroma
detector to cater for the relatively high modulation
percentage of the colouring information which can
sometimes rise towards 133 per cent. Such levels cannot easily be handled by the conventional envelope

troublesome on monochrome because most of the
video signal energy lies within the frequencies corresponding to double-sideband working. On colour
however a significant amount of video energy is
present around the 4.43MHz subcarrier frequency.
As a result there are by-product effects of which there

are two main ones. First the subchannel components suffer a specific kind of distortion as shown in
Fig. 7; and secondly where the transmitted picture
contains fairly large uniform areas of colour these
areas tend to suffer a decrease in luminance value
with negative vision modulation (there would be an
increase in luminance with positive modulation).

This is because the asymmetry of the distortion component (Fig. 7) results in an increase in the mean d.c.
level from the detector. The effect is somewhat
modified in practice because of some departure from
the constant luminance principle, but unfortunately

this fails to compensate for the errors relating to
From
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detector
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Vision video output
detector

Sound I F
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Fig. 3: Separate detectors for the video signal and inter carrier sound signal allow a sound i.f. rejector to be included

at the input to the vision detector, to remove the soundchroma beat.
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To chroma channel
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Fig. 4: An alternative system in common use is for the
chroma detector to handle the intercarrier signal.

detector without distortion. This is also facilitated
in Fig. 5 type of circuit by the tuning of the chroma
i.f. stage, for this can be aligned so that the response
characteristic raises the level of the signal at around

From tuner

Quadrature Distortion

To intercarrier channel

Let us return to the question of quadrature distortion of the chroma signal for a minute. This is

Fig. 5: Sometimes the chroma signal is fed via a chroma i.f.
stage the response of which can be arranged for vision
enhancement thereby reducing quadrature distortion.

IF

39.5MHz (see last month's instalment) as a means of
reducing quadrature distortion on the chroma signal.

found in all receivers which use a simple envelope -
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Fig. 6 (left): Vestigial sideband transmission characteristic.

Fig. 7 (right): Chroma-subchannel signal (a) is distorted as
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at (b) due to quadrature distortion. This gives a shift in
datum as shown and the resulting d.c. affects the luminance
in heavily coloured areas.
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USING THE 'SCOPE
The oscilloscopeis an increasingly important

servicing tool with the number of colour sets
rapidly increasing and a whole range of videocassette devices soon to appear on the market.
Yet many enthusiasts and engineers are uncertain

about its capabilities and use. Hence this new
series by Keith Cummins-starting next monthto clear up exactly what can be done with the
oscilloscope and how to do it.

Fig. 8 (left): Single -detector receivers have their response
arranged so that the chroma and vision carriers are both 6dB

DYNAMIC TV PICTURES

down as a means of reducing quadrature distortion.

The video circuits in most sets are something of a

Fig.9 (right): When a separate chroma detector is used the
response leading to this can be adjusted as shown to provide vision i.f. signal enhancement, thereby reducing
quadrature distortion. The response can also be tailored so
as to reduce the effects of mistuning.

contrast range of the transmitted picture. Norman
McLeod presents a circuit for the experimenter to
try which overcomes these defects and provides
dynamic TV pictures.

envelope detection with negative vision modulation
occurs with

(though a degree of compensation
systems using positive vision modulation). The trans-

mitting authorities help with the problem by the use
of quadrature equalising, but the receiver designers
must also do their bit. The problem could be resolved
at the receiver by the use of synchronous demodulation, but this would be costly for domestic use.
When a single vision detector is employed the
response characteristic is often arranged so that the

chroma subcarrier occurs at the same height

(i.e.

-6dB from maximum) as the vision carrier (Fig. 8).
This equalises the modulation depth of the chroma
signal at the vision detector and thus reduces quadrature distortion. It is also common practice to keep
the rate of the slope on the chroma carrier side of

the characteristic as small as practicable to avoid
impairment of the transient response (i.e. to avoid

"rings", etc.) and to make the tuning less critical than
it would be with a large slope rate, remembering of

course that the carriers slide along the response

characteristic as the u.h.f. tuning is adjusted.
When however a separate detector is used for the
chroma signal as in Figs. 4 and 5 (whether or not this
detector handles the intercarrier function as well) the
response characteristic of the signal fed into it can be

arranged to provice vision carrier enhancement as
shown in Fig. 9. When the chroma detector also
handles the intercarrier signal, the sound i.f. must of
course fall at some lower level down the response as
also shown in Fig. 9. This scheme can be optimised
to yield the least

quadrature distortion and the

response characteristic can be tailored so that in the
event of mild mistuning the chroma-vision signal
ratio remains reasonably constant.

Next month I shall be examining some of the

detector circuits used in contemporary receivers.
TO BE CONTINUED

compromise and do not do full justice to the

LOGBOOK OF VAN 13
As you might suppose, Van 13 is on the colour
run !

Harold

Peters in this feature provides

details of common-and some not so commonfaults found in colour receivers.

RECEIVING ORTF
Roger Bunney was asked to look into the feasibility of regular French TV reception at a favourable location on the South coast. His findings,
ways of boosting the signal and results will be
fully described.
DC RESTORATION
Restorers and clamps are becoming more
common in TV sets, especially with the need to
maintain the black level accurately in colour
receivers. A full account will be given of the
operation of these devices.
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Telecommunications
by GUIDED WAVES
NEW types of visual telecommunications, for example

in three dimensions, in colour and with standards of
definition greatly superior to the current broadcasting
standards, could according to W. J. Bray, research
director of the British Post Office, be with us by the
end of the century. Mr. Bray was addressing a recent
I.E.E. conference on trunk telecommunications by
guided waves and his predictions were based on the
assumption that waveguides would be introduced for
the main trunk routes in Britain's telecommunications
network, with carriers in the s.h.f. region. The need
to use s.h.f. is because of the very wide bandwidth it
is expected will be required to carry all present and
foreseeable telephone, telex, TV, computer terminal,
broadcast sound, etc. traffic. At s.h.f., point-to-point

-as opposed to satellite-"through air" transmis-

sion systems are not a feasible proposition over any
distance, and the only alternative is to use wave guides to carry the signal.

Now the quality of propagation along a guide is
determined by the inner surface of the guide, any
irregularities however small altering the mode of

propagation along the guide. In practice in a circular
guide this means that the mode changes from TE, to

TM, which unfortunately has a very much higher
attenuation characteristic.

Helical -dielectric Guides
Thus guides have to be rather special if the signal is

to be successfully propagated from one end to the

other. One suggestion has been for "continuous -mode
filtering" in which torroidal pieces of dielectric

Waveguides
Waveguides consist of metal ducting of rectangular
or circular cross-section through which electromagnetic waves can be propagated and are used for feeding microwave signals from one place to anotherthere is a point beyond which coaxial cable can no
longer be used since the resistance of the inner conductor and the shunt capacitance between the inner
and outer conductors form a low-pass filter which
shorts out the signal. The UK is amongst the leaders
in the exploitation of guided waves for trunk telecommunications and is about to lay an experimental
waveguide link with a capacity of 400,000 telephone
circuits or their equivalent-say 250 TV channels-in
either direction. Most of the experimental work on
the use of guides in the UK has been done by the Post
Office which is, in co-operation with industry and
the universities,

JOHN CHAPMAN

ticular importance is the TE,-mode in a circular
guide, since this has the unique feature that attenuation decreases with increase in frequency. TE stands
for transverse electric, meaning that the electric field
of the electromagnetic wave being propagated along
the guide is circumferential to the guide, the wave
being pulled helically down the length of the guide.

currently studying two types of

guided -wave transmission systems. One is based on
using 50mm. diameter circular TE,-mode waveguide
with an internal helically -wound dielectric strip and
the other on an optical -frequency system with fibre optic "lightguides". Table 1 lists the electrical and

mechanical characteristics of the two systems and
their traffic -carrying capacities.

Guides for SHF
The dimensions of ordinary rectangular wave -

(insulator) are mounted along the inner surface of

the guide to maintain the transmission mode constant.

What this actually does it to continually change the
wave from the TE, to the TM mode and back again,
which gets the wave along the guide but introduces
attenuation. To overcome this the helical -dielectric
guide is being studied. In this the dielectric is wound
as a helix along the inner surface of the guide, acting
rather like a bobsleigh run to the TE, signal fed into
the guide. Considerable engineering development has

been done on TE,-mode systems and major field
trials are now planned. It is proposed to lay an experimental waveguide linking the Post Office's research

station at Martlesham Heath to the country's microwave radio -relay network : the nearest point is at
Mendlesham, Suffolk, nearly twenty miles from the
reseach station.

Fibre -optic Guides
Work has only just begun on the use of fibre optics
for long distance telecommunications with carriers at
light frequencies and virtually limitless bandwidth,
but engineers are confident that optical systems have
a future in spite of the many problems to be solved.
Fibre optics have the advantages that they are more
flexible than waveguides and do not require special

guides are of the same order as the wavelength of the

signals being propagated along them. At s.h.f. this
would mean waveguide dimensions of the order of
parts of a millimeter, impossible to manufacture
accurately-and accuracy is very important as we

shall see. The answer to this problem, originally suggested by the Bell Telephone Laboratories, is the use
of new modes of propagation along a guide. Of par -

Guide
edges

Insulator

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) Circular guide with torroids of dielectric on

inner surface, (b) helical -dielectric guide.
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Table 1: Electrical and mechanical characteristics and traffic capacities
of typical 50mm. TE,-mode and optical -fibre guides.
Characteristic

TE-mode Guide

Optical -fibre Guide

Diameter

70mm. external
50mm. internal
Rigid
Not greater than 100m. radius
30-120G Hz
2.5-3.5d B
10-20km.
5 x 108 (2 x 108*) per carrier
400,000
5,000
250 (fully equipped single guide)

10mm. for 100 -fibre cable

Rigidity
Curvature
Frequency range
Losses per km.
Repeater spacing
Bit rate per second
Telephony circuits
Viewphones
Television (bothway)

* Proposed figures for the second phase of development.

laying techniques involving the use of long straight
lengths, the need to use very gradual bends and the
limited number of specially -designed corners that
may be used in a system. The main problems are
associated with the terminal and repeater equipment.
Current solid-state technology makes it a relatively

simple project to construct terminal and repeater
equipment for TE-mode systems where the upper

Flexible
Not greater than 1 m. radius
300,000GHz approx.

10-20dB (objective)
1-2km.
10 x 107 (5 x 108*) per fibre
160,000
2,000
100 per 100 -fibre cable

50mm. guide operating in the frequency range 32
to 110GHz. Another possibility Mr. Bray spoke of
was the vast region between the upper limit of some
300GHz for helical -dielectric guides and the near
infra -red end of the spectrum (300,000GHz) used for
optical -fibre systems. A study of this region, he said,
might reveal new guided -wave modes with bandwidth
capabilities exceeding those of the systems now being
developed-which however are considered to be more

frequency limit is about 100GHz. This is not however

than adequate to meet our needs to the end of the

(300,000GHz) and the room -temperature lasers used
in these experiments are still basically laboratory
instruments.
One future for optical systems may be in providing
broadband local distribution services between
exchange and subscriber: their unique properties of

spoke on their work in developing a circular wave guide system using a 5Imm. diameter guide with a
capacity of 233,000 two-way voice circuits or their
equivalent. Work began on this project in 1969 and is
at a fairly early stage of development.

the case with optical systems. Those under test
operate in the near infra -red part of the spectrum

century.
A researcher from the Bell Telephone Laboratories

offering many space -divided broadband channels
which can be separated at the receiving end with
simple equipment, their flexibility and compactness
coupled with low cost make them very attractive for
local distribution. They may well open up such services as the viewphone and make it possible to have

decided to build an experimental link using wave guides of a helix structure and it seems certain that

Developments

Germany and the USSR, and it seems certain that

"broadcast" television, videotapes and other facilities
supplied directly to the home or office.

Looking towards the suture Mr. Bray suggested it
would be natural to assume that solid-state techno-

logy would make it possible to operate in the

frequency range 80 to 275GHz. This would permit
the use of 20mm. diameter helical -dielectric wave guides which could carry a million telephone circuits

-about 2.5 times as many as now possible with a
TROUBLE GETTING "TELEVISION" ?

We receive all too many letters from readers com-

As long ago as the beginning of 1960 France

France will be the first country in the world to have a
waveguide network for its telecommunications services. Already it is being suggested that France will
have some 3,000 to 4,000km. of guided -wave links by
1980. The first big link of 200km. is scheduled to be
completed during 1973-74.
Other reports at the conference came from Japan,
guided -wave

telecommunication

systems

will

be

adopted by most nations before the turn of the

century. All the signs indicate that waveguide technology will result in the introduction of major networks featuring these devices and that these networks
will be complementary to the expanding satellite communications systems.

RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING
VOLUMES

plaining of their difficulties in getting TELEVISION.
The problem has been aggravated by the recent print-

The TELEVISION editorial library is missing certain
volumes from our set of Radio and 'Television

and industrial action which made some issues late in
mid -1970. If you have difficulty we strongly recommend placing a regular order with your newsagent.
If difficulty is still experienced please write direct to
the Editor (for address see the next column) giving
any relevant details.

unwanted copy of either of these books please let
us know (write to The Editor, Television, Fleetway
House, Farringdon Street, London EC4) indicating
the condition of the book's and the price required.

ing dispute which led to the loss of the December
issue and the late appearance of subsequent issues,

Servicing books. These are the volumes covering
1956-57 and 1960-61 receivers. If you have an

These books help us sort readers' problems and your
help in restoring our set would be much appreciated.M
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DURING the servicing of valved equipment it is usual
to single out a particular stage as probably faulty and

a quick test is to try a new valve if one is available.
This however is risky unless the bias conditions are
first checked and it is in fact desirable to check all the
voltages before inserting a new valve. A factor which
may make this awkward or time-consuming is the

inaccessibility of the underside of the chassis or

printed board. In one extreme instance-an obsolete
television receiver-it was necessary to remove the
c.r.t. in order to gain access to many of the valve bases! Even with a good modern layout however it
is useful to be able to make quick tests after removal
of the back only, and before removal of the set or
instrument chassis from the cabinet.
A convenient device for this purpose consists of a
B9A plug and a B9A valveholder mounted at opposite

ends of a Lantex cylinder (see Fig. 1). The cylinder
must be of sufficient diameter to permit the mounting of nine non -reversible chassis -mounting two -pin

sockets with their bases outside its periphery. The
cylinder is drilled so that the socket lugs pass through

it towards the interior. The same scheme can of
course be applied to other types of valve base. With
the international octal base (Fig. 2) it is more convenient to mount the socket bases on the inside of
the cylinder and drill holes through which the plug

brown

6 blue

2

red

7

4 yellow

violet

8 grey
9 white

5 green

Fig. 1: In -situ valve monitor for use with valves with a B9A
base. Nine PK29E sockets are mounted on the outside of
the 1 lin. diameter ZA25 Lantex tubing. Note that all type

numbers quoted are from the Home Radio of Mitcham
catalogue.

ment and inserted into the valveholder of the tester
while the valve plug is inserted into the vacant valve

holder of the equipment voltage readings on any
electrode can be quickly obtained.

To take readings of electrode current it is convenient to use a milliammeter fitted with a socket

similar to those used in the tester. A set of up to nine
colour -coded leads should be provided terminated in
half -plugs sawn for the purpose. With the particular
plugs referred to in the drawings one obtains a lead
with a plug pin of larger diameter at one end than at
the other.

Replacement Valve Tests
A further use for the interconnecting leads arises
when one wishes to try a replacement valve which has

equivalent characteristics but a different base, e.g. a
B9A replacement for an international octal valve. In
this event two testers can be used together, one to
provide the socket for the valve to be tried and the
other the plug for the vacant socket on the equipment.
Int. octal
valveholder

pins can be inserted.

413A

The valve plug could be mounted directly on the
lower end of the Lantex cylinder but as chassis are
frequently crowded it is much better to use a length
of colour -coded flexible connections. These should
be as short as possible in the interests of stability, etc.,
but if a length of about 5cm. is tolerable this enables
the cylinder to be kept clear of other valves, i.f. cans,
transformers, etc.

1

3 orange

B9A plug

MONITOR

- 23mm -.-

sockets,
base on
outside

38m

BA

1

INT, OCTAL

of 8

45

spacing

sockets

on inside
6BA

42nrn

1

ZA26A

Voltage and Current Checks
During normal use the sockets, which are connected

to the valveholder and valve plug respectively, are
bridged by nine shorting plugs with holes accessible
to a voltmeter probe (Fig. 3). Opposite each plug the
pin number should be clearly marked on the cylinder.

Thus if the valve is removed from the set or instru-

Colour -coded

insulated wires

Int. octal
plug

Fig. 2: In -situ valve monitor for use with valves with an
international octal base. Eight PK29E sockets are mounted
on the inside of the 2in. diameter ZA26A Lantex tubing.
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TV Applications
The tester is particularly useful for wave -shaping
stages in television receivers, when an oscilloscope
can conveniently be used in conjunction with a voltmeter. It is not suitable for use with boost diodes,
e.h.t. rectifiers or turret or u.h.f. tuner valves. It can
be used for line output valves provided the top -cap
connector has first been removed and taped and the
top cap of the valve temporarily connected to
the plug aperture on the tester corresponding to the
screen grid. This is to prevent the generation of high
flyback voltages and at the same time to safeguard the
screen grid against excessive dissipation which may
harm the valve if it is operated for long without an
anode connection. With i.f. valves some detuning is
inevitably caused, depending on the length of the
colour -coded leads used in the tester, but instability
is rare; the tester would not of course be used while
alignment is in progress but only for preliminary
voltage and/or current checks.

Use
The results of tests made with the device relate to
both the valve itself and the associated circuits. It is
then necessary to seek causes for wrong readings

which may be attributable to the valve or to the

circuit or to damage to the valve caused by a failure
of one or more passive components. For large workshops a valve tester with complete data or punched
cards is clearly desirable and one person can be
deputed to look after this and test valves on behalf of
a number of technicians or laboratory staff. In very
small undertakings a good valve tester may be considered too expensive, or the tester may be inadequate
to cope with newer types of valve base such as the
B1OA. A design for the constructor was featured in
PRACTICAL TELEVISION September -November 1968.

Static and Dynamic Conditions
Incidentally a criticism which can be levelled at
many otherwise good valve testers is that they deal
with static rather than dynamic conditions, and while
adequately testing cathode emission they may not
provide a complete diagnosis particularly of valves
used at higher frequencies, notably u.h.f. Nevertheless
a self-contained conventional valve tester is an

undeniable asset particularly in view of the repeatability of the conditions which it provides and the
ready availability of a wide range of correct heater
voltages. In this regard proper conditions are not
always readily obtainable in equipments using the
a.c./d.c. technique.

22SWG

wire

Colour -coded 1-9
17mm

better, from a self-contained battery -driven transistor
audio generator giving a comparable voltage.
The circuit given by M. G. Scroggie in his Radio
and Electronic Laboratory Handbook (Iliffe, 1962)

9 -off linking plug sets

voltage readings

Fig. 3: Plugs for use with the monitors. Shorting plugs on
the left, linking plug sets on the right, both using PK29D
non -reversible two -pin plugs.

can be adapted for this purpose to the in -situ tester
(see Fig. 4) if the extension -type (single -ended) leads
are used with the sockets on the tester corresponding

to anode, grid, cathode and if necessary screen. It is
really more convenient if a separate small unit with
insulating case and matching sockets is made to house
the additional components, i.e. bias battery, potentio-

meter, resistors and capacitors. A un anode load

resistor is connected as shown (Fig. 4) and coupled via

a capacitor of sufficient capactance-to minimize
phase shift-to the Y -amplifier of the oscilloscope.

For grid bias it is simpler to use an 18V tapped bias
battery and to return the valve cathode to chassis. If
a double -triode is being tested both the anode and

grid of the other half of the valve could be left
unconnected or the grid returned to chassis as a precaution. The full voltage of the 6.3V transformer or

audio oscillator may well be needed to drive the

oscilloscope X -amplifier if this is rather insensitive.
The 10k1-1 potentiometer across it provides a smaller
voltage for the grid input. The internal 'scope linear
timebase is switched off and the 'scope used as an

XY plotter. To minimize safety problems with
a.c./d.c. equipment it is necessary for the equipment
and the oscilloscope to be supplied by separate double -

wound transformers in accordance with SHW928
(H.M.S.O.) and a battery -powered audio oscillator is

from this point of view preferable to an extra 6.3V
transformer.

M. G. Scroggie's circuit shows a single valve

amplifier between the valve under test and the 'scope
Y plates. If the oscilloscope has its own Y -amplifier
this may be used provided it has an odd number of
stages; otherwise a transformer is needed to bring the
signal proportional to Rlla into phase with Vg. It is
also desirable to minimize phase shift in all couplings

to prevent a thin ellipse being shown in place of a
single line for the characteristic. Calibration of the
graticule is carried out by the usual methods.
To HT+ of set
100k
1W

0.1

The value of the in -situ tester already described is
enhanced when a self-contained valve tester is not
available since it can be used in conjunction with a
reasonably priced oscilloscope such as the Heathkit

valves under dynamic conditions. For this purpose
use is made of the h.t. power supplies and heater
supplies in the equipment under test. The a.c. signal
can be obtained from a separate 6.3V transformer or,

-18mm-

-18mm9-off shorting plugs for

Plotting Valve Characteristics

0S2 to plot /a/ Vg characteristics and hence test

8.5mm

To X -amplifier
of oscilloscope

To Y -amplifier
of oscilloscope

6V

a.f.
input

10k
1

'00V

18V

tapped

F

To HT- of set

Valve under test

---

Fig. 4: Circuit for use with an oscilloscope to plot valve
characteristics.
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K. ROYAL
THE u.h.f. television plan not only embraces the

siting and power of transmitters but also takes into
account the receiving end in terms of receiver sensitivity, image (second -channel) rejection, aerial gain,
directivity, front -to -back ratio and so forth. With all
these factors properly taken into account the vast
majority of viewers can expect adequate reception
quality of both monochrome and colour signals.
THE UHF PLAN

Two main features of the plan are that the transmitters are cosited, with identical power for each
channel of the local group, while receiving aerials
should have a gain approximately equal to or better
than that provided by a Yagi array of eight or more
elements. Clearly however it cannot be said that all
viewers will require aerials of exactly the same
characteristics; but the plan is based on a minimum
aerial gain. It rarely matters much whether the

minimum is exceeded, but it certainly does if it is not
reached. It is far easier to secure a good picture by
disposing of unwanted signal than by endeavouring
to improve a poor picture by boosting a weak signal.

Until the full plan has been completed there will
be areas outside the normal range of a single u.h.f.
transmission or group of transmissions, while as the
plan unfolds some areas will be in range of only one

or two stations of the local group which will
ultimately-in phase 1-cater for the three main
programmes (i.e. BBC -1, BBC -2 and ITV), all in
colour of course. Already there are areas in which
the three programmes can be obtained and viewers

within these areas are in a position to take full

advantage of phase 1 of the plan. Viewers not yet in
range are attempting to receive more distant groups

of stations with varying degrees of success. This is
certainly not a bad thing provided it is remembered
that reception under such conditions can never be as
good as when it is from a local group of channelsthis applies especially to colour-and that reception
conditions are commonly more critical over relatively
long-distance u.h.f. paths than over normal paths up
to the optical horizon.
CO- AND ADJACENT -CHANNEL PROBLEMS

It is useful to know something about u.h.f. propagation because when the plan is complete the u.h.f.
bands will be handling thousands of sound and vision
carriers (to say nothing of colour subcarriers!) which
receiver front -ends and aerials will have to discriminate against to avoid co -channel and possibly
adjacent -channel interference troubles. Although the
plan expects receiver front -ends and aerials to afford
protection against co -channel interference problems,
the inain u.h.f. stations are engineered to yield a

service area protected against co -channel interference

to a signal level of 70dB (ref. 0dB equals 1/2V/m)
while the protection relative to the low -power satellite
stations is 80dB.
Some of the latest receivers with low -noise
transistor tuners and high -gain i.f. channels working

in conjunction with good aerial systems are capable
of providing quite decent pictures and good sound
from signal levels significantly below the protection
limits. This is why it is possible to secure acceptable
mono and colour reception from transmitter groups
well removed from the local areas they are designed
to serve when the aerial is accurately beamed to the
distant transmitters. In the Devon area for example
quite a few viewers are obtaining consistently fair
pictures from a transmitter group located as far afield
as Cornwall. This is fair enough for the time being
but when the local Devon group of transmitters go

Fig. 1: (a) Channel 24 reception over 100 miles. (b) Channel 33 reception over 200 miles. An ordinary commercial dual standard receiver was used for these tests.
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on the air not only will the aerials need to be changed

but a different orientation will be necessary. The
aerial will need to be changed because near and
adjacent transmitter groups operate in different bands
of frequencies, this being a feature of the engineered
service area protection just mentioned.
It might be possible to obtain good reception from
the local group when it starts merely by reorientating
the array previously used for the more distant group,
but this would be very bad practice because an aerial

not correctly tuned and designed for the channel
group it is receiving invariably exhibits spurious
response lobes at various off -beam angles and frequencies and since these could coincide with the paths

and frequencies of the signals from distant station
groups the problems of co -channel and possibly

Fig. 4: Diffraction is when

Wave diffracted at hilltop

--_

the wave is bent downwards after passing over
the top of an obstruction.

Hill

a sufficiently powerful light at the top of one would
be seen by an observer at the top of the other. This
is because light waves travel in straight lines through
a homogeneous medium.
Radio and light waves are both of the electromag-

netic family but while the light frequency band

ranges from about 3.8 X 10"Hz to 7.9 x 10"Hz the
television waves cover from about 0.4 x 108Hz to
9 X 108Hz. Light waves are thus of much smaller
wavelength than radio waves. With increasing wavelength the refractive effect of the Earth's atmosphere

adjacent -channel interference would be aggravated.
Indeed, it has been suggested that for many viewers
the limitation on receiving good pictures will
eventually seldom be the actual signal strength available but rather the presence of co -channel and some-

(called the troposphere in this context) becomes more

times adjacent -channel signals.

refraction and diffraction in Figs. 3 and 4.

UHF PROPAGATION

When u.h.f. was first contemplated it was considered by many that the range of reception would
be limited almost to that of light -wave propagation.
Thus it was suggested that beyond the optical horizon

the signal field would diminish so rapidly that co channel interference problems as they are known on
the v.h.f. channels and Band I in particular would be
far less severe. While this has proved to be the case
to some extent there are nevertheless many reports of
really long-distance u.h.f. reception that have resulted
in some serious rethinking, particularly with respect
to co- and adjacent -channel interference. Fig. 1(a),

for example, shows the reception obtained by the

author over a path of some 100 miles on channel 24
while (b) shows the reception over a 200 -mile path
on channel 33. These signals are not consistent and

depend considerably on tropospheric and hence

weather conditions, but they do reveal dramatically
that signals from distant transmitters could interfere
with those of a local group if the aerial system for the
latter is of the incorrect type or badly installed. The
author is currently receiving consistent channel 28
signals over a path of some 60 odd miles, which is
not only beyond the optical horizon but with a hill
range between!
In Fig. 2 dl represents the horizon distance from

the top of the transmitting aerial and d2 from the
top of the receiving aerial. Excluding the effects of

refraction and diffraction (i.e. assuming an essentially
homogeneous medium) the horizon distance in miles
is equal approximately to 1.22 times the square root
of the aerial height in feet. Thus the horizon distance

at say 1,300ft. is about 42 miles and at 30ft. about
64 miles. If these are the heights of the aerials then
Wave refraction
in troposphere
Transmitting
aerial

Receiving

Smooth earth

aerial

3077077777777M77777777&

Smooth earth

Fig. 2 (left): Defining the optical horizon: dl + d2 represents the line -of -sight distance between the two aerials.

(right): The troposphere produces wave
refraction or "bending" so that waves follow the curved
Fig.

3

surface of the Earth.

apparent and the waves tend to bend round the
curved Earth as shown in Fig. 3. Diffraction also
becomes more apparent and the waves are bent back

to Earth after passing over a hill for example, as
shown in Fig. 4. Notice the difference between
Radio waves in the v.h.f. and u.h.f. regions are
also refracted and the net result is that television
signals are normally propagated over distances some-

what greater than those set by the optical horizon.
The excess distance is related to the wavelength,
however, for the bending becomes less as the wave-

length is reduced (frequency increased).
Numerous tests have been conducted to show how
wave bending diminishes with decreasing wavelength. An example is shown in Fig. 5 in which waves

in Band I at 50MHz are compared with those in
Band V at 800MHz. It can be seen that up to the
optical horizon the two reduce in signal field fairly
consistently while beyond the horizon the 800MHz
field falls away much more rapidly than the 50MHz
field.

The bending assumes a "standard troposphere",
which can be based on assuming an increase in the
Earth's radius of some 25 to 35 per cent depending on
the signal wavelength. The refractive index decreases
with the height above Earth due to variation of pressure, temperature and moisture content. Weather
changes can influence the index however, and during
a spell of anti -cyclonic conditions the index can vary

to increase the reception range. This results from

temperature inversion in the lower atmosphere
which tends to inhibit convection and it must always
be remembered that even in the u.h.f. bands distant

signals can sometimes come romping in which is
why

the

aerial

experimenter

and

installation

technician must always ensure the maximum dis-

crimination against co- and adjacent -channel signals
from distant transmitters.
RECEIVING AERIALS

This brings us to the aerial
ts
Fig. 5: These curves show

that beyond the horizon
distance a u.h.f. wave is
less aided by the Earth's
atmosphere than a v.h.f.

wave of similar power.
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optical horizon a fairly simple array can often yield
good reception of the three programmes. But it pays
in the long run to choose an aerial just a little better
than required by the prevailing signal field to provide
a margin to cater for progressive fall in the efficiency

of the receiver and general deterioration of the
aerial system due to weathering and air pollution
over the years. Moreover although one may be in

the effective optical horizon, large buildings and local
masses of metal can significantly impair the strength

of the signal picked up. Sometimes therefore an

elaborate array might be required even fairly close to
a transmitter group. Aerial altitude can also be very
important in poor reception areas even fairly close
to the transmitter.

Reputable aerials are designed to have a band-

width adequate to embrace all the channels of a local
group with constant gain within 3dB over the group.

Some early arrays failed to meet this specification

Fig. 6: Dimensional drawings of the
J -Beam MBM30 Multibeam (right) and
PBM18 Parabeam (left) aerials.

and viewers stuck with these are experiencing signific-

ant unbalance between the received signals over the
three channels of a local group. This symptom is not
always caused by poor aerial design, however, for a

number of reports have been received since the

advent of BBC -1 and ITV in the u.h.f. spectrum of
this same effect even with good arays designed to
meet the BREMA parameters on u.h.f. aerials.
Some have attributed the effect to an unbalance of
powers radiated from the transmitter but this is certainly not true. The three prime reasons for the effect
are: (1) direct and reflected signals have phase dif-

ferences which are not exactly the same over the

three channels, (2) signal transfer differences tend to
occur over the local group spectrum due to various
types of "mismatching", and (3) signal "suck -out" can

occur at certain frequencies due to the close proximity to the aerial of metal of dimensions critical to
some of the frequencies of the channel group. Let
us look at these in turn.
Under certain v.h.f. reception conditions-especially in difficult or fringe areas-a wide swing in input
signal voltage is exhibited when the array is moved

upwards, downwards or sideways. Indeed it has long
been the practice of keen aerial riggers to sample the
signal at different places around a building to find the
strongest signal before fixing the aerial system permanently.
The idea is to find a location for the aerial where
the reflected waves are in phase with the signal waves

proper. When this happens maximum signal is induced in the aerial and maxium signal voltage appears
at the input to the set.

The same sort of thing can occur at u.h.f. but here
the smaller wavelengths mean that the maxima and
minima points are closer together so the array does

thereby causing a reduction in signal transference at
one frequency relative to the others.
The signal "suck -out" effect (3) is akin to tuned
circuit absorbtion and this has been known to occur
when an item of metal close to an aerial has dimensions tuning it to a channel half wavelength or mul-

tiple thereof. This tends to put a dip in the aerial
response at the absorption frequency.
CURING UNBALANCE

In connection with the first problem Mr. B. Sykes,
Chairman of the J -Beam Aerial Group, writing in
a recent issue of Electrical and Electronic Trader has
pointed out that apart from the apparent solution
of installing more than one aerial, each optimised
for a particular channel, the nearest compromise is
to use a stacked array with more than one aerial in

the array. A series of tests was conducted by J -Beam

Aerials to compare the well known Parabeam and
Multibeam arrays-the latter also in two and four
multiple versions-in terms of signal balance over
the three channels of a local group. The results are
shown in Table 1 and dimensional drawings of the
PBM18 Parabeam and MBM30 Multibeam are given
in Fig. 6. In spite of the PBM18 and MBM30 aerials
having identical gain and similar bandwidth characteristics (as measured under laboratory conditions) it

was found that under field conditions the MBM30
yielded significantly better channel balance
Table 1).

(see

Mr. Sykes attributed this to the "multiple elements"
of the Multibeam as opposed to the ordinary director
elements used with the Parabeam array (see Fig. 6),

the former giving the characteristics of a stacked

not have to be moved so far to find an optimum

array with a consequent larger area of signal capture.

the minima points. With v.h.f., however, we have
only one channel per aerial to worry about, while
with u.h.f. there are three channels. So if we maxi-

Table 1: Sound Carrier Signal Strengths in a UHF

location. When the two signals are in phase they add
together and when they are in anti -phase they tend to
cancel. The former gives the maxima and the latter

mise like this for one channel the phasing is obviously
not going to be optimised for the other two channels
owing to the differences in frequency.
With regard to (2) standing waves can occur on the

coaxial downlead when there is a mismatch at the
aerial or set (or both) and this too can result in cancellation effects within the local group spectrum

In the Table aerial 2 MBM46 is a stack of two
MBM46s and aerial 4 MBM46 is a stack of four
Channel Group.

J Beam aerial
type

PBM18
MBM30
MBM46

2 MBM46
4 MBM46

Signal strength of sound carrier
in u.V
BBC -2
130
190
260
340
470

ITA
330
280
390

580
660

BBC -1
260

280
390
480
600
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MBM46s, correctly phased and matched to a single
feeder.

Tests were made of the signals picked up by each
separate aerial in the stacked arrays, and it was found

-as expected-that both the signal voltage and the
signal phase differed between them but that the net
results when the array was properly phased to the
common downlead were reflected in far enhanced
channel balance.
There would seem to be little doubt therefore that

in difficult reception areas where reflections result
in channel unbalance the solution lies in the use of

stacked arrays or multiple -director type aerials which
embrace a larger volume of space than the more conventional single, in -line Yagi aerial.

Signal unbalance resulting from standing waves
along the coaxial downlead can sometimes be cor-

rected, or at least the unbalance reduced, by adjusting
the length of the feeder to the set by about one inch
at a time, testing for balance after each cut. This is
a protracted exercise since the coaxial plug has to be
reconnected after each cut to ensure optimum signal
transfer at u.h.f., but it can lead to worthwhile results
in bad cases of unbalance.
When feeder standing waves stem from mismatch-

ing at the tuner or aerial the feeder itself could be of
poor quality with impedance discontinuities along
its length or the u.h.f. aerial may be placed too close to
a "bundle" of other aerials on a shared chimney stack.

This latter can reflect an impedance change at the
feeder connecting point of the dipole. In the tuner
the necessary mains isolating capacitors and the static

discharge resistors at the aerial socket encourage a
degree of mismatching, thereby changing the signal
transfer conditions over the spectrum of the local
channel group. This can be aggravated by the use of

poor -quality feeder and by mismatching at the aerial.
Signal "suck -out" should encourage re -appraisal

of the aerial mounting. If the aerial is in the roofspace-which is not a very good home for a u.h.f.
array-it might be under the influence of mains wiring, water pipes or other aerials in the roof -space or,

indeed, on the roof the other side of the tiles! A

curious thing seen by the author re ently was a u.h.f.

aerial secured to the pole on the roof by the last
director! The aerial was thus looking straight into
the pole which was metal. If this sort of mounting
fails to delete u.h.f. reception entirely, it will almost
certainly result in channel unbalance.
OBTAINING OPTIMUM SIGNAL

Other reports have indicated the need sometimes
to alter the aerial bearing slightly to get the best pick

up of one channel of a local group, this giving the
impression of lack of transmitter co -siting. The
stations are co -sited so this is not the cause of the
effect. It would seem that some aerials are prone to
a shift of polar response over the channel group
bandwidth. Thus on one channel maximum pick up
Slight
upward tilt

may occur several degrees from that of another channel of the same group. The solution to this problem is

to orientate the aerial on a bearing which gives the
best average pick up of the three channels or to change

the aerial for one of better design. An aerial whose
symmetry of directional characteristics tends to
change over the local channels would possibly be a
poor performer when it comes to the rejection of
co- and adjacent -channel interference.
Reception over long-distance paths can often be
improved by tilting the aerial slightly upwards as

shown in Fig. 7. The plane of polarisation of the
signal rarely changes appreciably under free -field
conditions but if the signal passes through metal

window frames for example (not a very good way of

receiving u.h.f. signals incidentally!) the plane of
polarisation is then sometimes encouraged to shift
and the aerial will pick up a greater amount of signal if it too is tilted to correspond to the polarisation.
Quite an amount of u.h.f. signal can be lost through

a poorly connected coaxial plug, especially if the
installation man has failed to solder the inner conductor. If your u.h.f. signal is below standard check
the coaxial plug at the first opportunity.
In conclusion it must be stressed that conditions
for the best colour reception are even more critical
than those for good monochrome reception. A roll off of aerial response in the subchannel region will
delete the colours and possibly bring on bad colour
noise, while bad phase shifts, although not changing
the hues due to the PAL action, will add patterns to
the picture and also reduce the saturation. It is best
to aim for signal at least 6dB above that required for
good monochrome reception when running a colour
set.

In very poor reception areas a set -side booster can
often improve the overall performance but this should
be designed to pass all the channels of a local group.

The design should concentrate on maximum linearity to avoid crossmodulation components due to
beats of the multiplicity of carriers fed to the input
transistor.

Serious experimenters and all aerial installation

men should be equipped with a field strength meter to
measure the signal at the feeder fed to the receiver and
to see the results of adjustments made to aerials and

preamplifiers, for these days the a.g.c. and a.c.c. in

receivers are so good that quite wide changes in signal

Fig. 7:

Tilting the aerial as shown here can improve
reception at distant sites.

level are not easily discernible on the picture-apart
possibly from a rise in noise level as the signal is

reduced.
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19/12/70 USSR RI, Czechoslovakia RI. Austria
E2a.

20/12/70 Sweden E2.
21/12/70 Austria E2a.
22/12/70 Czechoslovakia RI, Pol/ MT test card RI
Poland or Hungary, Austria E2a, Spain
E2.

23/12/70 Czechoslovakia R1, Pol/ MT test card
Poland or Hungary.
24/12/70 Czechoslovakia RI, Spain E2.
25/12/70 USSR Rl.
26/12/70 USSR RI.

CHARLES RAFAREL
As this is my last column for 1970 it would seem
appropriate to make a summary of DX -TV conditions for the year. The past year has been a very poor

one for both SpE and Tropospheric reception. The
pattern of SpE reception was at least the regular one
we have come to expect each year, with the first three

to four months at the usual low level. We got the
first good SpE openings in May-in fact they started
in my area on the 1st, and the following four weeks

were quite good: we seemed all set for a good

season. Our hopes were somewhat dashed when the
first two weeks of June proved to be poor ones again.

27/12/70 USSR RI.

Czechoslovakia RI.

28 / 12 / 70
29 / 12 / 70

Czechoslovakia R I .

30/ 12 / 70

Czechoslovakia Rl.

The most remarkable thing here was Belgium

Ruislede E2 via SpE on 13/12/70. The test card was

at excellent strength for two to three minutes and
this was of course extremely short -skip SpE.

The Trops have been very poor and in my area

even France suffered badly with the coming of snow
towards the end of the month. Belgium E2 was about
earlier as a weak Trop. I go to Paris for the New
Year celebrations but feel I shall not be missing good
DX as I often do!

The third one however was good but conditions
dropped again in the last week.
July was a very erratic month. There were some
good days but the majority were below the standard

NEWS

Poland: We have been seeing captions from Poland

that this pattern continued. Since I returned to the
screen at the end of September there has been comparatively little SpE and my efforts have had to be

marked "TVP 1" and this would indicate that there
is now a second chain, most probably u.h.f. (like the
new Czech service), but we have no news yet as to
transmitters and channels. This new service should
certainly be a possible here when one remembers the
recent Czech reception on u.h.f. that we reported and
the earlier East German u.h.f. results, so watch out
for it!
France: From my own reception and other DXers'
reports ORTF are still transmitting the 625 -line
positive test card on v.h.f. at times. No official news
as yet that the first chain is going 625, but it looks as
if this may well be the case.

woeful distinction of being the worst for me in 10
years of DXing. So it's forward to 1971 with hope!

Ch.E3, I hear. This looks like a new Band I trans-

we expected and we began to realise that with the
SpE season half over 1970 was certainly going to be
a disappointing one. The results in August were
generally mediocre and although I was away for most
of September the results of other DX friends showed

redoubled to get anything for a daily log!
Trop -wise there have been, relatively few openings
for the past year : there was a good one in September
but as usual I missed it, being on holiday then. The
others have been far from excellent.
In all, 1970 must go down in my records with the

The log for December was a struggle against adverse
conditions and the signals were largely of very short

duration. Some may well have been m.s. and not
SpE. But here it is:

1/12/70 USSR R1, Pol/ MT test card Poland or

Hungary.
2/12/70 Czechoslovakia Rl.
3/12/70 USSR RI.
4/12/70 Czechoslovakia RI, Spain E2.
5/12/70 USSR RI.

6/12/70
7/12/70
8/12/70
9/12/70
10/12/70
11/12/70
12/12/70
13/12/70
14/12/70
15/12/70
16/12/70
17/12/70
18/12/70

mitter.

Once again we have news of "super DX -TV" via
Roger Bunney from his contacts in the States and
Thailand. First from the States Fred McCormack of
Des Lacs, North Dakota, and his Trop u.h.f. opening
of 19/9/70. At 09.30 local time he received WLKY-32

Louisville Indiana over 1,035 miles, and at 10.29
WKYT-27 Lexington, Kentucky over 1,105 miles. both
identified by captions and subsequently confirmed by

the stations concerned. These Trop u.h.f. distances
must as far as I know be considerably in excess of

USSR RI.

Austria E2a.
USSR R1, Czechoslovakia R 1
USSR RI.
Spain E2.
USSR RI, Czechoslovakia RI.
USSR RI, Austria E2a.
USSR R1 and Belgium E2 (yes SpE).
Czechoslovakia RI.
Czechoslovakia RI.
.

USSR Rl.
USSR Rl.
USSR RI, Czechoslovakia Rl.

Austria: The ORF test card has been seen on

anything achieved so far this side of the Atlantic. The
second report is a TE/ F2 one from Glenn Hauser in

Thailand who received Aramco TV Dahran Saudi
Arabia on Ch.A2 at 20.33 to 21.20 local time on
2/10/70, with test pattern and subsequent programme. Video was poor but the sound was good.
He is still receiving signals from the USSR, China,
India Delhi Ch.E4 and Pakistan Karachi Ch.E4, and
notes that on 25/9/70 Delhi was almost "snow free".
Roger says that when you look at our logs we
seem to be "just playing" at DX -TV! I think however the geographical location must be the answer.
Anyway, good DX -TV for 1971!
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Still waiting for spares Tom ?
You should have phoned 01.567 5400
01 567 2971

Every time you need spares, don't be like Tom, contact the No.1 wholesaler
to the service engineer. For quality, price & availability you must try....

'WILLOW VALE'

4 & 5 The Broadway, Cherington Road, Hanwell, London, W.7.
also at 42 West End, Street, Somerset.
& Scotland

By Return Despatch

Valves, Tubes, LOPTs, Transistors,

Components, Scan Coils Etc.
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PROBLEMSYOUR

SOLVED
4.,

Requests for advice in dealing with servicing
P problems must be accompanied by a 10p (2s.)

postal order (made out to IPC Magazines Ltd.)
the query coupon from page 235 and a stamped,
addressed envelope. We can deal with only one
query at a time. We regret that we cannot supply

BUSH TV56
There is no sound or vision although the raster is

there all right. Before this occurred there was lack
of height. The PL81 and PY81 were replaced, also

the two PY82 h.t. rectifiers, and a check on the tuner

unit has been carried out.-C. Garrett (Lowestoft).

We are pretty certain that the trouble you describe
is due to a tuner unit fault although you should also
check the i.f. stages and their voltage supplies. In the
tuner, check the valves and the valvebase voltages,
particularly the voltage at the screen of the PCF80
mixer. The lack of height could be due to a failing
PCL83 timebase valve or a change in value of one of

the resistors in this part of the circuit-say the Mtn
resistor to pin 1 of the PCL83.

PYE V310
The sound is OK and the raster appears normally
but is quite faint, building up to a good picture. I

can get just enough contrast but the picture swings
slowly up and down by about half an inch' every 10
seconds.-G. Shaw (Keighley).
The breathing symptoms you describe suggest that
there is a heater -cathode leak in the PCL82 field output valve. Also check the main and secondary smoothing.

RGD RV202
There is loss of detail in peak white parts of the scene.

When the brightness control is turned up the peak
white tends to go negative (i.e. grey). The set is at

present working with the contrast control at the

maximum setting. The video amplifier and i.f. valves
have been replaced.-J. Shelton (Hayes).
These fault symptoms suggest a change in value of
a component in the video stage or that the h.t. to the
video anode is reduced. Check the 4.7kn anode load
resistor R57 and the choke L47 connected across R60
(8.2k11) in the anode circuit. Also check the screen
feed resistor R51 (3.9k12) to pin 9.

GEC BT304
The problem is lack of width-2in. each side. The
fault developed gradually over a period of two weeks.
On switching on the picture comes in to fill the screen
but then immediately shrinks inwards. Operating the
brilliance control makes the picture balloon. The h.t
and screen supplies to the line output valve are correct

service sheets or answer queries over the telephone.

but the voltage at the tube first anode is only 300V.
The line output, boost diode and e.h.t. rectifier valves,

the line output transformer and most of the components associated with it have been changed.L. Butterfield (Leamington).

If you are sure that the h.t. supply is OK and the

line output valve screen feed resistor the correct value
then it appears that the trouble is lack of drive to the
line output valve. Check the line oscillator valve V14
(Z329), its anode load resistor R89 (150162) and the
coupling and charging capacitors C108 (0.01µF) and
C106 (120pF).

PHILIPS G19T210A
The audio output transformer burnt out and was

replaced along with the cathode components of the
audio output valve. The sound is very distorted however and from time to time a 50Hz buzz on sound
occurs. This can be temporarily cured by pressing
the tuner unit buttons repeatedly. The fault occurs
on both standards. The audio valve has been checked

and found to be OK. A second fault has now
developed. After about 10 minutes the picture
reduces to a single spot in the centre of the screen
along with complete loss of sound.-C. Baker
(Barmouth).

The fact that the picture and sound both fail after

about 10 minutes suggests that an h.t. dropper section
is becoming open -circuit with heat. This could be the
right side section of the dropper R1542 11852 if the
valves remain alight or R1541 300 on the left side if

the valves go out. As far as the sound distortion is
concerned check the PCL82 valvebase voltages. If
pin 2 is higher than 15.2V check the PCL82 (again),
and the coupling capacitor C2025 if you are sure that
the bias resistor R2100 (4700) is the correct value and
that its decoupler has not shorted.

GEC 20140S -T
I have a viewable picture but cannot increase or
decrease the contrast on 405 lines. The u.h.f. picture
is not quite as good but I can get contrast variation
on this standard.-R. Goldman (Rochester).
Check R52 (2.7MS2) which connects from the contrast control slider at PL2-6 to the a.g.c. line at PL1-4
on the left-hand side of the i.f. printed board.
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PYE V700D
The line lock is very unstable and has to be adjusted
every few minutes. Alteration of the contrast or
brilliance makes the picture break up. The picture

tends to pull to the left, the right side becoming
smeared. The sync separator and video amplifier

valves have been changed without improvement. I
would like to change the flywheel discriminator
diodes, but these are a single unit marked R3 -2D and
replacements seem hard to get.-T. Dingwall
(Leicester).

A frequent cause of your trouble is failure of the
electrolytic which decouples the h.t. feed to this part
of the circuit. This is C43, a section of the
16+16+ 16/AF electrolytic block on the screen side of
the chassis in the top corner above the PCL85. The
R3 -2D discriminator can be replaced by two M3 or
BA155 diodes.

BUSH TV125
The sound and e.h.t. are OK but the screen is brightly
illuminated and the brightness and contrast controls
have no effect. In a darkened room a very faint image

can be discerned. All valves have been tested by
substitution.-J. Lambert (Birmingham).

The usual cause of this trouble is that the low
anode load resistor of the upper left PCF80 video

on a Yagi with more than six or seven elementsyou should try screening the aerial from the RTE
side. This screen should be of metal, mounted farther

than two feet from the array, and earthed.

KB (2V20
The scan lines are about }in. apart and there are two
images in the horizontal plane. All valves have been

tested and the hold controls appear to be OK. L. Stitchforth (Sheffield).

We suggest you check the time -constant components
in the grid circuit (pin 9) of the PCF80-the line time -

base blocking oscillator. These are R64 680k0 and
C58 300 pF. If necessary then check the line hold
control itself, R65 500k1.

REGENTONE Ten -4
There is picture shrinkage on this model. When first

switched on the picture goes in and out and as it
warms up the margin at the bottom of the picture
increases reaching a maximum value of 2in. after

about an hour's use. The PCL82 field timebase valve
has been changed.-H. Mole (Malvern).
First check the bias resistor to pin 2 of the PCL82,
R60 3300, then check C51 0.01µF in the field linearity
feedback network.

amplifier valve is faulty. Check this. Alternatively the
tube might be faulty, with a heater -cathode or grid cathode short.

ULTRA 6619

ULTRA 6614

the onset is gradual. The sound quality is not affected.
Full sound can be restored by channel changing and

There was no e.h.t. but this was restored by replacing
the line output transformer. Now however although
sound and vision are perfect there is almost unbearable line whistle. The transformer has been examined
for security of the individual parts and appears to be
satisfactory.-K. Winstone (Southall).
This problem is symptomatic of there being a large

air bubble trapped in the windings during manu-

There is an intermittent fault on this set-sound

reduced to about half volume, usually starting with
a small plop in the loudspeaker though sometimes

is more frequent when the set is first switched on.F. Daniels (Poole).

There is little doubt that the fault is due to a faulty
capacitor. We suggest you change the bias electrolytic C68 and then if necessary the couplers in the
audio circuit-C66, C65 and C80.

facture. We suggest that if your wiring to the trans-

MURPHY V310

replacement under warranty.

The line hold has to be readjusted every time the set
is switched on. I have fitted a new PL36 in the line

former is sound you return it to the supplier for
Aerial Problem
I wish to receive Harlech TV on channel 8 from
Presely, which uses horizontal polarisation, but am

getting interference from RTE Leinster although
these transmissions are vertically polarised. The

receiver is located in S.E. Ireland. The Harlech signal
is usually sufficiently strong to maintain a stable picture but when it fades the RTE signal breaks the picture up. The interference is always present as a pat-

tern on the picture. A chimney -mounted Yagi is

used and the RTE signal arrives almost broadside on
to it.-S. Watfield (Willesden).

In theory because of the opposing polarity of the
transmissions there should be no interference. In
practice, however, the aerial can never be perfect

and there is always some change in polarisation due
to signal reflections from nearby objects. As Telefis
lies broadside to the maximum pick-up direction for
Harlech you should be able to rotate the aerial very
slightly to find a perfect null in the response. If this
proves impossible because of the design of the aerial
-there will for example be too many pick-up nodes

timebase but am a little uncertain about the line

oscillator.-G. Carling (Lowestoft).
This set employed a rather unusual line timebase in
which the output valve also acted as oscillator with
a winding on the line output transformer connected

between its screen and grid circuits to provide a

blocking oscillator action. A specially selected 30P4
line output valve coded MR must be used. A PL36
will not last very long.

BAIRD 604
To improve the contrast a new PCL84 was fitted, but

the effect is that the contrast appears to be too far

advanced and the contrast control has no effect. The
heater of the new valve heats instantly on switching
the set on and the valve generally runs very hot. If I
put the old PCL84 back the contrast control becomes
operative again.-J. Harper (Southampton).

We feel that the bias on the PCL84 is upset. This

could be due to the cathode circuit 500µF electrolytic
shorting, thus shorting out the 33052 bias resistor and
over -running the valve.
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PYE TV1 PIONEER
The bottom of the picture started to creep up after

REBUILT TUBES!

about half -an -hour's viewing, leaving a gap of about
tin. This was some 18 months ago. The PCL85 was
replaced, also its cathode bypass electrolytic, and this
appeared to solve the problem. The fault reappeared
about a year ago and the PCL85 was again replaced,
but the very bottom of the picture is slightly

YOU'RE
SAFE

WHEN YOU

elongated. There is plenty of width but it appears

BUY FROM

that

the PCL85
(G rennock).

RE -VIEW!
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the coil biscuit studs cleaned. -F. Rawlings (London

assembly and the correct voltage heater.

* Each tube comes to you with a guarantee card

E5).

The trouble is caused by an improper connection to

covering it for two years against all but breakage.

the choke (an open coil) to the left of the PCL84
video amplifier. If you resolder the ends of the coil

* Each tube is delivered free anywhere in the U.K.
and insured on the journey.

* Each tube is rebuilt with experience and knowhow. We were amongst the very first to pioneer

carefully you will probably find that the trouble does
not recur.

the technique of rebuilding television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES

237 London Road, West Croydon, Surrey
Tel. 01-689/7735

SAME DAY SERVICE
TESTED!

GUARANTEED!

SETSIRS, 185. 1T4. 384, 33%1, DAF91, 1)F91. URN, 111.92, D1.94
Set of 4 or 1102. DAF96, DF96, DK96, DL96, 4 for 6146.
1A7GT

1H5GT
1N5GT
1R5
183
1T4
984
3V4
5Y3GT

5240

6/3012
6AL5
6AM6
6AQ5
6AT

6AU6
6BA6
6BE6

37 25U4GT 57

113

9001
30C15
30017
30C18
30F5

.28
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'80
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.45
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se
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.11
.40
.52
.22
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.31
18

EL500
EM130

EMS]
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EY51
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.55

W119

151

PY81

.51
.42

P Y 82

.26
.26
28
.34
37
.37
.82
.65
.68
.65
.68
.65
.24
.82

PY83

40 PY88
47 PY800
.32
.30
.45
.47

PCC189 .61

PY801
R19
1120

U25
U26

PCC805 45 147

55

-82 U49
.82 1"78
U191
.32 PCF800 .67 U193
.42
.42 PCF801 .88 U251
.72
.48 PCF/302 .45 U301
.52
.47 PCF805 .67 U329
.72
.55 PCF806 .60 U801
18
.24 PCF808 72 ITABC80 .82
26 PCL82
.36 UAF42 .51

32
.35
55

'62
.33
60

U1.44 11.00

PX23 11 17 VP4B

PABC80 .35 PY33

PCF80
PCF82
PCF86

UBP80
UBF89
U0084

PEN36C .70 UCH81

.85
.28

PC89
PC88
PC96
PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC85
PCC88
PCC89

UBC41

72 UCC85 .36
PCL800 .77 UCF80 .36
'82 PENA4 .42 UCH42 .62

0232

LX319
ECC804 .60 LX329

ECH81
61,25
ECH83
6K70
AC/VP2 .77 ECH84
AZ31
0K80
.47 EC1.80
6f3L7GT 27 B349
.65 ECL82
62 ECL86
6Y60
.17 B729
6V60T .32 CCH33 .67 8E39
CL33
6X4
.92 EF41
18
6X30T 28 CY31
.33 EF80
10F18
DAC32 .36 EF133
.115
10P13
.60 DAF91
21 EF86
12AHRE2.25 DAF96 '86 EF89
12AT7
.38 EF91
.18 DF33
12AU6 .23 DF91
.16 EF183
12AU7 .23 DF911
.88 EF184
12AX7 .23 DH77
.22 EH90
19B060 .87 DK32 .37 EL33
20F2
.67 DK91
.28 EL34
20P3
.85 D892
.42 EL41
20P4
.82 DK96
.86 E1.84
25L6GT .25 DL33
25 EL90
807
6063

.28
.37
.86

Z77

35

22

'41
28
77
.35
.22

Translators

AC107
AC127

AD140
AF115
AF116
AF117
AF118
AF125
AF127
0C26
0C44

0045
0071
0072
0075
0081
00811)
0082
0082D
0C170

READERS RADIO

-17

.18
.37
.20
.20
20

.48
.17
.17
.25
.12
.12
.12

12

.12
.12
.12
.12
.12
.22

85 TORQUAY GARDENS, REDBRIDGE, ILFORD,
ESSEX.
Tel. 01-550 7441
Postage on 1 valve 5p, on 2 or more valves 3p per valve extra.
Any Parcel Insured against Damage In Transit 3p extra.

Kirk

FERGUSON 506T
The set is all right for about an hour then all of a
sudden the picture goes completely -without any
warning or fading away. The raster and sound
remain. The vision valves have been replaced and

L7-50

Discount for Trade
* Each tube is rebuilt with a completely new gun

NEW!

over -run. -E.

There are two cathode bias resistors (56 and 39052)

Cash or cheque with order, or cash on delivery

VALVES

being

in the field output stage. Check the value of these.
Then ensure that the coupling capacitor C82 (0.1µF)
at the anode of the triode section has no leakage.

HERE IS WHAT YOU PAY:
l2in.
l4in.
l5in.
l7in.

is

GEC 2010
This set suffers from lack of height. There is a black
strip at the top and bottom which gets wider as the
set warms up. -G. Donfall (Cardiff).
First check the PCL85 (PCL805) field timebase
valve. If this is OK check the supply to the height
control from the boost h.t. line. This is via a 1.2M11
resistor (R132) which may have gone high -resistance.

PYE V200
The trouble with this set is no vision, though the
sound and raster are normal and the brightness circuit
functions. All the valves have been tested and found

to be OK. R13 is badly discoloured. -G. Ivall
(Brentwood).

R13 is the video amplifier bias stabilising resistor
and its value is 39ki1 (1W). Your problem seems likely
to be in this area. Replace R13 and check its decoupler

and the video output valve. Then check the vision
detector diode (0A70 or 0A90) inside the adjacent
final i.f. transformer can -the can side slides off for
servicing.

FERGUSON 3600
When there is a dark scene the sound increases in
volume to twice the level and then returns to the
normal level when a light scene reappears. The
a.g.c. line seems to be all right because on changing
channels, one of which is much stronger than the
other in this area, the picture remains the same, and
there is no aircraft flutter. The contrast control works
normally but the local -distant control has little effect.
The sync separator valve has been changed and the
resistors in the a.g.c. line checked, but still the sound
varies with picture content. -A. Longford (London
SE4).

Replace C77, the capacitor which couples the video

signal to the grid of the sync separator. This 0.1µF

capacitor is probably leaky.
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RGD 619
The picture is perfect for about an hour after which
there are symptoms of line pulling which get worse
if the set is left running. At the same time the field
begins to jitter. The circle on the test card looks like
a cogwheel. The sync separator and line oscillator
valves have been renewed and the push-button tuner
mechanism carefully adjusted and tuned.-R. Dice
(Wolverhampton).
We suggest that you check R35 (27162) the stabilising

resistor connected from the h.t. line to the cathode
of the video amplifier and R46 (120162) the screen
feed resistor in the sync separator circuit.

ALBA T1435
The trouble is persistent hum which is still there when
the aerial is unplugged. It can sometimes be removed

for a short period by rapidly manipulating the

channel switching buttons.-A. Ellis (Ryde).
The two large electrolytic capacitors on the right-

hand side of the chassis are joined together (common
negative connection) by a thick wire which is connected to the metalwork above. If you drill a small
hole in the lower chassis flange, screw an earthing tag

to this and connect a stout wire from the tag to the
existing earth wire of the capacitors then the hum

HMV 1890
The picture is normally good. However after a few
minutes the picture judders up and down giving a

doube image. Manipulation of the hold controls does
not cure the problem.-J. Walmsley (Preston).
As the judder occurs a little while after switching on
we doubt whether the fault is a valve failure, though
it would be an idea to check the field timebase valves
(PCL82 and ECC82). Disconnect the v.d.r. across

the primary of the field output transformer and

power the receiver. If the fault has cleared (the picture height will be increased) replace the v.d.r. If

not, check the insulation of the output transformer.
If this is OK check the feed components from the
sync separator to the field oscillator. Also check the
boost capacitor (C64). If these are OK we would
suspect a fault in the field scan coils.
1

r

QUERIES COUPON
This coupon is available until March 29,
1971, and must accompany all Queries sent
in accordance with the notice on page 232.
Don't forget the 10p (2/-) postal order !
TELEVISION, MARCH, 1971

should be eliminated.

fault. A quick check of the valves-by substituting a
test set known to be in good condition-and of the
alignment indicated however that all was well in the
i.f. channel.

What important part of the circuit had been overlooked? See next month's TELEVISION for the answer
and fora further item in the Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 98
Page 186 (last month)

99

Each month we provide an interesting case of
television servicing to exercise your ingenuity.
These are not trick questions but are based on actual
practical faults.

7 line pulling at the top of the picture. The line
The symptom on a Philips Model 1758U was

lock was fairly strong, as also was the field lock.

Subsequent examination revealed that the extent of
the symptom could be altered by adjusting the level
of the aerial signal. It disappeared almost completely
at low input and became very severe at high input,
the pulling then occurring with diminishing intensity
down the field.
Having experienced similar trouble as the result of
impaired sync separator action, the separator letting

through a degree of picture signal along with the sync
pulses, attention was first directed to this area of the
circuit. The valve was changed and the critical components tested for value and insulation resistance, but
no fault was evident.

Examination of a test card under the fault condition revealed ringing effects on the frequency

gratings, so it was thought that perhaps the vision i.f.
had drifted in alignment due to a valve or capacitor

The vision overload symptom of last month is

typical of so-called lock -out. It will be recalled that

it was present only on the 625 -line standard. The

a.g.c. system of many valve sets is of the mean -level
type, 'the control potential being obtained from the
grid of the sync separator valve. Towards peak modu-

lation on 625 lines the transmitted scene is dark

(opposite to 405 lines) and although the d.c. component of the signal will be relatively high under this
condition the average a.c. component is low. Thus

the a.g.c. bias is reduced and the gain of the i.f.
channel is enhanced. This can result in the sync
pulses being clipped and the lock -out condition hold-

ing the gain high irrespective of the setting of the
contrast control.
To avoid this many dual -standard sets incorporate
an anti -lock -out diode connected between the 625 line detector output and the a.g.c. line. This tends to

conduct when the detector output is high and the

a.g.c. bias low, thereby providing a bias which supple-

ments that from the sync separator. In this way the

onset of lock -out is avoided. The anti -lock -out diode

in the receiver of last month's Test Case was open a replacement completely cured the

circuit and
trouble.

Published approximately on the 22nd of each month by IPC Magazines Limited, Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Printed in England by Fleetway
Printers, Crede Hall Road, Gravesend. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (A/sia) Ltd.; South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.;
Rhodesia and Zambia-Kingstons Ltd.; East Africa-Stationery and Office Supplies Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage): for one year to any part of the world.
£225 (C2 Ss. Od.). "Television" is sold subject to the following conditions, namely, that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been
given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be lent,
resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising,
literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
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TELEVISION CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
The pre -paid rate for classified advertisements is 4p a word (minimum order 48p), box number 74p extra.

Semi -display setting £2.50 per single column inch. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made

payable to TELEVISION and crossed "Lloyds Bank Ltd." Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Manager,
TELEVISION IPC Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, EC4A 4AD, for insertion in the next available issue.

LARGE QUANTITIES of used TV

SERVICE SHEETS

coils, frame and sound transformers, etc.,
S.a.e, for quotations. C.W.O. to
Dismantlers, Foxhole Whitstone,
Holsworthy, Devon.

(1925-1971) for Radios, Televisions,
Transistors, Radiograms, Car Radios,
Tape Recorders, Record Players, etc.
By return post with

UNUSED P.B. TUNER and I.F. Strip,
specified for "P.T." 625 Line Receiver.
£5.50. Address: Moore, 32 Hensford

FREE FAULT FINDING GUIDE

spares for both modern and obsolete
models. Lopts, Tuners if strips, scan

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
WITH ICS

etc.
TV

Study at home for a progressive post

Radio, TV and Electronics.
Expert tuition for City & Guilds
in

(Telecoms Techn's Cert. and Radio
Amateurs') R.T.E.B., etc. Many
non -exam courses incl. Colour TV

Servicing, Numerical control & Computers. Also self -build kit coursesvalve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find
out how ICS can help you in your
career.

ICS. DEPT. 560. INTERTEXT
HOUSE, STEWARTS ROAD,
LONDON S.W.8.

VALVES ex TV boxed, tested, from 5p,
2{p postage; speakers from 374p, postage 10p. Globe Electrics, 151a Brighton
Road, Surbiton, Surrey. 01-399 7333.

625/405 VHF/UHF IF Panels. B.R.C.
850 series. Ideal for components, IF
transformers and switching, P/C Valve
bases or repairs to this Thorn receiver.
£1.75 each plus 22fp p.p. WILLOW
VALE. 4 The Broadway, Hanwell, W.7.

tificate through B.I.E.T. Home Study-

LADDERS

ing, etc. Send for helpful FREE book.
B.I.E.T., Department 153K. Aldermaston Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

VARNISHED TIMBER LADDERS from

Mech., Elec., Auto., Radio,
Draughts., Electronics, Computers,

TV,

"Technically Qualified" in
your spare time, guaranteed certificate
BECOME

and exam Home Study courses in Radio,
TV, servicing and maintenance, R.T.E.B.,

City & Guilds, etc., highly informative
FREE Guide.-Chambers College (Dept.
Aldermaston
RG7 4PF.

Court,

Reading,

manufacturer, LOWEST PRICES anywhere: 154 ft ext. £6.20; 17 ft ext. £6.50;

20 ft ext. £7; 211 ft ext. £7.75; 244 ft
ext. £8.90; 29 ft ext. £10.25; 311 ft triple
ext. £12.25; 36 ft triple ext. £16. Carr.
80p. Free Lists. Also Aluminium Ext.
and Loft Ladders. CALLERS WELCOME. Dept. PTT, HOME SALES,
BALDWIN

STOURPORT,

Over 8,000 models available.
Catalogue 13p.
Please send stamped addressed envelope

with all orders and enquiries.

Hamilton Radio
54 London Road, Bexhill, Sussex
SERVICE SHEETS with Free Fault
Finding Chart, 224p. S.A.E. Lesmar, 15
Conholt Rd., Andover, Hants. (Mail
only).

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, TV, etc.
8,000 models. List 10p. S.A.E. enquiries.

TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston.

TRADER SERVICE SHEETS
25p each plus postage
We can supply Trader Service Sheets for

most makes and types of Radios, Tape
Recorders and Televisions-Manuals for some.

AERIALS

Cheques and open P.O.s returned if sheets not
available.

AERIALS

P.M.G. Certificate, etc. Free brochure

WANTED

ROAD,

WORCS. Phone Stourport 2574.

RADIO AND TV Exams and Courses by
Britain's finest home study School.
Coaching for Brit.I.R.E., City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence, R.T.E.B.,
from British National Radio School,
Russel Street, Reading.

PRICES FROM 5p

Gardens, Sydenham, S.E.26.

HUNDREDS OF top paid jobs in Engineering await qualified men. Get a cer-

858K).

SERVICE SHEETS

FOR SALE

EDUCATIONAL

UHF: Set Tops f.2-10, Outside: 9 ele
[I.25, 10 ele 1140, 11 ele E2.50, 12 ele
12.55, 18 ele O.25, 20 ele E3.50. Multi beam 46 and Supremes 45.50.
All aerials supplied with clamps.
ANTIGHOST: Troubleshooters / Log -

OAKFIELD ENTERPRISES
LIMITED
30 CRAVEN STREET, STRAND
LONDON WC2
Make

Model

Radio /TV

beams £5.

TOP PRICES PAID
for new valves, popular
TV & Radio Types

KENSINGTON SUPPLIES
(A), 367 Kensington Street
Bradford 8, Yorks

FM/VHF: H 1215, 3 ele 1315, 4 ele
1E315. Sterio 6 ele [6.

Motorized Units: Semi Auto E20, Auto

as.

All Aerials by either, "AERIALITE",
PREMIER,
ANTIFERANCE,
BEAM,

MAXIVIEW.

ACCESSORIES: Sockets, Plugs, Dips,
Splitters, Masts, Lashings, etc., etc.

CASH PAID for New Valves. Payment
by return. WILLOW VALE ELECTRONICS. 4 The Broadway, Hanwell,
London, W.7. 01-567 5400/2971.

EAGLE PRODUCTS:
All that's best in Electronics: Headphones, Amps. Speakers, Meters, etc.
Send 25p for Catalogue.
COAXIALE: Standard 100 Mtrs. E4.50.
Low Loss V, or per Mtr.
State channels for all TV Aerials/Amps.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased, HAMILTON RADIO, 54 London Road, Bexhill.

TERMS: CWO, COD, P & P 321p. Send
Callers Welcome.
21p stamps for lists.

WANTED! New valves especially TV
types. Cash waiting. Bearman, 6 Potters
Road, New Barnet, Hen's. Tel. 449/1934.

FM state wide band or channelized.

JEFFRIES SERVICES
31 Hambrook St., Portsmouth. Tel. 28354

971 List now
available at 10p
plus postage

If list is required

indicate with X

From
Address

enclose remittance of

(and a stamped addressed envelope)
s.a.e. with enquiries please
MAIL ORDER ONLY (March T)
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SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

SERVICE SHEETS (continued)
RADIO. TELEVISION, over 3,000
models. JOHN GILBERT TELEVISION.
lb Shepherds Bush Road, London, W.6.

SOUTHERN VALVE COMPANY (::,1z, e,,)
44 Earls Court Road, London, W.8

SHE 8441.

LARGE SUPPLIER
of

SERVICE SHEETS
RADIO, TAPE RECORDERS,

(TV,

RECORD PLAYERS, TRANSISTORS,

STEREOGRAMS, RADIOGRAMS,
CAR RADIOS)

ALL valves boxed and mainly BVA, all brand new !
PCL805 45p
PC86/8 50p
DY87
37p
DY802
EB91
ECC81

ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF183
EF184
EH90
EY51

Only 25p each. Manuals from 50p

EY86/7

45p
15p
37p
37p
37p
27p
37p
37p
45p
35p
37p

40p
32p
52p
49p
49p
50p
62p
37p
52p
37p
45p

PC97
PCF80
PCF86
PCF801
PCF802
PCF805
PCF808
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84
PCL85

PCL86
PL36

37p
52p

PL81

45p'

PL84

50p

35p
62p
6/30L2 57p
6BW7
50p
6CD6G 95p
67p
6F23
45p
6F28
95p
20L1
90p
20P4
50p
30C15
30FL1/2 60p
62p
30L15
U251

PL500/4 64p
PY81

PY800
PY801

U25
U26
U191

30L17
30P12

U193

45p
37p
37p
62p
57p
62p

30PL1

30P4MR 85p
30P19
30PL13
30PL14

70p
80p
80p

etc.

NOTE
BPI 0 0/ BY 127

equir only 20p
With resistor.

Post free 2-00 and over. Mail order only

PLEASE ENCLOSE LARGE S.A.E. WITH

72p
62p
62p

1932

ALL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS.

Otherwise cannot be attended to.
(Uncrossed P.O.'s please, original
returned if service sheets not available.)

C. CARANNA

NEW BVA VALVES! Huge range by return postal service well known to the
trade. Brief list of television types herewith, full list S.A.E. All types ex stock!

71 BEAUFORT PARK,
LONDON, N.W.11

DY86/7

We have the largest supplies of Service
Sheets (strictly by return of post).

ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF85

EB91

Please state make and model number
alternative.
Free TV fault tracing chart or TV list on
request with order.
MAIL ORDER ONLY

EF183/4
EH90
EY51

EY86/7

PC86/8

SETS & COMPONENTS

£5 TELEVISIONS £5
Delivered anywhere In Great Britain

17' 12 channel. Complete & tested. Excellent condition
Carriage and ins. AU

17' Untested TVs 12 channel. £150 Carriage £1. All makes

TUBES !

TUBES !

Guaranteed 6 months

17' (43/88 only)

£1 50

19' All makes

£2 00

23'
19' Bonded
23' Bonded

£2 50

£3 50

PC97
PC900
PCC84
PCC89
PCF80

40p
25p
421p
40p
40p
41p
56p
51p
371p
39p
51p
41p
51p
46p
61p
51p

61p
PCF86
PCF801 /2 61p
PCF805
65p
671p
PCF808
51p
PCL82
61p
PCL83
PCL84
51p

PY82
PY800/1
R19
U25
U26
U37
U191

PCL805/85 571p

U193

PCL86

PL36/8
PL81

PL83
PL84
PL500
P L504
PY81

51p
75p

571p
51p
60p
85p
85p
41p

35p
45p
65p
75p
75p
75p
721p
41p

20L1

20P4
30C15
30C17
30F5

30FL1/2
30L15
30L17
30P12

87ip

U251
U301
U801

85p
£1.20
771p
49p
69p
£1.40
771p

6/30L2
6AT6
6BW7
6CD6G
6F23

30PL1

30P4MR
30P19
30PL13
20PL14

971p
£1.00
69p
79p
821p
64p
76p
721p
771p
64p
£1.00
75p

92ip
921p

etc. Trade prices

POST FREE OVER £3.00

LATEST BY100/127 type and 33 ohm 10 watt res, 20p NEW
Large bulb Imported PCF80 32}p! Note. Ask for separate components lists.

LOOK ! Nearly every type in stock now ! !
NEW TELEVISION TUBES !
TWO YEAR FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

two) 5' round, 8" by 2' rectangular, 6' by 4' oval-nip

SEE THE DIFFERENCE A NEW TUBE CAN MAKE TO YOUR VIEWINGLATEST SCREENING TECHNIQUES INCLUDING TINTED SCREENS ON
MOST 19" and 23" TYPES
Large stocks by Cathodeon and other leading manufacturers so why buy

VALVES EX EQUIPMENT

COLOUR. 19" £40.00; 22" £45.00; 25" £48.00

Guaranteed 6 months

Special offer! 19" mono rebuilds, 2 year guarantee £5.501 23" £7.50
14" to 16" (not 110°) £4.75
12" £3.00 (not 110°) 20" Mullard.
A50/120W £10.50
17" £5.871

£450
Plus 50p carriage

SPEAKERS PM 3 ohm perfect en.T.V. (minimum order
each. Add 71p per speaker postage and packing.

EB91

5p

EF184 12Op

EBF89 120 EY86

171p

PCF86 170
PC84

71p

ordinary rebuilds?

PC1.86 170
PCL83 1210

ECC82 120

30PLI3 20p

PCF80 71p

PL36

2211)

EC180

63012 120

PCC89 141p

PL81

171p

19" mono tubes-all £6-871. Carriage all 60p. All 21" mono tubes-£7.871

EF80 120

30LI5

12ep

PCL85 220

PY81

15P

23" mono tubes £9-50.

EF85

30P4

12)p

PCL84 171p

PY800 15p

71p

171p
PCL82 171p PY82
EF183 12by PC97
171p
6F23 17i9 30PLI nip
PY33 22ep U191
lip
30F5
30P12 20p
On two valves or more 5p postage & packing.
UHF TUNERS TO SUIT FERGUSON 850 900 CHASSIS
52.50 P. & P. 50P

Dept. T.S.

THORNBURY TRADE
DISPOSALS
Thornbury Roundabout I.aaala R.I., Bradford. Tel. 663670

Carriage 75p
Carriage

RIMBANDS, 19" £8.50; 23" £11 50
TWIN PANELS, 19" £10.121; 23" £15.00

£1 00

Bulk enquiries welcomed, special terms
PAY BY GIRO. Our No. 34.361.4006.

PHILIP
H. BEARMAN
(Suppliers to H.M. Govt. etc.)
6 POTTERS ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Closed Thurs & Sat afternoons

TEL. 01-449/1934 & 1935
(Robophone)
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SETS & COMPONENTS

(continued)

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

AERIAL BOOSTERS £2.95 EACH

BRAND NEW TUBES AT

We make four types of transistorized aerial
pre -amplifiers. These take only seconds to
install.

REDUCED PRICES

A28 -14W
A31 -18W
A47 -11W
A47 -13W
A47 -14W
A47 -26W
A50-120WR
A59 -11W
A59 -13W
A59 -15W
A59 -16W
A59 -23W

£11 .00

£12.50
£9.971
£11 -75

CME2101, 2104
CME2301, 2302
CM E2306
CM E2413

S.A.E. FOR DETAILS
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

£15.50

£687
£662

£7.50
£8.872
£8.25
£9.50
£6.621
£12.50
£11.972

£1025
£12.00
£6.62
£7.871
£7.50
£12.50
£8.25
£8.75
£15.50
£15.50
£5.50
£5.50
£5.621

CRM93
CRM124
CRM141, 2, 3, 4
£6.8n
CRM171, 2, 3
£8.8n
CRM211, 212
£5.12
MW36-24, 44
£6.871
MW43-64, 69
£6.872
MW43-80
£8.872
MW53-20
£8.872
MW53-80
£6.6n
7405A
£1400
TSD217, 282
£14.00
13BP4
All tubes tested before despatch and
guaranteed for 12 months.
Fully rebuilt tubes available-prices
on request.

CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE 75p
COLOUR TUBES

(Carriage and Insurance £2.00)
£66.00
A49 -11X, A49 -191X
£72.00
A56 -120X
£77.00
A63 -11X

EB91, EBF89, ECC82, EY86, ECL80, EF80,
EF8S, EFI83, EFI84, PCC84, PCC89, PCCI89,
PC97, PCF80, PCF86, PCF800, PCL82, PC483,
PCL84, PCL85, PL36, PL8I, PL83, PY32,
PY33, PY8I, PY82, PY800, PY80I, 30FLI,
30F5, 30L15, 30C15, 6F23, 6-30LZ.
TESTED, WITH 3 MONTH GUARANTEE VALVES
20p EACH

BY100 TYPE RECTIFIERS with
resistor on bracket, I2ip each.

Surge -

VELCO ELECTRONICS

£9 -972

£14.75
£14.75
£10.50
£5.672
£5.621

CM E2013

PRICE EACH
L45, L12 and LII E2.95; LIO E1.95.

£12.9n

£1550

CME1901, 1903

This covers M/W and S/W to 20 MHz.

£1250

AW21-11
AW36-20, 21
AW36-80
AW43-80

CME1201
CME1101
CME1601
CM E1602
CM E1702, 1703
CME1705

Please state channel numbers.

3. LI I V.H.F. F.M. RADIO.
4. LIO WIDEBAND RADIO.

£7.621
£10.75

A61 -120W R

AW43-88, 43-89
AW47-90, 91
AW53-80
AW53-88, 53-89
AW59-90, 59-91
C17LM, PM, SM

I. L45 625 TELEVISION (U.H.F.).
2. L12 405 TELEVISION (V.H.F.).

VALVE BARGAINS
Any I-IOp, 5-45p, 10- 70p.

62 Bridge Street, Ramsbottom, Bury, Lancs. Tel. 3036

TOWERBY LTD

T.V. SPARES

For Line Outputs and Deflector Coils

OIL FILLED MURPHY LOPT's U26 type.
Model number not known. LI.25 each plus

We have the Country's largest stock of Manufacturer's Original (or Authorised Replacement)

25p p.p.

BAIRD FERGUSON V.H.F. TUNERS.

Uses PC97 and 30CI 8 valves. Fits 620 to 650
series models, complete with all coils, supplied
less valves, 11.75 each plus 25p p.p.

BRC800 850 SERIES TIME BASE PANELS.
Complete and unused in maker's unopened
cartons L2.25 each plus 25p p.p.

FERGUSON /EKCO PLUG IN MAINS

Line Output Transformers for many "difficult"
makes, including Ambassador, Baird, Cossor,
Decca, Dynatron, Ekco, Ferguson, G.E.C.,
H.M.V., K.B., Masteradio, Peto-Scott,

Regentone, RGD, Sobel!, Ultra,

etc. Also deflector coils output and oscillator
transformers, inc. Alba, Bush, Murphy.
Examples, L.O.P.T. Murphy 350/410/540/659/
759, L7.35; Bush, TV80, TV95, TV96, L7-35;
Cossor 950, L3.871; Ferguson 306/308,
L3.971; Philips 1768U L.O.P.T. assembly,
[675; Ultra 1984-200c, L506.

LEADS. Moulded two -pin connector type.

Rewind most L.O.P.T., L4.50.

LATE G.E.C./SOBELL 625 405, etc. Dual

Ekco improved type for Models T221, 231, 310,
all at L2.25; Ferranti 14T4 series inserts, LI -25;

6 for L2.50 plus 25p p.p.
Standard

405/625

complete with
replacement in this

I.F.Panels,

for direct
popular Radio and Allied receiver. LI.75 plus
switching

25p p.p. Fits all 1000 and 2000 series.

LINE TIMEBASE PANELS for above series,

complete and for direct replacement, E1.75 plus
25p p.p.

TIMEBASE PANELS to fit Sobel! 195, 282,

283, 284, 285, 286, 287, 288 (and DS models),
McMichael MT762, 763, 765, P4OS. Complete

and new for direct replacement, LI.75 each

SPECIAL OFFER
Philco 1019/1021, [2621. Terms: C.W.O. or
C.O.D. (17#p), post -packing 30p; 2 or more

L.O.P.T.s post/packing free.
All enquiries answered but regret no

lists

available. Same day delivery on most types.

TOWERBY LTD
MAIL ORDER DIVISION OF T.C.S. LTD.

70 STREATHAM HILL, LONDON, SW2

plus 25p p.p.

Tel.: 01-674 2185.

V.H.F. ROTARY TUNER UNITS to fit

McMichael, Sobell, G.E.C. /000 series. New
and unused, LI.75 each plus 25p p.p.

MULLARD COLOUR SCAN COILS.

Complete with plug in leads. L5.50 each plus
25p p.p.

FERGUSON 800/850 series TIMEBASE
PANELS, complete and unused in original

packing. L2.25 each, plus 25p p.p.

Terms. Cash with order or C.O.D. 271p extra.

all enquiries. Catalogue of valves,
CRT's, LOPT's, components, etc., 20p.

S.A.E.

WILLOW VALE
ELECTRONICS LTD.
4 & 5 The Broadway
Hanwell, London, W.7
Tel: 01-567 2971 and 5400
01-579 3582
Terms cash with order or C.O.D. 271p extra
S.A.E. all enquiries. Catalogue 20p

TELEVISION SALES. 77-79 Victoria
Road, Warminster, Wilts., Phone War-

minster 8156. Valves, boxed, tested and
guaranteed. PCF80, PCC84, PL81, PY8I,
EY86, EF80,
30F5,
EB91, ECC82,

PCL83, 30FL1. ECL80, PCL82, PY82,
PCL84, 6-30-L2, you select 8 for £1,

p. x p. 10p. S.A.E., other types, several
CRTs cheap, tested, for callers only.

WITWORTH
TRANSFORMERS LTD.
Dept. P.T., 26 All Saints Road,

North Kensington, WI I. !HQ
Telephone: 01-229 9071.

9 a.m. till 5 p.m.

TELEVISION LINE
OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
PRACTICALLY ANY MAKE OR MODEL

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
BAT 6859
LONDON, S.W.11.
WE GIVE GREEN SHIELD
STAMPS

SPARES
available from second-hand TVs.
Transformers, Valves, etc. S.A.E. your
enquiries. Complete 19 -in. TVs, untested,
from £5 plus £1.50 carriage.

LINAVALE RADIO LTD.,
48 Hoe St., London, E.17.
01-520-7546.

SUPPLIED OR REWOUND

EKCO,

FERRANTI,

Replacement
state model.

cases

E1.00

DYNATRON
each,

please

S.A.E. for return of post quotation.
TERMS: Cash with order or C.O.D., please
add 20p for postage.
C.O.D. orders will be charged 30p.
Transformers fully guaranteed.

(98
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Vary the strength
of your lighting with a

SETS & COMPONENTS (continued)

R & R RADIO

AMAZING
MINIDRILL

Burnley Road, Rawtenstall

51

Rossendale, Lancs

FOR
PRECISION

Tel.: Rossendale 3152

MODEL
WORK

TESTED VALVES 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
ISp

EBFBO

EBF89

ECC82
ECL80
EF80
EF85

171p
15p
15p
10p

ISp
20p

EY86

PCC84
PCF80
PCL82
PL36
PY33
PY81

15p
15p

20p
25p
2Sp
171p

ISp

PY82

PY800
PY801
U191
30C15
PCF86
PCL85
PCL84

171p
171p

nip

15p
23p
2Sp
23p

Copper Laminate Board, for etching, 1p per
sq.in. Double sided lip per sq. n. Any size cut,
min. order 50p plus 10% P. & P.

+ S TOOLS

Po talepoosn,Vpaalivdes: one valve 4p, up to 6 21p,

over

NEW
ASSORTED Capacitors,
Resistors, Silvered Mica, Ceramic, etc.

Super Kit (extra
power, interchange-

150

Carbon, Hystab, Vitreous 1-20 watt, 75p.

Post Free. WHITSAM ELECTRICAL,
33 Drayton Green Road, West Ealing,
London, W.13.

NEW! Continuous range high -gain pre Amplifier, 40-900 MHz! Television, Radio,
Stereo, all Bands, all Channels, VHF,
UHF, Colour! Precision made, built-in
power unit, totally enclosed, neat case.
Fixed in seconds back of set, no mods,
aerial connection only. Superb value at
£7.623

post

paid

to

any

address

in

U.K. Send S.A.E. for leaflet: Johnsons
St. Martins Gate, Worcester,
WRI 2DT.

(Radio).

TELEVISION SPARES. All makes and
models, new and used. Send S.A.E. for
your enquiries. Used Tested Valves 20p

The DIMMASWITCH is an attractive and efficient dimmer unit which fits in place of the normal
light switch and is connected up in exactly the

same way. The ivory mounting plate of the
DIMMASWITCH matches modern electric fittings. The bright chrome control knob activates
an on -off switch and controls 40-600 watts of
all lights except fluorescents at mains voltages
from 200-250V, 50 Hz. The DIMMASWITCH
has built-in radio interference suppression.
Price: £3.20 plus 8p post and packing.

Kit Form: £2.70 plus 8p post and packing.

Please send C.W.O. to: -

DEXTER & COMPANY
3 ULVER HOUSE, 19 KING STREET,
CHESTER CH1 2AH. Tel: 0244-25883
As supplied to H.M. Government Departments,

each, postage 23p. Thriftys, Green Lane
Farm, Green Lane, Chessington, Surrey.

Hospitals, Local Authorities, etc.

able chuck) L4-30,

p.p. 13p. De Luxe
Professional
Kit
with 17 tools [700
p.p. 23p.

Indispensable for precision
drilling, grinding, polishing,
etching, gouging, shaping.
Precision power for the

enthusiast. Shockproof.

Completely portable power
from 41 volt external
battery. So much more
scope with MINI -DRILL.

Money
ref.

MERLIN SUPPLY CO.
etc..
Dept. PW3D, Nallsea, Bristol BSIS 2LP

EXTRA
in April issue of

Practical Woodworking
SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

VALVES, VALVES, VALVES
Any ten of your choice 72lp, post 5p.
100 E550, post paid.
EF85, EF80, EB9I, EBF89, ECL80,
EF 1 83, EY86, PCF80, PCC84, PL36,
PY8 I
PCL82, PCL83, PCC89, PY33,
PY82, PY800, PY801 , PY88, PCL84,
30F5, 6BW7, PY1301.
,

BOB'S,

2 St. James Street, Rawtenstall
Rossendale, Lancs.
Mail order ONLY.

N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and
Monitor Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LOWE,
29 Vanner Point. Hackney, London, E.9.
5AX.
EX

YOUR PRODUCT
OR SERVICE
can be successfully
advertised through these
columns. For details of

how to send in your
instructions please turn to
first page of classified
advertisements.

GARDEN BUILDINGS
AND FURNITURE
Packed with a wide range
of outdoor projects including
garden seat, greenhouse
construction, an easy -build
plant house, bird boxes, etc.
Other interesting projects:
BUILDING A PERGOLA

MAKING A NEST OF TABLES

Fingers
The more 'fiddly' the job, the
more you depend on your
finger-tips. Make sure minor
burns and blisters don't rob
them of their skill.
Apply BURNEZE, pronto!
This unique scientific aerosol
cools the heat out of a burn in
just 8 seconds, anaesthetizes
pain, reduces swelling.
BURNEZE - the clever tip for
burnt finger-tips.
From chemists.

® Potter & Clarke Ltd Croydon CR9 3LP

NEW SERIES

"WOODWORKING FOR BEGINNERS"

Free -Entry Win -A -Saw

COMPETITION

Viliedworking
ON SALE MONDAY 15 MARCH 174
MAKE SURE OF YOUR COPY TODAY!
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2 NEW "TELEBOOSTERS"

UHF. COLOUR AND TELEVISION SPARES
COLOUR Leading Brit. makers surplus LUILINANCE/CHROM PANELS Si 9.1a.
25p. SCAN COILS 13.60 p.p. 95p. CONY COILS 12.711 P.P. 25p. INTEGRATED
TRANSISTORISED DECODER UNIT Including circuits 11125 p.p. 10p.

THE M4
DUAL BAND
V.H.F. UNIT

UHF 023 conversion kits and tuners available at reduced prices. Lists available
UHF Integrated transistd. 6 position push button tuners, leading Brit. makers
surplus 114.50 p.p. 35p. Transistd. IF panels (salvaged) 1250 p.p. 25p.
MURPHY 800/700 series UHF conversion kite in cabinet plinth assembly can be
used as separate UHF receiver 1750 p.p. 50p. 625 IF amplifier incl. 5 valves and
circuit 13 p.p. 309.
SOBELLIGEC Dual 405/625 IF amp and o/p chassis incl. circuit 11.65 P.P. 30P
ULTRA 1980 C to 2384 825 IF amp dr switch incl. circuit 11.5 P.P. 304.
UHF tuners transistd. incl. 9/M drive or push button 482.5 p.p. 25p.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER tams Latest PYE/LABGEAR all station UHF/VHF

KMG

transietd. "Set back" mains operated 1790 UHF Masthead 1545 p.p. 25p.
FIREBALL TUNERS Ferg., HMV, Marconi. New 111.80 others salvaged ND

p.p.25p.
PUSH BUTTON Plessey, Ekco incl. valves 1190 ROD 812 (used) 11.50 p.p. 25p.
TURRET TUNERS PETO SCOTT 980, COSSOR 1964, DECCA DR 95 101, 606
22-50, CYLDON C 11, AB dual standard suitable Ferguson, KB, Baird etc. 11125,
PYE CTM 17 111-116 p.p. 30p. Large selection channel coils.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. Popular types available, brand new replace-

* Boosts all Band III and any specified Band I
Channel simultaneously.

ments, fully guar. A selection which can be supplied p.p. 25p. C.O.D. 25p.
PHILIPS 17T0100 Range STELLA 1011/1029 13 50
BUSH TV53 to 69 12, 95 to 135
.
14 50
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 or U26 types)
13.50
FERRANTI 1001 to 1019 (U25 or U26 types) 1350
EKCO 342 to 394. FERRANTI 1021 to 1085 23 75
13 50
EKCO, FERRANTI 418, 1093 etc.
..
23.95
DECCA DM17, 3, 4 (701 DR95, 101/608
.
.
2375
FERO, HMV, MARCONI, ULTRA, PHILO:.
,),()0, 2800, 4600, 8800, 1100, Jellypot
13.75
KB QVP20, QV20/1 to S.V. 20
22-75
..
KB PVP20, VC1 to VC1I
24.00
MARCONI VT157 to 172
GEC 302 to 348, 12.60, 448 to 452 ..
HMV 1865, 9, 1870/6, 1890 to 1924 ..

.

PYE CTM/CW series (printed circuit) 17/21
IT S. 110 to 510, 700, 830, 11U to 409
PAM, INVICTA equiv. LOFTS to above PYE

PETO SCOTT 1419 to 1725 11.711, 733 to 738
SOBELL/MoMICHAEL TP8 173, 180, T23, 24
178, 278, SC24, 270, 51E17, 18, M72, M74 ..

TES 781, 279, 8034, 370 51117, M75, 78, 93
195, 282 to 288, 762, 763
..
PHILCO 1010 to 1021 ..
ULTRA 1770 to 2384, PILOT PT450, 850
.

LOPT Inserts P.P. 159
Alba 685, 656
Bush TV32, 46, 43
COssor 933 to 950
Ekeo TP308
..
.

.

.

Emerson 700 range ..
Ferguson 203 to 248

Still higher gain ... nominally 17-18 d.B. both

*

21.75
12 25
21.75
21-75
21.75
21-75

Bands.

* Very low noise third generation passivated
transistor.
* fitted fly lead ... installed in seconds.

Ferranti 14T5 to 21116 11 .75
KB, NE70, OV30, PV40,

* Quality Case 31" x 31" x Ii" Cork base.

23-75 PVP20, QV10, 20, 30 21.75
23-25
23-75 KB/ROD Featherlight 12.50
KB/ROD VC1 2, 3, 4
21-75
/3-50 PETO SCOTT 733/738 11.75
13-50 Philoo 1961, 1030 series 21-75
22-50
Phllips 17T0100 range 21-75
22-50 Pye, VT4, VT7
.. 22.15
13-25 ROD D17, 590 is 619 21-75
23-25
22-25 KEG 10-4,10-17 to 192 21.75
23-75 Ultra 1770, 1780 range 1175

Specify Band

I

channel when ordering.

THE NEW UM4 UHF "COLOURBOOSTER"
Channels: Group "A" Red Spot. "B" Yellow Spot,
"C" Green Spot. Prices: Both types -0 75 Battery

Model OR 0.87!,

MANOR
SUPPLIES
172 WEST END LANE, LONDON, N.W.6

Contained
P P 12,3

Self

Literature on request.

Pet
in

NEW VALVES

t

After brief, intensely interesting studyundertaken at home in your spare timeYOU can secure a recognised qualifi-

cation or extend your knowledge of
Radio and TV. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120 pages

of information of the greatest importance to both the amateur and the
man employed in the radio industry.
Chambers College provides first rate
postal courses for Radio Amateurs'
Exam.. R.T.E.B. Servicing Cert.. C. 1 C.
Telecoms.. A.M.S.E. (Elec.). Guide also

gives details of range of certificate
courses in Radio/TV Servicing. Electronics and other branches of engineer-

ing, together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of

Satiefeetion or refund of fee

Wrie note' for Your coPv of this valuable

IwIlleation. It may well prove to be the
homing, Point in your career.
Peemsml IMO Owes IKON)

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(lows. Matson& Inst. of Engineering)
(Dept. 11.14V) lUderwatten Cowl, Reading. 1,67

NEW RANGE U.H.F. - TV - AERIALS

Guaranteed and Tested
24 HOUR SERVICE
1R5
185

27p

384
3V4
8/301.2
6AQ5
6BW7
6E23

23p
37p
57p
25p
57p
71p
600
22p
62p

Sip
Mb

IT4

0925
25L80T
30015
30018
3095
30FL1
30L15
30L17
30P4
301,19

30PL1
30PL14
OCH35
DAC32
DAF91

DAF98
DF33
DF91
DF96
DE32
DK91
DX92
D5196

DL35
DL92
DL94
DL98
DY88
DY87
EABC80

Model.

Bridge House, NEWTON ABBOT, Devon.

MAIL ORDER: 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11

First Class Radio
and TV

Mains

TRANSISTOR DEVICES LIMITED

(Near W. Hampstead tube stn; 28, 59, 159 Bus Routes) 01-794 8751

Leam at hotne__

.

the name you
can depend on.

632
72p
629
83p
71p
60p
80p
81p
87p
85p
33p
21p
35p
37p
18p
35p
33p
27p
41p
38p
239
29p
37p
38p
28p
28p
31p

EB91
EBC33
EBE89
ECC81
ECC82
ECC/33

ECF80
ECF82
ECI135
ECH81
ECL80
ECL82
ECL86
EF39
EF80
EF85
EF86

EF89

EF91
EF183
EP184
EL33
EL84
EY51

E Y86

E680
0381
ET81
KT138

N78
PC841

PC88
PC97
PC900
PC084
PCC89
PC0189
PCF80
PCF86

lip
38P
30p

lip

20p
23p
289
28p
27p
28p
33p
319

lip

22p
24p
28p
31p
23p
12p
27p
305
48p
24p
35p
31p
22p
23p
48p
82p
Sop
49p
49p
37p
35p
31p
48p
509
29p
45p

PCF801
PCF802
PC9805
PC9806
PCL82

P0184

329
44o
84p
58p
33p
35p

PCL85
PCL86
P91.200
PL38
PL81
PL82

40P
54p
49p
48p
295

P1.133

P184

PL500
PL504
PY32
PY33

P181

PY82
PY800
PY801
R19
U25
1326

U191
U251
U329
UARC80

UBF89
UCC85
17C1181

UCL82
UCL83

UF89
UL84

0183

377

42,

34p
301)

649
659
549
54p
259
250
359
359
31p
68p
63p
600
70p
70p

30,

31p
38p
32p
34p
49p
309
32p
27P
189

Postage on 1 valve 3p. extra. On 2 or more valves,
postage 3p. per valve extra. Any parcel insured against
damage in transit 39. extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON, N.16

aerials now fitted with tilting bracket
and 4 element grid reflectors.
Loft Mounting Arrays: 7 element, 12.23; 11 eleAll

ment, 2282); 14 element. S3.00; 18 element,
1310. Wall Mounting with Cranked Arm: 7 element, 15.25; 11 element, 1375; 14 element,
24421; 18 element, 14-50. Chimney Mounting
Arrays, Complete: 7 element. IA; 11 element,
14.370; 14 element, 34.75: 18 element, 11585.

Complete assembly instructions with every aerial.
Low loss co -axial cable, Sip yd. King TeleboostersLabgear U.H.F. Boosters from 18-75. Belling Lee
'Concord' all Band V.H.F./U.H.F. mains operated
pre -amp., 1780. State clearly channel number
required on all orders. P.p.: Aerial., 40p; accessories, 15p. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

BBC - ITV - FM AERIALS
BBC (Band 1): Loft, 11-23;
wall 8/1), 81.828; 'II' array,
13-00. ITV (Band 3): 5 element
loft array, 12.25; 7 element,
12-75; wall mounting, 5 element, 55.25. Combined BBC/

ITV: Loft 1+5, 1275; 1+7,

83.373; wall mounting 1+5,
23)874; chimney mounting 1+5,
1440. Pre -amps from 13-75.

Combined BE131/1TV/BBC2
Aerials: 1+5+9, 14.00; 1+5+
14, 14.50; 1+7+14, /5.00.
Available loft only.

FM Radio: Loft 21/D, 971p; 'H', 81.981; 3 element

array, 32.874. Standard co -axial cable, Sp
Co -ax plugs, 81p, Outlet boxes, 30p. Diplexer
crossover boxes, Slip. P.p.: Aerials, 40p; accessories, 16p; C.W.O. or C.O.D. (min. C.O.D.
charge 1789). Sp for fully illustrated lists.
CALLERS WELCOMED.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.P.T )
40-41 Monarch Parade
London Road, Mitcham, Surrey

01-648 4884

it

iii
AIL

SPECIAL OFFER!
RE -CONDITIONED GUARANTEED TUBES FROM STOCK:

12"- £4.00
14"- £4.00
23" MONO

17"- £425

19" TWIN PANEL

19"- £6.00

21"

£6.50

MONO

£9.50
£6.50

23" TWIN PANEL £ 10.00

ANY TYPE OF NEW TUBE SUPPLIED ... PRICES ON APPLICATION

CARRIAGE ON ALL TUBES 62fp EACH

TELEVISION VALVES:DY116

DY87
DY802

EB9I

ECC8I
ECC82
ECC83
ECC95

33p
35p
63p
20p
33p
30p

ECLRO

401

EF80
E085

26p

30p

EY 96

GY5111

Up

0232

E F91
E Fl 83

Up

E F1144

35p
40p
40p

Up

up E Y5 I

76p

Up

1126

KT61

Up

PC86
PC88
PC97
PC900

111:19

PCC/14

50p
48p
40p

PCC89
PCC189
PCF80
PCF86
PCF200
PCF201
PC0800
PCF801

Up

PCF902
PC0806

65p
34p

PC M200

00p

PCL82

76p
759
80p
60p

PCLI13

PeL84
PeL93
PCL80

50p
709
709
390
869
65p
409
489

Postage per valve first class 4p

TELEVISION TRANSISTORS:
28698
283703
283705
283710

43p
13p

Up
13p

26034
AC127
AC128
AC153

Up
Up
259
209

AFI79
A0180
A0186
BA 102

46p

UP
40p
26p

BC107
BC108
BC113
BC115

-

13p

13,

Up
Up

NA l6
Be I34

Bel ni

PL:83
PL81
PUSS
1PL144

PL508
PL509

66p
509
46p
40p

5146
51.46

PL802
PY32
PY33
PY8 I

P282
FY83
PY500
PY800

83p

Up
Up
30p
309

Up

1100

60p

PY801
R19
U25
U26
U191
U801

UU8
6130L2

509
409
78p
789
769
111 18

5106
75,

8CD6G
0F23
6023

6X4

51.20
809

5125

1001
30015
30C17
30F3

309
909
80p

Up
569

BC154
BC187

BD124
B0115

389
289
63p
259

BFI54
130159

BF167
BF173

409
30p
25p
309

B0180
B01/11
BF I/44

B0194

Ulp
389
2511
1811

30FL1
30L15
30L17
30P4

30PI9
30PLI

76p
136p

30PLI3
30PL14

B0Y50
B0Y51
BY100
BY126

23p
20p
180

BZY88

18920
18940

719

Slip
124

719
1219
20p

AA119
A AZ13

AA215

1210
229
35p

BA1192

BA110

BAII5

71P

BA14 I

SOP

324

BA142
BA144
BA145

719
259

Slip

BA154

BAX13
BAY38

719
199
159

BY126
BY127

17111

B Y140

BY164

6140
571,

BY213
0391
03200

8719
25P
71p
10p

BYI82

OA202
10p
TRANSISTORS
Mem Types)
25718A
30p
291918
209
251711
Up
281993
4219
252218
871p

282219A
Slip
252207
51.071
30p
282297

253053
253054
253055

2719
658
75p

253571)

41.26

283571
253572
253702

11.371

283703
253704
253707
284058
285172
252905
282920
283393
253819
253960
253903
28390-4

253903
253906
254059
254296
254299
215172

28005
28020

35140
35141
40361
40362

VIP

1219
1219
171p
15p
171p

Illp

40p
14p
209
35p

51.50

AF117

AFilm
AFI39
AP239

AUTIo
BC107
BC10))
BC I 09

Belli)
Belim

BCI49

B0195
B0196

27Ip

62111

371p

130197

1160

130550

4218
6248
221p
221P

269

4Sip

15p
169
16p
371p
15p
171p

BC154

421,

BCI69C
Be182L
BC212L

171p
15p
121p
171p
421p

Bell))

BCY7I

36p
35p
371p
3719
171p
171p
171p
159
76p

BD116
B0121

111.at

1111123

82Ip

111)124

621P

789

BP115

81271

721p
471p
671g)

BI)131
81)132
111)517
B DY 19

BDY20
BDY58
B0158
8F139
BF167
B0173
BFI7m

40467A
40460A
AC127
AC129
AC176

674
Up

A0116

2511

B0180
B0184

269

13E194

25p
269

110179

971p
971p
51.871
1.8.121

11.121
971p
IMP
221p

Up
269

321p
821P

7219

Up

321p
221p

am()

BrY51

110552
MJ480
MJ481
SW 490
MJ 491

MP0103
MP0104

MPFI05
71834
T1843

TI801

T1802

421P

Slip

9719
51 25
11 00
41.371
371p
3710
3719
8219
40p
30p

Up

TI890
321p
INTEGRATED

CIRCUITS
CA3012
90p
CA3018
86p
CA3049
12.05
CA3052
5145

Ple1709e0
96p
TAA310
1126
TA 0100 51.971
TAI)110 11 971
857271)9

870

eA3064
51.20
L709C
75p
DATA SHEETS
R.C. A.

Motorola
Mallard

109
109

Many more semicondueton and associated components In stock Please send Op for
comprehensive selnicanduator price list 124 pages). Post and Packing 109 (U.N.)
25p (EUROPE). Up (din. ALL OTHER COUNTRIES).
Totil..149511200N1151

A. MARSHALL & SONS Ltd. 271 121

28 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON, N.W.2
CALLERS WELCOME 9-5.30
THURS. 9-1

SATURDAY 9-5

039
001

30,

Series

18p

0A47

1011

0A90
OA9l
0c202

UP

0A79

1

ALL VALVES AND TRANSISTORS BRAND NEW AND FULLY GUARANTEED.
SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF VALVES, TUBES, TRANSISTORS.
6000 TYPES LISTED.
OPEN DAILY TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-5.30 P.M. SAT. 9 A.M.-1 P.M., 2.30 P.M. -5 P.M.

DIODES
15914
154007

110p

500060 111.85

Postage free on all Transistors.

SEMICONDUCTORS BRAND NEW GUARANTEED

809

390340p

611

RST 16 WELLFIELD ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1 6

Up

5143

:15W4

Orders over £5.00 post free
409
38p
389
139

114:118

PD500
11 50
7'EL200
708

lop

011

89

PHONE 01-769 0199

REBUILT
TELEVISION TUBES
STANDARD TYPES:

£5.00
21"
£6.00
£5.50
23"
£45.50
`PANORAMA' & `RIMGUARD' TYPES:
19"
£7.00
23"
£9.00
17"
19"

TWIN PANEL or BONDED FACE TYPES:
19"

£7.50

23"

£9.50

* Complete new gun fitted to every tube.
* Two years' guarantee.

* Free delivery by our own transport within 25 miles of
London. Over this distance 75p extra for carriage and
insurance (Passenger Train).

We have been rebuilding tubes for the past 12 years and
can supply any type including 11", 12", 13", 16", etc. and
colour tubes. Trade enquiries invited.

N.G.T. ELECTRONICS LTD.,

22 Anerley Station Road,
London, S.E.20
Telephone: 01-778 9178

In just 2 minutes,find out how
you can qualify for promotion
or a better job in Engineering .. .
That's how long it wilitake you to fill in the coupon below. Mail it to
B.I.E.T. and we'll send you full details and a free book. B.I.E.T. has
successfully trained thousands of men at home - equipped them for
higher pay and better, more interesting jobs. We can do as much for

"My income has almost trebled ... my life is
fuller and happier." - Case History G/321.

YOU. A low-cost B.I.E.T. Home Study Course gets results fast makes learning easier and something you look forward to. There are

"In addition to having my salary doubled,

no books to buy and you can pay -as -you -learn on 'SATISFACTION

THEY DID IT-SO COULD YOU

my future is assured." - Case History H/493.

- OR REFUND OF FEE' terms. If you'd like to know how just a
few hours a week of your spare time, doing something constructive
and enjoyable, could put you out in front, post the coupon today.

"A turning point in my career - you have
almost doubled my standard of living." Case History K/662.

No obligation.

"Completing your Course meant going from

iimmlosWHICH SUBJECT WOULD INTEREST YOUP
Mechanical

Auto & Aero
A.M.I.M.I.

A.M.S.E. (Mech.)
Inst. of Engineers
Mechanical Eng.
Maintenance Eng.
Welding
General Diesel Eng.
Sheet Metal Work
Eng. Inspection
Eng. Metallurgy
C. & G. Eng. Crafts
C. & G. Fabrication

MAA/IMI Diploma
C. & G. Auto Eng.
General Auto Eng.
Motor Mechanics
A.R.B. Cens.
Gen. Acro Eng.

Management &
Production

Draughtsmanship

A.M.I.E.D.
Gen. Draughtsmanship
Die & Press Tools
Elec. Draughtsmanship
IM & Tool Design
Design of Elec. Machines
Technical Drawing
Building

Electrical & Electronic
A.M.S.E. (Elec.)
C. & G. Elec. Eng.
General Elec. Eng.
Installations & Wiring
Electrical Maths.
Electrical Science
Computer Electronics
Electronic Eng.

Radio& Telecomma.
C. & G. Telecomms.
C. & G. Radio Servicing
Radio Amateurs' Exam.
Radio Operators' Cert.
Radio & TV Engineering
Radio Servicing
Practical Television
TV Servicing
Colour TV
Practical Radio &
Electronics (with kit)

Computer Programming
Inst. of Marketing
A.C.W.A.
Works Management
Work Study
Production Eng.
Storekeeping
Estimating
Personnel Management
Quality Control
Electronic Data
Processing
Numerical Control
Planning Engineering
Materials Handling
Operational Research
Metrication

Constructional
A.M.S.E. (Civ.)
C. & G. Structural
Road Engineering
Civil Engineering
Building
Air Conditioning
Heating & Ventilating
Carpentry & Joinery
Clerk of Works
Building Drawing
Surveying
Painting and
Decorating.
Architecture
Builders' Quantities

(Write if you prefer not to cut this page)

40"
0114
fre

mit

OV
frifif
Ov/II
MAW

a job I detested to a job I love." - Case
History B/46I.

General
C.E.I.
Petroleum Tech.
Practical Maths.
Refrigerator
Servicing.
Rubber Technology
Sales Engineer
Timber Trade
Farm Science
Agricultural Eng.
General Plastics

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
These letters - and there are many more on
file at Aldermaston Court - speak of the
rewards that come to the man who has
given himself the specialised know-how
employers seek. There's no surer way of
getting ahead or of opening up new opportunities for yourself. It will cost you a stamp
to find out how we can help you.

General Certificate
of Education
Choose from 42

'0' and 'A' Level
subjects including:
English
Chemistry
General Science
Geology
Physics

Mathematics
Technical Drawing
French
German
Russian
Spanish
Biology

B.1.E.T. and its
associated schools

have recorded well
over 10,000 G.C.E.
successes at '0' and

'A' level.

WE COVER A WIDE
RANGE OF TECHNICAL
AND PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATIONS.
Over 3,000 of our Students
have obtained City & Guilds
Certificates. Thousands of
other exam successes.

?reel
Why not do the thing that really interests you?
Without losing a day's pay, you could quietly

turn yourself into something of an expert.
Complete the coupon (or write if you prefer

not to cut the page). We'll send you full
details and a FREE illustrated book. No

obligation and nobody will call on you .. but
it could be the best thing you ever did.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Dept 445A Aldermaston
Court, Reading RG7 4PF.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
NM I= MI MI MI IN
To: B.I.E.T., Dept 445A Aldermaston Court,Reading RG7 4PF

BIET

Please send me book and details of your Courses in

I Name

Age

II Address

Occupation
3.I.E.T- IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE SCHOOL OF CAREERS -ALDERMASTON COURT. BERKSHIRE

